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Ilkeface

Advanced computer and cornniunication technology is providing a, wide
assortment of new tools for improving industrial productivity by automating
manufacturing Robotics technology ifiin important component of modern auto-
mation technology, one in which U.S industry is yitally interested.

On July 31, 1981, the-Office of Technology Assessment held an exploratory
workshop to examine the state of robotics technology ktnd possible public policy
issues of interest to Congress that may arise from its use The workshop partici-
pants included researchers ° botics technology, representatives from robot
manufacturing firms, and 7e antatives from firms that use robotics technol-
ogy. The principal goals o: workshop were the. following:

assess the state of robotics technology;
examine the structure of the robotics market;
determine the relationship of robotics to other new automation teclmlil-

so. ogy; and
determine whether significant Federal policy issues were lily to be
raised.

This report contains a summary of the results of the workshop along with
copies of four background papers that were used as starting points for the
discussion. The workshop was exploratory in nature, and OTA does not at this
point take any position on the merits of the issues discussed or on their worthi-
ness 431- future assessment.

JOHN H. GIBBONS
Director
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Introduction

Background
The topic of industrial robots has recently

been given increased attention.. AXticles in
the technical and popular press have dis-,

cussed the potential of robots' to boost U.S.
industrial productivity and enhance interna-
tional competitiveness (L2). Others have
concentrated on the effects of robots on em-
ployment and their potential to change the
workplace environment and alter the nature
of work (3,4).

This same interest in robotics technology
has been expressed informally to OTA by
congxesiional staff from several committees.
Other OTA studies in such areas as informa-
tion policy, educational technology, innova-
tion, and industrial competitiveness have
touched on the impacts of robotics technol-
ogy in light of those issues.

To date, a primary thrust of domestic U.S.
interest in robotics seems to be the belief
that robots, along with other new automa-
tion technology will be an important tool for
improving the competitiveness of U.S. man-
ufacturing. The use of robots may lower pro-
duction costs, improvi the quality of manu-
factured goods, and reduce workplace haz-
ards. A clear theme-has been the concern
that foreign competitors may be gaining a
significant edge over the United States both
in using this new production technology and
ID establishing a competitive position in the
potentially major export market for robots.

Some writers have also expressed concern
about possible impacts of this te'chnolc;-,-,
workers as it becomes more widely used.
They have stressed po ible unemployment,

the need for new and different skills, and ef:
fects on the work environment.

Abroad, interest in robotics has been in-
tense.- England, Japan, Germany, Norway,
Italy, an Sweden have initiated govern-
ment and private efforts to develop robotics
technology and stimulate its use in manufac-
turing. Some of these countries have also
undertaken studies to assess ways in which
automation may create or eliminate jobs.

In response` to congressional interest in
public.policy issues related to robotics, the
rapid advances hi computer technology and
its' applications, and public concern about
the state of the U.S. industrial economy,
OTA sponsored an exploratory workshop to
discuss the firture of industrial robotics and
its likely impact on public policy. The pur-
pose of this paper is to summarize the re-
sults of this effort and to make available sev-
eral informal papers prepared for that work-
shop. Most of the information is basal on
discussions at the workshop, commissioned
papers,* and other material collected prior to
the workshop.

The summary presents background infor-
mation and identifies key questions and is-
sues that were raised to the OTA staff dur-
ing the course of the project. It does not con-
tain analysis or evaliation of these issues. It
also does not present any options for Federal
policy or analysis of such options.

*Attached to this report as app_ 9.
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Workshop Goals
The' workshop' had several goals:

'IP assess the curr=ent and likely future
state of,robotics technology;
examine the structure of the robotics
market, including domestic 'and fore
users and producers;
determine how robotics relates to other
manufacturing technologies- such as
,computer-aided design and flexible
manufacturing systems; and
determipe whether significant Federal
policy issues were likely to be raised by
the expected growth in industrial
robotics.

General agreement was found on the fol-
owing points:..

the use of robots for industrial automa-
tion is growing rapidly; robots are likely
to be heavily used by the end of the

9

decade in many settings;
robotics, while perhaps the most visible
and dramatic .one, exists in a wide spec-
trum of technologies that contribute to
the automation of manufacturing;
any major impacts on productivity and
employment within this decade will be
attributable to the general trend toward
automation (including robotics), compu-
ter-aided design, the use pf information
systems to control operations and sup-
port managements, and the. integration
of all these technologies into flexible
manufacturing systems; and
robots, themselves, may have important
impacts in the long run as they evolve
toward inteffigent, stand-alone devices
that can perform a variety of complex
tasks, and thereby substantially broild-
en their range of potential application.

ii-
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Robo TechnO3gy

Roots of Robotics Technology
The paper by Albus (see app. B, item g)

surveys.. the state of robotics technology,
Robots have a dual technological ancestry
that has an important effect on discussions
about what they are, what theY can do,
how they are likely to develop. The two a
central lines are 1) industrial :engineering
automation technOlogy,. a discipline that
stretches 'historically over a-century; and 2)
computer science and artificial intelligence
technology that is only a few. decades old.
Ideas about the nature of robots differ
acbording to the importance given to these
two technological roots.

Most modern industrial robots are ex
-sions of atitomated "assembly-line tec
ogy. This form of automation has not his
cally depended on computers, although

lectroics proVides a powerful new tool
or extending its capabilities. In this view

modern industrial robots are closely related
to numerically controlled machine tools.

From such a perspebtive, robotics is
already approaching the state of. a= mature
tecti_nology. Over the next Aecade, the most
important impacts of robotics on the econ-
omy and work force canliot be considered
separately from the impacts of industrial
automation in gener

In the view of seine computer science re-
searthers, robotics as a technology that will
Xave.sigraficant social impact is still in its in-
fanCy. They estimate that, given sufficient
research support, they could produce a flexi-
ble; intelligent robot for the marketwithin
his decade. A robot of this type will be able

to move freely abo t an unstructured envi-
ronindot,-and perfo a wide variety of tasks -
on command with al repro aming
time.

0.

On the other hand, modern computer tech-
nology may provide future robots with new
"intelligent" capabilities such as visual and
tactile perception, mobility, or understand-
ing instructions given in a high-level, natural
language,' such as "Assemble that pump!"
The commercial availability of such capabil
ities may be one or two decades away.

This view stresses the need for continuing,
basic research in computer science related to
robotics, particularly' in "artificial intelli-
gence." Robots are een as "`stand =alone,"
reprogramable devic s, capable of perform-
ing many tasks other t an large-scale assem-
bly line applications, example, small-
scale batch manufaCt mining, or equi
ment repak.

Which of these views is most pertinent
terms of current policy issues will depend, in
part, on whether such an "intelligent" robot/
would be economically feasible in the near
future and whether it would meet a signifi-
cant need in the industrial sector - It seems
likely, in fact, that both types of robptics
technology will = eventually become impor-
tant,.but that their economic and social im-
pacts will differ to the extent that they are
used for thfferent purposes in different en-
viromoents. Furthetmore, the time scale for
widespread adoption will be significantly
later for the "intelligent" machines.
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ion of Robots.
It is, difficult to 'establish-a usable, general-

ly agreed on definition of a robot. Expertg
use different approaches to defining the
term. The problem of definition is further
compounded for the public by images shaped
by science fiction movies that bear no-resem-
blance to robots currently on the market.

At the same time, it is important to have
some common understairling of theiterm in
order to define the state of the art, t4--, project
future capabilities; and to comp/re efforts
between countries. Depending on.the defini-
tion used, for example, estimates of the num--
ber of robots installed in, Japan x'rary. from
3,000 to over 47,000.(5). This variation stems
.in part from the difficulty of distinguishing
simple robots from the closely related "hard
automation technologies for transferring
material.

The. Robot Institute of America, a trade
association of robot manufacturers and
users, efines robots as follows:

A robot is a reprogramabie multifunctional
manipulator designed to move material,
parts, tools, or specialized devices, through

*The term "hard autornatio ' refers to traditional custom
engineered automated lines. Although they may contain
some standard components. they are built to accomplish one
specific set of tasks and often must be completely torn down
and rebuilt when the manufacturM process or product -
design changes.

variable prograded motions for the perform-
ance of a variety of tasks.

This d_ efinition seems` to describe the current'
-state of the technology and is geherally etc

_ cepted by U.S. industry.
Industrial robots have three printibal com-

ponents:
Lone or merre arms, usually situated on a

fixed base, that can move. in- several
directions;

2. & manipulator-, the business end of the
robot, is the "hand" that holds the tool
or the part to be worked; and

3. a controller that gives detailed move-
ment instructions.

Computer scientists add to- this list a few
capabilities that are not gensrally commer-
ciallravallabie today, butthat might be part
of a general purpose robot of the future (6),
They include the following:

4: locomotion, some means of moving
around in a specified environment;

5. perception, the ability to sense by sight,
touch, or some other means, its environ-
ment, and to understand it in terms of a
task - e.g., the ability to recognize an
obstruction or find a designated object
in an arbitrary location; and

6. heuristic problem-solving, the ability to
plan and direct its actions to achieve
highet order goals.

.T.eichtutolOgial.Context.-Of Robots
The principal, technological context of ro-

botics is the field of industrial automation.
Most'experts on industrial automation state
that robots are only one component of a
large collection of related devices and tech7
niques that form the technological base o
dustrial automation (7). This view was x-
pressed both at the workshop and in discus-
sions of experts with (ETA staff. .Mechanics

devices that performed tasks similar . to
those by modern industrial robots have
existed for centuries. The principal dif-
ference is that,ythereas so-called "hard
automation" is custoth designed to a par-
ticular task, robots are standardized, but
flexible and programable 'units that can be
installed in different environments with
much less customization. (Some adaptation
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is' still often required). Clearly, there is .a
tradeoff between the efficiency_of hard auto-
mation and the flexibility of robotb.

Since machinery will be integrated with
the total design of a factory it 'may not be
useful to distinguish robotics as an inde-
pendent technology. A fully automated fac-
tory of the' future might inClude the follow-
ing components:

a computer-aided-design (CAD) system
that provides a tool for engineers to de:
velop new products on a computer using
an electronic display screen. The data
base generated by the computer duriung
the design phase is then used by other
computerized parts of the factory;
numerically controlled machine tools
and other automated devices that fabri-
cate components of the product, trans-
port, and assemble them following
instructions generated by the CAD
system;
robots, .also _operating under computer
generated instructions, that transfer

materials from station to station, oper-
ate tools such as welders and spray
painters, and perform some assembly
task's; and
cbmputerized information Systems that
keep track of inventory, trace the flow of
material through the plant, diagnose
problems, and even correct them when
possible.

All of the above technologies are currently
under development and being used in some
form. They will likely evolve into compo-
nents of a fully automated flexible manufac-
turing facility.

Thus,, there appear to be two parallel tech-
nological tracks along which industrial ro-
bots are likely to develop: 1) stand-alone
standardized units that will have varying
uses in many different environments; and 2)
robotics technology that is integrated into
complete factories that will, themselves, be
flexible. Any assessment of the impacts of
robotics `would need to consider both types.

The Robot Market
The current structure of the industrial ro-

bot nou-ketproducers, users, and inves-
torsis discussed detail in the back,
ground paper by Lo tgarten (app. B, item 4).

The principal uses of robots today are spot
welding, spray paftiting, and a variety of so-
called "pick and place" operations that in-
volve simply picking up an object and put-
ting it with a specific orientation in a pre-
determined spot.

The automobile industry is the largest
user of industrial robots; in terms of the
value of equipment installed, and probably
will continue to be over the next decade.
Other major cm-rent and potential future
users are suramaried in the Lustgarten pa-
per. Once again, these estimates considerthe
industrial robot as an extension of manufac-
turing equipment. They do not consider ,
possible new applications outside of maim-

!

factoring such as mining or equipment
repair. .

Domestic robot manufacturers appear to
fall into four groups: to

1. Traditional machine tool inanufactur-
ers suck]. as Cincinnati-Milacron that
have developed a robot product line. -

2. Established firms such as Unimation
that have specialized in industrial ro-
bots.

3. Large manufacturing firms, such as
General-Electric and, in particular, eke-
tropic computing equipment ithatufae-
turers such as Texas Instruments, that
plan to be major users of robots and that
have decided to build their own. These
films may choose either to retain the
technology for-their own, use or to mar-
ket their robots externally.

90-240. 4 -
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4. Small 4ntrepreneuri ma that devel-
op new, innovative robots: Tins type of
f has been important in many sec;.

t _S of the information ,industry, and
coal well play an` important, role in
robotics.

The relative importance in the market-
place of these clifferent types of firms will de-_
pe'nd on and in turn, influence the evolution
of robotics technology. The hihory of the
microelectronics market suggests that many

innovative new, types of in-bets will come
from thelentrepreneurs, while the large me

will have the dapital and capacity to pro ace
. and market large quantities of heavy.equip.

ment. Also significant in this regard is the 7-
trend; common with most high -technolo
firms, toward acquisition of small, inno a
tive firms by larger industrial. fi-ms seeking
either to diversify or to integr e their tradi-
tional product lines with new echnologies.

Technology and Market Issues
A number of isshes conce _ g the robot

industry were identified in tins project

Industrial organization. What types
eif firms will play the most significant
role in the production of robots and in
innovation? Will robot use and produc-
tion be concentrated in a few large corn
panics? Will a variety of robotics prod-
ucts be available for many applications
by diverae types and sizes of users?
What will be the effects on the financial
health of different . types of potential
producers and users?
Research and development (R&D).
Should R&D stress. applications or

*9 should it focus- on fundamental work
aiming at significant new breakthrough
in the state of the art? What role should

Federal rernment play in fund-
rese ch via agencies such as

ational Science Foundation?
ype of work should be pursued in
ment research labs such as the

National. Bureau of Standards, and at,
what level should it be funded? What
additional policies, if any would be re-
quirrl`to stimulate R&D in the private
seCtdr?\

Government use.Are there part ilk-
ly important, applications of robots in
the Federal Government that should be
explored and developed? Experts at the
workshop mentioned/ in particular de
fense applications and uses of robots
for space exploration and oceanograph-
ic work.
Definitiorz.-The question of defining
robotics and their context, while not a
policy issue per se, is an important
problem if any Federal action is con-
templated to encourage their use or de-
velop any R&D preram. How the tech
nology is defined may well determine
the type of industry that will be helped
by the programs, and influence -the,
structure of the U.S. rphotics industry.
Standards. Should tile Government
encourage the eatablishment of lech.
nical standards far robotics devices and
components? Should standards be set
for interfacing between robots and

other automation and information tech.
nology? Would standards encourage
the development of the rob5at industry _

and the diffusion of the tecanologyor
would they prematurely freeze the state
of the art?
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In addition tot e technplo y d market
issues above, the workshop panel identified a
number of social irnpacts. This list is pro-
vided in appendix A. Many of.the issues on
th4 list were offered without much "comment;
and, as would be expected, the panel. mem-
bers differed in their opinions of the prior
of _the various issues and their importance to
the Federal Government.

Combining the workshop results with
other 'in4izmation collected and evaluated in
terms of congressional interests, OTA iden--
tified five sets of issues.

Rroductivity and capital formation
Labor
Unemployment, displacement, or

_

osi or negative, effects on the
qiiality of working environment\ fsucli.
a6.expoSuKe to-hazards, job boredorti,
and_ emplokeriernplOyee relations

Education `end train
Need for tocrinoio-egAi.specialists
Need for a technological literate-__

work force
-Need7for retraining*orkers
iiternational impact

=Import/export of r otics technol
Contribution to economic Competitiveconomic

ness
Other applications
Military
Space.
--Ocean

Each of the
briefly below.shifting

Productivity and Fo
As stated in the introduction, much of .the

literature on robotics contains reference to
the contribution robotics can be expected to
make toward improving industrial produc-
tivity. Since a major national concern is the
strengthening of U.S. industry, it is impor-
tent to examine this question.

No answers were agreed on by the work-
shop :participants. However, some experts
didtwarn about making simplistic assump-
tionTkthat exaggerate the ins-- of ro-
botics, by itself, in improving productivity.
Two reasons were offered:

1. Robotics is only one part of la wide array
of technologies available to automate
manufacturing and to increase indus-
trial productivity.

2. Productivity is a subtle and complex
concept with several- definitions and
measurements. (This is developed in

some detail in The paper by old; see
app: B, item 3.) FurthermOre, even after
some specific definition its chosen, indus-
trial productivity depends on many fac-,
tors that interact with one another. It is
difficult, hence, to attribute productiv-
ity improvements to any .single technol =-
ogy .

. "4.

These warnings do not suggest that ro-
botics is not an important production tech-
nology. Most experts seem to feel that it is
However, they stated that there are dangers
inherent-in taking an overly narrow _de
tion of the teclmology when assessing irn-
pacts on industrial productivity.

While most applications of robots to date
have been '_made by large rms, the future
diffusion of robotics and related technologies
can also affect small businesses in several
ways. For example, there are likely to be



many new :. :business opportunities
deVelop and produce software and

sPecialized typepof equipment Secondly, it
can be argued that robotics 'mid flexible
automation may in 'some =cases lower;the

uni,scale for efficient production',k
therefore thaeriew manufacturing opportu-
mties could be created for small buainesSes.,
Third, the' adoptidn of robotics and related
technologies by large firms may foreclose
some manufacturing oppoEtunities for small
firms that -cannot afford to invest in new
equipment. This-situation frequently, arises
when major equipment technologies change.

Capital formation is another issue hat
is raised in the-workshop and is discussed

e appended Lustgarten paper. The MI--
portant questions seemed to be whether

-there would the adequate capital for three
purposes:

. To fund the Modernization of industr
tits for the use of automation techn

The financial need would be par-
ticularly great if, it were necessary to
rebuild entire plants in fifer to make
the most effeCtive use of fobotics.

2. To fund the construction and expansion
of plants to produce robots in quantitis

impact
3. To fund entrepreneurs who wish to de-=

velop'iiew types of robots for new ap-
plications. The importance of the -ay
ability of this type of capital dependedn
how important it is that the technology
be pushed forward rapidly.

NO one in the workshop expressed the view
that lack of capital is an impdrtant impe
ment di the growth of the robotics industry
or to the expansion of the use of,roboti in
manufacturing. However, some panelists ob-
served that a tax policy that encourages
such investment would be an important
stiniulus.

There- was some disagreement about' the
availability of private capital to fund R&D.1
Robot manufacturers Maintained that they
were investing large amounts of money in
R&D. Other experts suggested that, these
expenditures were principally aimed at
short term product development and adapt-
ing existing products to specific tasks. There
was a difference, of opinion about the defini-
tion of R&D Bind concerning, the amount of
emphasis that needs to be placed on long-
term research v. short-term product devel-
opment.

labor
Unemployment is an i sue that is- con-

stantly raised in discussionS about thelocial
impact of robots, but that seems in this con-
text not to be well understood as yet or even
to have been widely studied by labor econo-
mists in the United States (8). The discus-
sion at the workshop reflected a wide variety
of opinion about the effects on jobs, dif-
ferences that seemed to be confounded by a
number of conceptual problems.

Productivity improvements resulting from
the use of. robotics and related technologies
can affect labor in a number of ways. These
effects depend on factors such as the follow-
ing:

The effects of new technology -on the
relatiye proportion of machinery to
workei,s (the capital-labor- ratio) in a
given industry.
The extent of change in prices and pro-
duction volumes for U.S.-firms once the
new technology is in use
The supply of qualified workers with
specific job skills in a given industry.

U.S. employment in a given industry may
fall because of productivity improvements,
which, by definition, enable fewer workers to
produce a given volume of product. U.S. ern -
ployrnent. ini, a given industry may remain
constant or rise, hov.rever, if productivity ins-



ssues

r,provernents Etre combined with increases- in
production volume. Effective labor'compen-

, SEttion may, rise or fall_ if productivity' im-
ptovern.enta lead to shorter --workweeks .

and/or,, new, product prices, depending in
large part, oh production +volume and-profit-
ability. Finally, average 'wage ...level . will
change-With changes in the necessary mix of
worker skills resulting from the implementa
tion of robotics and related technologies!, .

DefLnitiOns of-unemployment, like those of
productivity, require distinctions,' between
short-term and persistent job loss, or be-
tween true unemployment (job loss).and dis-
placement (job shift).. '

For some tirrie, most exp6rts in tie United
States have argued that more jobs are cre-
ated by new technology than are eliminated.
However, if these jobs are in different in-
dustries and/or require different skills, the
effect on an individual who has been replaced
by automation can 'be traumatic.

production and servicing of robots and
related technologies will create neW jobs.
The numbei of jobs created and the rate at
which they appear will depend both on the
growth rate of the robot industry and the
degree to =which robot manufaCtUre and re-
pair are, themselves, automated.

Additionally, the effects of modern micro-
electronics will'be to lower cost, hi:prove
formance, and widen the availability of
automation technology anbstantially-,. Nega-
tive impact on employment that, in the peat,
has been ,sinall enough to be insignificant
undetectable, may be much larger in the
future.

in order to assess the effects of automa-
tion on future employment levels, a baseline
must be established against which job loss
or gain can be measured. This baseline could
be a siraftle- extrapolation of current trends.,
But it may also need to be adjusted to reflect
two other effects:

Virtual employment, domestic jobs that
were not explicitly eliminated, but that

sted were robots not
. . .

unemployment -domestic -yobs
that would have Men lost- the plant
had' not responded_ to, domestic -end
ternatiohal competition by autornating.--;._

As the ease with productivity, it is dif-
ficult to attributeemloyment effects 6any
single component of an entire range of im-
provements irkthe manufacturing process, in
this case robotics. Any examination of the
effects of robots on jobs, would need to con-
sider, at least- in part, a much -broader con-
text -of automation technology_

There seemed to be two principal sets of
questions concerning unemployment. These
questions are different in their focus, in their
implication for Federal tiolicy, and in =the
data collection necessary to analyze them:'

1. With the United States experience a
king-term rise in the real unemployment
rate due to theintroduction of robotics
and other automation? I , will these
effects be differentially s vere by
graphical location, soci lass, educa-
tion level, race, -Sex, dr other character,-
istics? What might be the employment
penalty of not automating?

2. Will the use a robots create displace-
, ment effects over the next decade? In

what ways will these effects be specific
:to particular industry classes, geograph-
ical locations, or types of jobs? How will
they effect labor/management negotia-
tions ?

lruality'of working environment is another
issue that was identified. If kr.Dbots are
employed principally for jobs that are Un-
pleasant or dangerous and if the new jobs
created by robotics are better, the quality of
worklife will kaprove. Productivity increases
may also, in the longer term, result in a
shorter, more flexibly scheduled workweek.

New forms of computir-based automation
may in manysases relieve job boredom and
resulting worker dissatisfaction that many
management experts have been concerned



b. 'Worke0 may be able to Make use of
nose complex skills and- perform a _greatet
variety of tasks: For instance, they may be
able to fiAlow the assembly of It product from
berg to end and asiume.,greater incliviei-

porisibility for the quality of the

The buittan working environment can also
be improved by segregating processes-that
create hazardous working conditions (stich
as heat or eiposure to chemicals) from the
section of th''e fa ory occupied by humans,
and, staffing them obots. Furthermore,
equipping a .worker with a robot helper' 'for/
strenuous activities not _only eases jab
stress, but orrens up employment opportuni-
ties to those who have physical handica s or
other limitations.

Whether these benefits SIR reallied e-
Pends. in part, on the particular ways j

which ustry uses the technology. Many
labor ex erta.are concerned that. -some uses
of robots.'will produce aiffeets.on-the working'
environment that will not' be so salutary.Voi 1.--

ekarinkle, some argue that\ one long-terrn ef-
t of.robertiesanay- he p6deskill': labbr, re-
_ing lesS-ability On-the part hum ans- as

they ice -incorporated into a --Mechanized
environment- -

Some' labor expert; and others have also
expressed concern that automation provide
increased opportunities formployer surveil-
lance of employees. Some riniont also fear
that automation could be qsed by employers
tb jobs,t-hett requite' working:
With automated systems; pr that, robots
might be targeted to repladei iinionized-jobs
first.

ducation aril Tiainipg
A number of education and training issues -

are raised by robotics. Some of them will be
addressed in the current OTA-Italiasment of
the impact of information technology on edu-
cation, in the-ontext,of vocation education
and industrial training.

According to the workshop p cipants,
there is a shortage of trained to nical ex-
perts in the field of robotics. If t re.is to be
any significant expansion in he pace of
automation including-robotics, many more
cornputer scientists, engineers, software pro-
gramers, and technicians will be needed, in
the next decade.

A shortage already exists in many fields of
engineering and science. It seems ter be par-
ticularly: critical in areas of compiter soft-
ware design and programing, according to
hidings of the recently released National In-
formation System study by OTA (9). Hence,
the issue is not peculiarly unique,to robotics
technology, at _least in the case of very
highly skilled jobs.

At the same time, the use of robots has
already created\ some new technicaljobs. A
few programshave-been warted at the7com-
munity collegelevel to train workers in robot
installation, programing, and maintenance.

-Some participants and observers sug-
gested that there was a.need for a more tech-
nologically literate work force, one that has a
basic understanding of technology and

. mathematics. In their view, improved tech
nological literacy would provide the- follow-
ing benefits:

I. To the extent that workers would be ex-
pected to instruct, oversee the operation_
of, or repair rohdt units, they would
need some basic underatanding of com-
priters and systems, both mechanical
and electrical. . '

A 2. A technologically literaee "work force
would be less likely to resist the intro-
duction of robots and other automation
technology.

21
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3: A knowledgeabl , technologically
skilled worker would be easier to retraiin .

for some other job, somewhere else in
the plant.

one observer at the workshop -suggested _
that the :reason. the Japanese work force
seegied to-welcome robots iri their Planes was
the'high level of technological literacy re-
ported for; the average Japanese employee.
This characteriptic, accordingly, would give
the employer greater latitude in landing

another and possibly even-more skilled
for a displaced worker. -

If the introduction of robotics into a plant ---
ssnot to result in unemployment, a program

_of_retrainin sPlaced-w-brkers-to----take-on
npw jobs may be necessary:liar:pilling may
also be required for those workers who re`
main, for: their -existing jobs- will_ change in
form and ,function even if their job title re-
main- s the same.

Av International Impacts
Concern about economic cOmpetition in

this technology from Europe and Japan was
repeated often. Panelists pointed to large in-
vestments abroad both for research and de-
velopment and for encouraging the use of
robots. This potential competition e tst on

1' two levels:. 1) developing tad selling obotic6
technology,- itself, and-2) using robots to pro-
duce goods-more competitively (for example
automobiles).

Some experts felt that the directions of
roboticelitte-d ,research were aigmficantly
ttlifferent between the United - States and
other nations, notably Japan. U.S..research-
ers emphasize software and highly flexible
systems while many foreign laboratories are
concentrating on hardware. '1To one main-
tained that the foreign state of the art' in
robotics was superior to that in the United
States. *"Technological leada" are hard; in
general, to either prove or disprove.

There was a general feeling that the uti-
lization of robots was further advanced in

several nations (possibly including the Sovi-
et union) compared t_ o the United States.
Some analysis of the Japanese: and Soviet
picture is presented in the background paper
by Aron (app. B, item 1).

The issue of international competition cre
ates conflicts in import/export policy. Con-
trols might be placed on expoi-ts of Lndustrial
robots either for national security reasons or
to limit f access to domestic high tech--
nology that increases the competitiveness of

--US.--f-inns:1-lowever7-sucIrcotttrolslalso deny-
U.S. robot manufacturers access to foreign
markets. Even if the total international,
market in robots, ,per se, were to 'remain
-relatively small, robot technology would be a
vital component in the much larger interna-
tional market for sales of complete auto-
-mated factories.

Some iAgues of export controls are exam-
ined in the context of East/West trade in a
recent OTA study (10).,

1 Ogler Applications
Som panelists and other consultants

presse concern that an examination of-the
impa s of robotics not be restricted only to
applications to traditional industrial auto-
mation. Because of their ability to work in
environments that are hazardous, difficult,

or even impossible for a human to enter or
survive, there may be future uses of robots
that represent new opportunities.

For example, several defense applications
were mentioned, While there -is work on
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direct,military applications Of robots, much
of the interest on the pare of the defense
community in irobotics is focused on naanu-
facturing. Improved productivity 4.

an'ufa re.of weapons and ass6ciated
tary h ware cou o er sigm can savings
to the defense budget. Flexible, automated
factories, even those not normally involyed
in military production, could be more easily
and quickly mobilized in times of national
crisis_

The National Aeronautics An Space Ad=
mblistration is exploring -the expanded use

of robots for such tasks as planetary explora-
tion. repairing satellites in space, and aiding
mining expeditions. Some rese_archers are in-,
terested in the use of robots for ocean ex
ploration and Seabed mining. =

These examples suggest that depending
on the capabilities of robots in the next
decade, there may be important applications .
that are not now imagined. The nature of
these new capabilities, and hence of the ap-
plications, will depend in part on Federal'
policies in such broad areas as R&D, teckni-

. cal education, a`nd reindustrialization.
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Appendix A

orkshoi) Issues List of
Social Impacts

Employment (Plus and Minus)
Displacement
Patterns

Demographics
Skills/Occupational Categories'
RegionalImpact

User Industiies
Quality ,of Work Life

Education and Training
Adequacy of Institutional Structure/Curri
Population Segments

General Population
Executives
Workers
Engineers

Economic
Economicpincentives
Capital Avail Ability and Utilization

Antitrust
International Competitiveness

Import
Export
Technology Transfer

Quality of Life
Income Rroduction and Distribu
Product Quality

Research and Developnient
'rime Base
Continuity
Critical Mass
Process Over Product
People

Robotics Technology
General Standards
Rate of Diffusion

Military Preparedness
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CmilligOirt01, B4ekg_Totincl. Paprs.

The following papers were prepared as background for the workshop and are included for
the purpose of documenting the project. Their content and conclusions are the sole respon-
sibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of OTA;

1. Paul Aron'Report No. 25,
2. Industrial Robots and Productivity Improvement by James S. Albus.
3. Robotics, Programable Automation and Improving CompetitivOness by Bela Gold.
4. Robotics and Its Relationship to the Automated Facto* by Eli S. Lustgarten. ,

'6 25
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Daiwa Securities America Inc.
One- Liberty iiis4s. New York. New York 10006
91 Liberty Street

&zee! of Daiwa Securries 04. 4.30a.

(212) 732-

Cabio Atilto55:
DAIWASEC NEW YOTIK

ipi31, 44971

July 28, 1981

Paul Aron Report (#25)

Introduction: Statistics and Definitions

ROBOTS REVISITED:
ONE. YEAR LATER

Just about one year ago I issued the Paul Aron Report #22 "Robotics
in Japan" which aroused considerable interest as the first serious and
comprehensive study by an American. -analyst. In a note to that
Repora I wrote "Of course, one could continue to search for additional
data which would prqbably improve the presentation. In of the ex-

_tensive American discussion of productivity and the spate of on
robots, excellent though insufficiently attentive to Japan's experience,
timeliness demanded the publication of what we know now. Thus, as with
all learning, the report 'milk he considered tentative and preliminary not ex-
haustive". This note could well be descriptive of this current report. This
report is an update but to= facilitate reading. I have included the relevant
material from the previous report. (Report # 22 is still available on request) .

In reexamining the conclusions of my earlier effort, viewed at the
time by some as overly optimistic, I find that the report, while basically
correct, understated the tempo of -growth; The Japanese industrial robot
industry is growing at a faster pace than anyone had prsviously estimated.
The original forecast by the Japan Industrial Robot Industry Association
U1RA) for 1979 shipments was Y-38 billion (about' $ 180 million); actual
shipments 'amounted to Y 42.4 billion, exceeding the origin estimate. by
17.8 %. JIRA' had initially estimated dbipments-for 1980, at Y 43 billion; later-
it revised the forecast upwards by-39.5% to Y 65.hillion. In .actuality, ship-
ments were-Y 78;4 billion (about $_ 392 million) fully 82.3% above the original
estimate.' JIRA is now estimating shipments-for 1981 in excess of Y 100
billion- (about $ 500 million) and for 1985 approximately Y 500 billion (about

:$ 2.5 billion). For -1990 the current "unoffitial" estimate-is-A" 1 trillion
(about $ 5 billion) . These estimates should be compared with the initial JIRA es-
timate in earlv 1980 of l 195 billion for 1985 which any critics
not be achieved until 1990. Even IIRA has difficu keeping up with- the
forecasts as late in 1980 it was...estimating ship_ ments of Y 240 - 300 billion
for 1985'and kr 450 - 600 billion- far 1990.
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age -2-

TABLE I

Year

1968 I

1969. r 1.5
1970 4.9
1971 4.3
1972 6.1
1973 9.3
1974 11.4
1975 11.1
1976 14.1
1977 21,6
1978 24,7
1979 42.4

9 78.4 9

1981E 100,04- 500
1985E 500.0 2,500
1990E 1,000.0 5,000

* *Exchange Rate: 200 = $ 1.00

(For convenience only.I have used a single exchange rate of
Y200 = $ 1.00 throughout the report for the past, present and
future.)
It may be argued that Japanese data on. robots Is confusing to

Americans because of a difference in definitions. The Electric Machinery
Law of 1971 in Japan defined an industrial robot as an all purpose machine,-
equipped with a memory device, and a terminal,tvice (for holding things)
and capable of rotation and of replacing-human 1 or by automatic performanc
of movements. PRA classifies industrial robots by the methpd of input

, information and teaching as follows:

1) manual manipulator - -a manipulator that is worked by an ,operator.

2) fixed sequence robota manipulator which repetitively performs
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successive steps of a given operation according to a predetermined
sequence, condition., and position, and whoseSet information cannot be
easily changed.

3) variable sequence robot--a manipulator which repetitively
performs'successive steps of given. operation according to a predetermined.
sequence,- condition, and posillon, and whose set information can be easily
changed._

4) aback robot--a manipulator which can produce, from memory .
operations originally executed under human control. A human operator -r

initially operates the-robot in order to input instructions. All the infor-
mation relevant to the operations, (sequence, conditions, and positians) is
put in memory.- When needed, this inform is recalled (or played back,
hence, its name) and the operations- are repetitively executed automatically
from memory.

5) NC (numerical control) robot--a manipulator that can perform a
given task-according to the sequence, conditions and positionas-commanded
via numerical data The software used for these robots include punched
tapes, cards, and digital switches. This robot has the same control mode
as an N.C.machine.

6) intelligent robot--this robot with sensory percepti9n (visual
and/or tactile) can detect changes by itself in the work environment or
work condition and by its own decision-making faculty, proceed with
Its operation accordingly.

I have used three different robot definitions:

(1) "Robots by Japanese Definition"--all 6 classes

(2) "Robots by U.S. Definition " " -- classes. 3,4,5,6

3) "Sophisticated Robots"--classes 4,5,6

The American -Robot Indim defines a robot as "a
manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized devices,
through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of
tasks." Thus, the U.S. definition of robots eliminates- he manual mani-
pulators and fixed sequence machines.

The following is a breakdown by the nature of input information and
teaching (in yen value).
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Dah0 Se0Lwities Ameri Oa--

Share in Total Shipment

Nature of Teaching and Input Information

1) Manu&I Manipulator
2) Fixed Sequence Robot
3) Variable Sequence Robot
4) Playback Robot
5) NC Robot

Intelligent Robot
Attachments

1974 1975. 1976 1977 1_978 --_,1979

6:5% 7.8% 11.4% 0.7 5.6%
68.0k 73.0) 47.6 39.0 37.1

8.9 10.9 14.6
10.5 10.2 12.7 18.0 17.4
0.2 4'0.4 0.4 0.5
0.1 1.7 6.2 10.3 12.2

14.7 7.2 12.8 12.7 12.6
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

First
Half F.X.

1980

5.0% 7.8%
47.0 35.8
18:0 13.3
17.0 25.0
4.0 2.6
9.0 9.9

5.6
00.0 100.0

The sophisticated robots clearly represents= an _increasing share of
production-37.5% by the first half of 1980 compared to only. 10.8%in 1974.

Data is available for the number of units per type produced in 1979
and the number of robots installed ane_ ,_-_,rking at the end of 1979.

TABLE. 3

Type

Manual Manipulator
Fixed Sequence Robot
Variable Sequence Robot
Playback Robot
NC Robot
intelligent Robot

Shipments of Industrial Robots - 1979

Units

1,051
10,721
1,224

662
89

788

Value (4- Million)

2,100
19,990
7,700
7,200
1,700
3,800

14;535 units 42,400
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Robots Installed- and operating

12/31/79

Manual Manipulator 7,290
Fixed & Variable Sequence Robot 45,760
Playback & NC Robot 2 410
Intelligent Robot -4-- 788

As JIRA previously, had not diffeibrrUated_ fixed and variable sequence
robots, fFeicumber of operating variable sequence robots installed in
1979 must be estimated. I prefer the more conservative estimate of 4300
rather than the higher 10,250.

Final datals not yet available for =1980 but based on the latest
prelirrdnary data shipments and installed working robots at the end of
1980 can be estimated as follows:

TAB E5

Industrial Robots Installed and Operating (Estimated)

12/31/80

Manual Manipulator
FLxed Sequence Robot

) Variable Sequence Robot
4&5) Playback & NC-Robot

6) Intelligent Robot

Units

8,790
55,460
:6,100
3,460
1,690

Total 76,500
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sA,

Shipments. of Industrial Robots Estimated

1980

1). Manual Manipulator
2) Fixed Sequence Robot
3) Variable Sequence ,Robot
4) Playback Robot
5) NC Robot
6) -Intelligent Robot

Total

Units
1,500

15,000-
1,800

900
150

`350

Using the more restrictive U.S. definition of industrial robots, the
following chart compares the relative positions.
TABLE 6A

.S_ - Japan Comparis

Industrial Robots

1980

- Japan U.S.
Production in Units 1980 9
Production in Value ($ Mil 1980 - 180 100
Installed Operating 'Units 12/31/80 11,250 4,370

The most optimistic estimates for U.S. production in 1980 is sob
and.for U.S. installed robots 5,000 but even if this estimate were correct
the U.S. position is hardly altered.
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In 1980 the United' States, probably placed third in the unit pro-
duction of industrial robots--the Soviet Union produced an estimated2,000'- 3;000 industrial robots. Soviet production, Ithwever, tends to
Concentrate on the- less sophisticated robots. Somehow, Athericanp seem
to-have taken comfort with an esimate published in Time in Decaribei: 1980,
of 25 robots in the Soviet 'Union (at the very moment that the Soviet `-
Union was producing about 70 different robot models). Incidentally,Soviet
robotics began even later than Japan--in 1971-72 the first three Soviet
robots were produced. The United States produced his first robot in
-1961--a Unimate based on a patent originly issued in 1954. It was onlyIn 1967 that Tokyo Machinery Trading Co. started to import and sell a
Versatran robot, t en produced by AMF, Inc. In November, 1968/kiawd.
Ileavy Industries concluded a technology license agreement with ILition and
In 1969 began to produce robots in Japan. Thus, the U.S. enjoyed at

year-leacrover-japan an .head over the Soviet
Union.

What, does the future hold? - -My= estimates or better 'guestimates"Japan is necessarily very tentative.

TABLE 7

Japanese Industrial Robot Demand Forecast--Paul Aron

In Units

1980(E) 1985(E) 1990(E)

Manual Manipulato 1,500 6,000 12,000
Fixed Segnence 15,000 30;000 95,000
Variable Sequence 1,800 14,000 18,650
Playback 900 6,500 13,000-
NC Robot 150 1,400 2,800
Intelligent 350 10,000 23,000

Total Th-77- 67,900 114,950

,
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TABLE apanese Indus Demand Forecast--Paul Aron[cont.1)

Manual Manipulator
Fixed Sequence _

Variable Sequence
Playbabk
NC Robot
Intelligent
Awdltary Equipment
Export

Total

1985 1990(E)
(k9 (47 (),

.0 10 2 20 2
38.4 49.0 60 12 90 9
12.0 15.3 75, 15 100 10
12.1 15.4 70 14 140 14
3.7 4.7 15 3 30 3
4.9 6.3 120 24 280 28
3.0 3.8 70 14 140 14
1.2 13 80 16 200 20

78.4 100 500 100% 1,000 100%

Using the more-restrictive American_definition of robots TapAnese
...industrial robot production is estimated to achieve a unit output of 31,900

with a value of $ 2.15 billion in 1985 and 57,450 units and $ 4.45 billion
in 1990. If this were to occur, Japanese output in 1985 would be four times
greater in units and value than the most optimistic forecast for the U.S.

Why have industrial robots enjoyed such success`in Japan and why
do the Japanese place such high_confidence_in_their_future?

LABOR:

Japan's success in robot production and installation can be traced, in
large measure, to its labor practices. The Japanese employees in major
corporations are guaranteed lifetime employment (until the age of 55-60) .
In addition, all employees receive two bonuses, each ranging from 2-5
months pay, In Jude and December, which, while negotiated between the
union and management, pre ultimately based. upon the company profitability.
The Japanese union is not based on crafts, skills or occupations: the union
is on a company wide basis and covers all member of the bargaining-unit.
Employees identify with the company, not with a skill and they are often
shifted from one job to_another within the company. The worker, not
fearing loss of employment, does not oppose automation; in addition, as
automated production generally enhances quality and profit and conse-
quently-the bonus, the Japanese employees welcome the robots. In Japan
the company assumes the responsibility for retraining the employees who
have been displaced by the robots. The large companies, at least in the
last 20-25 years ha7ve assumed the responsibility of training and retraining
their employees; lifetime employment deprives most companies of the
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opportunity to recruit skilled workers from other companies and therefore,
necessitates training.- Not-fearing the loss of trained-workers, companies
are encouraged to devote considerable effort to training programs. Finally,
as robots are used in dangerous, unhealthy and repetitive jobs, the
employees consider production by robots as a means of relieving monotonous.
and 'environmentally harmful tasks in manufacturing. Employees, dis-
placed by robots, have moved-to. jobs, more challenging intellectually and
less' demanding physically~

The practice of QC circles has played an important role in developing
employee participation in problem-solving. They are voluntary teams of
8-10 eiliplqyees who began in the mid-sixties to study quality problems
and to suggest improvements. These teams expanded their range of
activity from quality to many other areas inc ing productivity, especi&ly
during the seventies. Studies indicate that b h the unions and particu-
larly the QC circles have often been involved i introducing robots into
pants. It s ou be no surprise that those co, panies whidh have the most
active QC circles are also the leaders in robotization.- Of-course, the
relatively high tempo of real economic growth in Japan, with its con-
sequent demand for increased labor, has more than compensated for the
losses of_jobs resulting from increasing productivity, automation, and
robot introduction. Some Japanese economists, however, are already
warning that the saturation by industrial robots might create an unemploy-
ment problem in the 1990's.

The Japanese seem to believe that they displaced the U.S. as the
"Number One" in robot production largely because of the labor problem.
In America and Western Europe, the introduction of robots is frequently
debated and the crucial point in such debates is the unemployment pro-
blem. This as rarely discKsed in Japan and instead the positive effects
of robots are discussed: improvement of quality and productivity and
greater. safety for the employees. Stress, is placed on the new opportunities
for greater and higher level employment, as robot operators, robot
maintenance workers, and "software engineers", and for opportunities in
new industries such as ocean resource gathering made possible by robots.
Unlike japan, few U.S. companies have assumed the responsibility for
retraining workers that could be displaced by robots. Furthermore, the
American worker does not directly benefit from the increased savings and
profit created by robotics. It is interesting that the TV program on
productivity ("If Japan can do it etc.") omitted any discussion of the bonus
in Japan.

COSTS OF LABOR AN'D ROBOTS

The advantages of industrial robots can be better understood in the
context of the relationship of labor costs and robot.costs. The accomplish-

. ments of the robot introduction in Japan from 1968 to 1973 were not
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promising because of the wide divergence of labor and robot costs.. Before
the 1973 "Oil Shock" JaPanese labor costs still relatively inexpensivestill
while industrial robots-were still high - priced because of the low level of
electronic development.- During the decade of,the seventies labor-costs-
.rose sharply in Japan: The manufacturing cost of industrial robots of
all typed at.first declined from 1970-1975. -After 1975, the price of -the
simpler and less electronic -"robots" rose, but the "semiconductor revolution"
in Japan continued to reduce the cost of the more sophisticated-robots.
The following table based on a JIRA survey IS revealing.

TABLE 9

Ratio of Robot Costs to Labor Cos

(Unit - k' 1000)

Total 1970 1975 1978

Lablor Cost Per Man 990 2,300 3,000
B. Average Price -- Robot 4,600 4,100 5,000

(Japanese definition)
C. Cost -- Playback Robot 12,000 11,000 11,000

Ratio B/A
Ratio C/A

4.6 1.8 1.7
12.1 4.8 3.7

The decline of robot costs relative to labor costs is especially sharp
the -field of sophisticated robotS. Superficially, a playback robot can be
amortized within four years on a single shift and within two years on a
double shift. The actual expenses of robot Installation Wand maintenance
resulted in a slower rate of amortization. In the future, labor costs are
expected to increase 6 - 7% annually while robot costs, thanks to declining
microprocessor prices, should remain level or decline.

In a questionnaire distributed by PIRA on the motives for installing
industrial robots in the future, the responses in order of importance were
as follows: (1) economic advantage, (2) increased worker safety,
(3) universalization of production system_ s, (4) stable product quality, and
(5) labor shortage.

Hence, the economic advantage of the industrial robot over human
labor which seems certain to grow in the future is considered the most
important factor in the increased application of industrial robots.
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MANAGEMENT

Japanese management on all'levels has been more. responsive to _the
introduction of robots than their American counterparts.' Life-time-
employment ties created greater; security and :a more long-range attitude
among. Japanese managers. The absence of stock options _reinforces this
attitude. Japanese managers are able to tolerate the high, initial costs of
incorporating robots into production and are willing to accept a much longer
payoff than their American counterparts. In the first year of robot intro- .

duction, costs can be very high--not only increases in depreciation,
interest costs, and miscellaneous costs related to the robot (changes in the
plant and its equipment to accomodate the robots)', but also interference
and slowdowns 1n production while the robot is being fulltegrated into
production. In one cane study in Japan, for example; the company had
anticipated that roots would increase production, and thus would permit
write-off of all-to within the first year Instead, production declined
and total costs gr by 30%. Similar experiences have caused many
Ameridan manager' to abandon their robot program. at t the Japanese
Persisted and at the end of the second year total costs were 25% less than
if the ptoduct had continued to be produced manually ,..1,'-'

t 0-
Japanese managers are-generalists, often shifted from one area to

. another that bears little relatiorahip td their-previous experience. ph the
,other hand, American managers tend_tobe spedalists and "stay within one
area of work during their entire career. This at times, creates opposition,

not hostility, to a novelty such as a robot that might undermine their
pflo Won. American, reports. are replete with taleS of opposition to robots
by middle and lower managers and conflicts between manufacturing engineers
seeking to introduce new technology and production department's seeking to
maximize t production and intolerant of aYiy interference in output. .

Even the front ne of management-the -foreman-oftens see the robot as s-a
threat to their status espqcially when the robot requirpe "care and feeding"
by an inexperienced youth with a training in electronics who substitutes
knowledge for strength.

In an atmosphere of relatively high interest rates the ncial side of
U.S. management constantly seeks shorter and shorter payou nd

'Ameridan robeticists often see these "bean counters"- as their a emy. The
non-adversary relationship and the long-term outlook wades the
Japanese company has successfully coped with thei- ues robot intro-
duction.

American and European companies were also,: to some extent, side-
tracked in robotics as they had been in the production of numerical,
control machinery. The Americans developed very expensive and very
complicated NC machines so that when the computer broke down, the entire
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machine, virtually a machine-shop in itself, halted. The Japanese developed
smaller; "simple; less expensive machines that catered to-small-sce pro-
duction and could produce In small batches. In robotics the European and
Arberican producers often, concentrated on-the most expensilie robots and
permitted the Japanese tei develop robotics gradually from the unsophisti-
cated manual manipulators, to more complex systems that incorporate

- "intelligence" .

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE FOR INDUSTRIAL. ROBOTS

At present about 130-140 firms IA Japan are manufacturing robots of
whom 37 are members of the JIRA. Most large manufacturers, 4ctual or
potential, are yIRA members but exceptians=shatld be
notedMatsusbita Electric Industries; Osaka Transformer Corporation,
Seiko, and the pen manufactur

The .existing robot makers are widely dis'tributed over the whole
range of business scales. In size of capitalization, robot makers are
broadly distributed, frbm-sm41,1 firms 'to giant Corporations. In examining
the-table below, the $5 smallkoThPailies with less than X 100 million
capitalization (equal to about $ 500,000) represents 41.4% of the enterprises ;
the medium firms with (X 100 -.300 million) represent 23.3%, while the firms
with over f 3 billion capitalization (equal to about $ 15,000,000) represent
35: 31 of the corporations. The same trend is evident when we examine
the robot makers by number of employees. The small firms with less than
500 employees represent 46.6% of the total, the medium firms with -500 to
5000, 30.1%, and the giant firms with over 5000 employees, 23.3%. This
data based on a JIRA survey in 1979, of 133 robot makers, is shown below:

TABLE 10

Industrial Robot Maker Distribution

By Size of Capital

Less than Y 10 Million
Y 10 million Y 100 million

Y100 millibn Y 1 billion
Y 1 billion 3 billion

More than X 3 billion.

Total:

19 companies
36 companies
23 companies
8 companies

47 companies

33 companies

14.3
27.1
17..3
6.0

35.3

00.0
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Industrial= Robot Maker Distribution

Less than 50
50 500'
500 1000
1000 - 5000-,
More than. 500D.

Total

By Number of Employees

33 companies
29 companies
15 companies
25 companies
31 companies

24.8 %
21.8 %
11.3 %
18.8 %.

23.3%

133 companies 100.0 %

The wide distribution of industrial robot makers is the result of
several factors. The giant electrical equipment and heavy machinery
makers-were attracted by thefhigh growth potential of industrial robots`
and entered the field to diversify their business. Many have been motivated
originally, by the need for robots, within their,own business to increase
productivity and safety, overcome shortage of some skilled workers, and to
enhance their ability to undertake small and medium batch multi-product
manufacturing. This applies to the large electrical manufacturers such as
Hitachi, Matsushita, Toshiba, Mitsubishi Electric and Fui.Electric. It
also applies to the heavY equip-riient manufacturers such as Kawasaki Heavy
Industries, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Tokico, Shinmeiwa; and
Ishilcawajima-Harima. Some of the steel makers such as Kobe Steel and
Daido, in diversifying their operations into heavy machinery, also were
.attracted to robots. _

Since robot application often must be custom-made for each and every
user according to his specific production process, -the robot maker, even
if small, can specialize ina speaific area of application and successfully
compete with the big 'corporations. Some of these smaller companies under-
took to produce robots in orrder to enhande their major products such as
Aida in the hydraulic pressrianufacturing. The production of robots often
enabled the manufacturer to offer a total System rather than an individual
piece of equipment. This phenomenon is seen mainly among the machine
makers such as Fujitsu Fanuc, Toshiba Seiki, Nachi-Fujilioshiand Komatsu.
Other small enterprises began to manufacture robots for their own use and .
then ujtimatelY marketed them. This applies-to firms such as Seiko and
Sailor Pen. Many firms branched into robots from manufacturing materials
handling equipment and conveyors. This included firms such as
Tsubakimoto and Motoda.
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The Japanese are currently debating the future of this structure of
robot makers.. Some expect no radical change in the industry structure
within the foreseeable future. They believe that the small to medium
enterprises will continue to carve out markets for themselves in the many
specialized areas. Others visualizing the increasing role of minicom-
puters and, intelligent robots expect that the large electric manufacturing
companies because of their superiority in IC,and LSI technology, will
dominate the robot industry.' At present, each individual robot maker
has its own area of special expertise such .as Yaskawa in arc welding,
Kobe Steel in large paint sprayers, Aida in press application, Fulits_
Fanuc in machine tool processing. However, all makers are using the
technology developed in their specialty area for applications of other areas.
Kawasaki is the most active in this approach with its Unimates entering
almost all areas of application. But many other manufacturers are aspiring
to be "universal robot makers". The emergence of alt electronically-
oriented universal robot maker depends on the rate of development of
intelligent assembly robots.

Unlike the United States, where two robot makers hold over one half
of the market share,. the Japanese market is widely dispersed and changing
each year In the U.S.-, despite the many new companies entering the
field, companies. actually manufacturing robots probably number less than
20 compared to about 140 in Japan. Kawasaki Heavy Indus_ti es has only
3-4% of unit volume-of all Japanese robots (by Japanese definition) . By
the more strict U.S. robot definition, Kawasaki produced 450 of the 3300
robots made in Japan in 1989 for a market share of 18% in units. Because'
of its relatively higher price, the mm-ket share of Kawasaki in vue is
probably somewhat higher. In many respects the production of robots
in Japan resemble the fierce competition that grew up among manufacturers
of television sets, digital watches, desk and hand calculators and videci-
tape recorders. After a period of intense competition among many firms,
production-ultimately was concentrated in n-a few large firms. It should
be noted that-this period of competition also resulted in Japanese domin-
ation in 'are market for these products. As the spokesman for the
Lon Term Credit of an confidently puts it It is only.a matter
of time before the industrial robot. becomes one more piece of merchandise
which symbolizes Japan".

. .

This Industrial structure has given the Japanese several advantages.
The American robot manufacturers must son their robots to users; few can
test their equipment in actul production conditions at own plants.
With the entry of IBM, Texas Instruments, GEand Wes souse. into the
robot market.this should be altered. But in Japan all gh the decade
of the seventies the major manufacturers now emergin chi ushita
Toshiba-had been using robots within these companies hermore;
many other companies entered the robot field because they had -developed
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robots initially for their own needs-Sailor Pen, Pentel, Pilot in the pen
and pencil industrl, Okamura in the furniture industry, Tokico in the
compressor industry. Many companies developed robots to sell their
own products-Aida japan's leading press manufacturer , developed a
series of loading and unloading robots for its presses. Fuiitsu Fanuc
'developed a series of robots to service their N.C. machines. In turn,
Fanuc's-competitors developed robote-to stay in competition with Fanuc_
while Fanuc in turn developed an assembly robot to help reduce the costs
of producing its robots. In some cases companies developed robots for
affiliates. That Mitsubishi Electric_ehould develop a "Window Cleaning
Robot" a fixed sequence machine for high buildings, can be better
understood when we know that its sister, Mitsubishi Estate, owns many
of the tall buildings in Tokyo's Wall Street. This automatic cleaning
operation, reduced maintenance cost-, elizeinated dangerous work; pro-
Vided better cleaning, and protected "privacy in offices, hotels, and
other places". Toyada Machine Works provided welding and handling robots
for Toyota. Mitsubijhi_Heavv_Inglinrizt provided robots originally just
for Mitsubishi Motors, its automobile making subsidiary.

Because the robots were used within their-own factories, :the _robot_
makers in Japan offered for sale not Just robots but total systems which
already had been tested for several years in their own factories. This
compelled companies that had originally Just produced robots to begin
to develop total systems. One example of this is a completely unmanned
computer-run dry noodle factory-which includes an automatic warehouse,
battery-operated cars, loading and unloading robots, automatic manu-
facturing and inspection, and packing.

GOVERNMENT POLICY

It IS quite evident that MITI has been interested in robots since the
beginning of the seventies.. -It would seem unlikely that 'IRA would have
been formed without some government encouragement. However, it was
not until -1978 that the industrial robot was officially designated as an
"experimental research promotion prodUct" and as a "rationalization pro-
motion product" with promulgation of the special Machine Information
Industry Promotion Extraordinary Measures Act. While the Electric
Machinery,Law in 1971 had defined an industrial robot, industrial robot
terminology was first standardized in 1979 under the Japanese Industrial
Standards.

Following the typical policy of cooperative rather than adversary
relations with business, the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI) ,
having identified robot production as a major strategic industry
Japan's future, undertook several measures to popularize their utili;ation.

=

90-240 62 -
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(1) With MITI encouragement, if not direction, a robot leasing
company, japan FUpl?ot Lease, (jAROL), was founded in April, 1980
with the initial paid-in capital of 100 million-. This company is Jointly
ownkd--70% by 24 jIRAmembers and 30% by terl non-life insurance com-
panies. The-aim ciT7AROL is to support robot installation by small and
medium-scale manufacturers and increase their productivity. As 60% of
operating-funds are financed by low cost loans from the government's
Japan Development Bank and the rest from the Long-Term Credit Bank,

=Industrial-Bank of Ja an and the city banks, JAROL is in a position to
lease industrial robots under .conditions more advantageous than the
ordinary -leasing companies. For its first year of, operation (fiscal year
1980), JAROL planned kr 700 million robot leases;-actually its leasing
contracts numbering 52 amounted to V' 1,150 million (about $ 571 million).
The average term of the lease was 6.5 years and provided a full payout.
In April, 1981 JAROL offered a more flexible 2 - 3 year rental agreement
(not a full payout) and after the expiration of the agreement planned to
rent the robot to the same or a different user. At the same time JAROL
began discussions with MITI to enter overseas leasing nf robots. This
resulted from a request of an Australian firm to lease Japanese-made
_robots. Some question arose as to the propriety of using government
loan'for overseas leasing but JAROL suggested loans from the rapary-

ort and Import Bank. Positive action on this matter will greatly
strengthen Japan's competitiveness in overseas industrial robot markets.

(2) MITI has arranged for direct government low-interest loans
to small arid rriediurn-scale manufacturers to encourage robot installation
for automating proceSses dangerous to human labor and for increasing
productivity. The government budgeted for fiscal year 1980 5.8 billion
for these loans which are extended through the. Small Business Finance
Corporation, a government finance agency.

13) MITI has permitted the manufacturer who installs a robot to
depreciateMI% of its initial purchase price in the first year in addition
to taking ordinary depreciation. This extra depreciation is a common
practice in Japan when MlTiseeks to promote a particular industry or
product. Extra depreciation has been as high as 50%. Generally it can
be taken over a three year period and is usually repaid in five annual
installments beginning in the sixth year.,, By installing,an industrial
robot, a firm can depredate 52.5% in the first year, 12.5% plus 40%
year depreciation double declining).

(4) MITI created an atmosphere favorable to the introduction of the
industrial robot, but it had depended largely on the-private companies to
determine the direction and scale of production and to undertake R & D.
However-, MITI has now Just announced plans for a huge R & D program
to be discussed in the following section.
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ORGANIZATION OF ROBOTIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Research on robotics in Japan is conducted by three major types of
institutionscolleges and universities, national and public research
institutes, and research laboratories ofitrivate firms. The number 'of
robot research laboratories in universities and public research institutions
grew from 43 in 1974 to 85 in 1980. In fiscal 1979, the universities spent
100 million yen (or about $.5 million) on robot research.and the public
research institutes about 226 million yen (about $ 1 million) . This total
of about $ 11 million is hardly a'4"Very large =bunt. But this statistic
omits "personnel expenditur,ein and is therefore a substantial under-
statement. Some 270 researehers'at colleges and universities and 80
researchers at institutes worked on robots in 1979. Public research has
concentrated on theoretical problems, many of which have direct and
immediate application such as--speed control (acceleration of robot when
its gripper holds nothing) ,.improved positioning accuracy; simplification
and modularization of robots, sensory perception, pattern recognition
ability."

The expenditure of .private enterprises on robots has not been
made public but up to now has been the overwhelming source of robotic
R & D7 Of the 107 robot manufacturers surveyed by jIRA in 1979,
twenty had a'spectzed robot research division in their in -house research
laboratories, while another fifty-two without a special robot research
division had one or more researchers specializing in robot research.

The private research laboratories have concentrated on R & D most
closely linked to applicationincreased speed, miniaturization, computer
control, weight reduction and modularization (development of inter-
changeable robots).

A major change has just occurred--MITI announced a silken year
30 billion national robot research program to begin April 1, 1982. ,MITI

will create a new R & D group to carry out the program whose purpose is
to make robots suitable for a wider application and to develop Japanese
robot technology instead of relying on imported American and West
European know-how. Stress is to be placed on intelligent robots especially
for assembly work, and on robots for nuclear, space, oceanic, and earth-
moving industries.. The development of sensory perception, language
systems, and motional capacity are to receive top priority. This program
is called a nationally important major technology development scheme.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS

This section expresses the Japanese views on this topic and is greatly
indebted to- Mr. Yonemoto of JIRA, Japan's most prominent authority on this
subject. Industrial robots have three major characteristics which, in large
measure, determine their socio-economic imp-ct.
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1) Industrial robets,unlike special purpose automated machines,
are programmable, and as a consequence, are both flexible and versatile.-
A robot's movements may be -altered merely by changing its program.

2) Industrial robots can perform beyond the physical and mechwrical
abilities.of humans. They do net tire from long and continuous hours of
work in an environment which may be uncomfortable, if not hazardous to
-humans. (They require no breaks to overcome fatigue or to meet per-
sonal needs).

3) Industrial robots perform with a high fidelity and accuracy in
compliance with the instructions which they receive from man.

As a result of their versatility, super-human capability, and high
fidelity to programming, industrial robots have changed in many ways
the p oduCtion scene in which they are employed.

I. Autom Multi-Product Small Batch and Mixed-Flow-P du tion Line

The flexibility and versatility of industrial robots makes possible
the automation of multi-product small batclfand mixed -flowline pro-.
duction. The special purpose automated machine is restricted to limited
model mass production. -Recently, consumer demand has become increasingly
diversified to the point where according to Japanese estimates, fully 80%
of mechanized industry's products are manufactured in a moderateto-
low volume of output. Thus, the nature of contemporary consumer
demand and particularly Japan's desire to accomodate a wide diversity of
export requirements necessitated and, encouraged the use of industrial
robots. .

2. Ease of Phas in Produ Des Modification and Model Chan

A complete changeover or even a modification in a product model
often require-changing or at least radically rebuilding a special purpose
automated machine. Where an industrial robot is used instead, a mere
change in program is required. As the product life cycle shortens, the
flexibility and versatility of industrial robots becomes increasingly advanta-
geous.

3. Improved Operating Ratio and Increased.0 sting Time.

Unlike men, industrial robots can operate on a 24 hour basis and
therefore, the machines, they service can also operate on a 24 hour basis.
Furthermore industrial robots are capable of performing functions at a
high speed which exceed human limitations.
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4. Ability fo withstand_ Severe Working. Conditions

The industrial robot can work in an environment which is adverse
to humans. Human beings require a host-of conditions to make the
working atmOsphere-both pleasant and safe-ventilation, proper lighting,
air conditioning, or at leas temp_erature control, and a variety of
safety devices and condi

5. Abilit to Execute r and Accurate
Cope Elasticali with hanging P _ uction o

The sustained stability of industrial robot operation--their ability
to work continuously and accurately faithful to their man-given instructions--
eliminates slumps and spurts.and provides a smoother production flow.
This ability also enables increased production demands to be met effectively.

of Production System.

To the Japanese the introduction of industrial robots means a
change in the production system.- In the typical traditional mass pro
ductoraine the machine determines the activity of the operatorssome-
thing. pdintedly satirized in Chaplin's .famous film, "Modern Times". The
operator programs thdindustrial robot and therefore, the human domin-
ates the system. According to the Japanese, the industrial robot
reduced psychological resistance to the conveyor- system and thus
permitted its more effective use. They believe that human satisfaction
derived from the human control over the robot and this attitude led to
qualitative improvement in labor.

7. Creation of New Teohnologies.

The characteristics of the industrial robotscombined with the change
in the production system to a men-dominated robot-machine system led
to the creation of completely new technologies and to their application
in exploiting Oceanic resources and in increasing utilization of nucleir
energy. -Robot applications to health, household; and cleaning duties
have also been forecast.

The wide socio-economic impacts of the application of industrial robots
expected by the Japanese roboticists has begun to be evident.

1. Improvement of Productivity.

The automation of small-batch and multi-product mixed-flow line
production saved man-hours and reduced in-process and accumulated
inventory. The improved operating ratio and increased operating time
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also reduced'man-hours. The relative ease with which an industrial robot
could be fit for a product design changed saved the time usually required
for retooling. The more effective use of the conveyor system.made possible
by the industrial rolTot.also contributed to enhanced productivity.

2. Stability and ImproKrement in Product Quality.

The super-human capacities of the industrial robots and their
fidelity to human instruction led to .a uniformity of products and hence
made possible the stability and improvement of product quality. By
working 24 hours the industrial robot eliminated the incidence of inferior
or defeptive products which often occur during factory start-up operations.
The quality variations which result frord long hours or the differing
abilities of operators were eliminated.

3. Improvement in Production Management.

Production management has imprbved for several reasons:

= a) Reduction of inventory and in-process products as a result of
automation of small-batch and multi-pradUct mixedflow-line-production.-

b) Reduction in set-up time and, elimination of retooling the pro-
duction line.

c) The durability and accuracy of industrial robots facilitated
production planning.

d) Industrial robots reacting more elastically to production Volume
change reduced problems of manpower reallocation.

e) Industrial robots have helped fo improve the quality of kirk life
and led to greater employment stability. In addition, they have con--
tributeri to overcoming the skilled manpower shortage In such areas as
welding and painting.

4. 'Hu zation".of Working

a) Industrial robots released humans from hazarddus and unhealthy
working conditions preventing accidents and occupational diseases.

b) Industrial robots released humans from monotonous work and
thus reduced psychological stress.

el The man - robot -mac nine production system eliminated the
psychological resistance to the conveyor system, and improved labor
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quality. and human satisfactions from the human.control of robots. Such
a system corresponded better to a more highly educated and aging
society. In recent years, -Japan's society-has witnessed a growing shift
from blue-collar to white-collar occupations and the industrial robot
enables corporations to accomodate to this trend. Human resources
liberated from adverse-work environments and from monotonous repe-
titive manual jobs are rachanneled into more intellectually demanding
robot operations and 'maintenance positions; For exmaple, manual wire
bonding of IC's require the fatiguing performance of monotonous,
repetitive tasks under a microscope, and a trning period of 4 L 5
months. The industrial robot reduces the training period to 15 minutes
and eliminates- the fatiguing manual operation.

- Robot utilization makes possible greater employment opportunity
for the infirm, elderly and female work force in industries where heavy'
and continuous loading/unloading or carrying a heavy welding gun were
required. The "humanization" or work life contributed to employment
stability, reducing absences from work.

Resource Conservation.

Industrial robots contributed to conservation of resources, a high
priority factor especially since the oil crisis of 1973. These savings
were achieved in a variety of ways: .

a) The robot saved material-the paint spraying_ robot, for example,
used 20-30% less than the manu-painters in many Operations.

b) The ease of accomodating the robot to product design-changes
reduced investment in purchasing and/or rebuilding equipment.

The reduced, defective ratio saved resources..

d) The industrial robot, by working in unpleasant environment,
reduced the energy consumption of air conditioning, ventilation, lighting,
etc.

d) By its ability to operate on one two or three shifts, the industrial
robot resulted in reducing investment.

ROBOT APPLICATION

Robot shipments are also classified by user which shows the auto-
mobile as the primary buyer except in 1980, when the electric appliance
industry, which usually occupied second place, took the lead for the first
time.
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TABLE 12

Breakdown o_ ndustrial Robots by. U-

Japanese Definition

n Value

1974 1975 .1976 1977 1978 1979 1980P.

Auto 35.5% 19.9% 30.5% 33.6% 34.5% 38.4% 30.0%
Electric Appliance 9.6 12.8 20.9 23.1. 24.6 17.5 36.0
Machinery 4.5 5.6 7.6 8.8 7.0 5.3
Metal Products 5.8 3.8 . 5.8 3.4 7.1 9.0
Exports 2.9 4.2 2.3 4.5 2.5 1.9

(P Preliminary announcement of JIRA)

However, the automobile industry still dominated the sphere of sophis-
ticated robots. -

tints of Playback Robots by

(4/1/80 - 10/1/80)

Unit Value

Automobile 61.5% 52.4%
Electric Appliance 10.3 11.6
Machinery 3.9 8.3
Metal Products 4.4 5.7
Exports 5.9 6.0
Others 14.li 16.0

The large percentage of exports of playback robots compared to the less. than 2%
export share of total industrial robot production indicates the direction'
of Japan's export policy.

Since the playback robot seems to be concentrated heavily in the
automotive industry, an analysis of the type of work performed by
playback could indicate relative use .
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Breakdown of Pla back Rbbot b Work Process

7 10/1/80)

Unit Value

Arc Welding 18.8% 26.0%
Spot -Welding 57.1 45.1
Spray Painting 11.3 17.8
Others 12.8 11.1

Page -

It is clear that spot welding represents the major application of the
playback robots. A preliminary repo0 on 1980 calendar year robot
production revealed that compared to 4979, arc welding robots increased
211% in value and 100% in units,, and dot welding robots grew 85% and 100%
respectively-.- In addition-,. assembly robots grew 340% and-33% respectively
(certainly from a low base) , and-press and conveying robots 60% and 6%
respectively. The large growth in assembly robots was mainly for insertion
of electronic parts into printed circuit boards (an increase of 440% in 1980
compared to 1979).

SPOT WELDING

The automobile industry has until 1980 been the largest sin e con-
sumer of robot production, in large measure because of its purc aces of
spot welding robots._ -Tim majority nf_japanese_car bodies_co _o
300-900 press-formed parts manufactured from sheet steel w
bonded together by 3,000-9,000 spot welds. In the latter half of the
1960's special purpose automatic multi-spot welding machines-were intro-
duced. However,- with the tendency to product diversitlCation and the
shorter life cycle of car models, the return on investment of the multi-
spot -welders declined. Large monetary expenditures to modify the multi -t_
spot welders were necessitated by model change-over or design modifi-
cation. During the modification, a considerable period of time was lost
and manag6-nent expenses were consumed for production line reorgani-
zation.

Thus, the robots replaced the multi-spot welders because they Only
require being taught where to weld in the new model in the event of a
model change-over. Often merely one hour is required for the new
learning process. As production volume is no longer clearly'preatcrable,
it became quite risky to invest in special purpose automatic machines.
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Investment in the more flexible robot seemed preferable. The robot also
eliminates the need of the manual operator ton:follow the conveyor line
with a heavy welding- gun.

The automobile.companies then introduced batteries of robot welders.
In some assembly plants, a single operator for robots can handle a work
load once shared by ten workers. To improveproductivity by simultaneous
multi-spot welding, efforts have been made to develop multi-arm welding
robots-and-to:apply a number of modular robots to welding. Robot intro-
duction into the spot welding line has made possible the automation of -multi-
product mixed - flow - assembly line on which various model flow one after
another.

Nissan has been the, largest user of spot welders, and by the end of
1980, it had about 300P spot welders. At the same time. To eta reportedly
had= 200 spot welding robots, but it Ordered 720 robots rorn Kawasaki
Heavy Industries-220 by 3/81, 200 by 3/82. and 300 by 3/83. It has been
assumed' that most of these would be used for spot welding. Kawasaki
is reportedly delivering about 25 units monthly. Mitsubishi Motors has
been receiving spot welding robots from Mitsubishi Heavy naustries.
Toy° Kogyp and Honda have intrOduced welding'rop.

Kawasaki H.I. Is clearly the leader in production Of robot spot welders.
By spring of 1981, it had, delivered 1,500 Unimares primarily for spot
welding, and its monthly production rate is 60. Mitsubishi H.I.occupies
second place, having delivered 250 robots by the spring of 1981 and with a
monthly production rate is slightly over 10. Toshiba_Seilci has begun
production of a modular spot welding high spee robot can reach
a monthly rate of 35-50. Toyoda Machine Works is also making an inex-
pensive building block system spot welding playback robot, but they will
not be offered for public sale until the fall of 1982. 'soda expects to sell-
1,000 units annually. We do not-know how many of these have lready
been shipped toToyota. By 1983, To oda Machine Works and Toshiba

they sh,tiitY:i be successful in their modu ar an simpler spot
welding robots , could occupy a significant market share.

ARC WELDING

Arc welding operations are conducted in an- extremely unfavorable
environment where carbonic acid gas, fumes and heat are generated. As
a result', arc welders must wear masks and consequently, ,must take time
out frequently. Some loss of operating time is, therefore, inevitable.
In addition, the new generation of young workers, being better educated,
tend to-shun arc welding. As a consequence, arc welding was particularly
susceptible to robotics.

However, the large-sized robot such as the Kawasaki Unimate, which
could handle heavy loads-could hardly be justified economically 13y an
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application which largely used light weight welding guns. Yaskawa
Electric Mfg.,, at present, dominates the arc welding robot applications
with its relatively low-priced playback robot. Shinmeiwa developed arc
welding robots for work on heavy plates while Osaka Transformer developed
arc welding robots for work 6n sheets. Kobe Steel-has produced a
more expensive, continuous path controliarc welding robot. -Hitachi had
p-rodhced two robots suitable for arc welding: a sophisticates intelligent
robot, and a low priced articulated pl'ayback robot. Matsushits has intro-
duced a very competitive arc welding robot.

With Matsushita entering the arc welding area and with4Hitachi
capable of-iubstantiWly increasing its output, it is entirely possible that
these-two 'firms will ultimately dominate the arc welding market.

SPRAY PAINTING AND COATING
Painting robots =are the third lai-gest type of playback robots and

are now grOwing at the same rate as spot welding robots but-not as fast
as the arc welding robots. Spray painting' and coating offer a rich area
of application. To become skilled, a coating worker required 2-3 years
of experience. However, the, poor working environment and the tendency
to a more educated society contributed to a developing skilied worker _

shortage. The necessity for a large percentage or rework made pro-
duction planning difficult.=

The industrial robot pr vided certain advantages in painting:

1) They insured stability of product quality and therefore made
possible improved production planning and control. Despite the selection
of the most skilled workman for finish coating, the quality of the finish
varied according to the workers and the cendittons of the day. In auto-
mobiles, the paint finish of a car, and espeCially its uniformity, is a
determining element in the Japanese domestic consumer preference.

2) They made possible a multi-product Mixed batch coating line.

=They provided continuous production operation and reduced
the need for'intermediate stocks.

4) The manual workers and special purpose automatic coating
machines tended to increase the use of paint to preclude uneven coating,
especially in complicated shapes. In addition, special purpose auto-
matic coating machines tend to overspray paint on smaller products in a
multiproduct coating line. In the case of spray painting an auto body,
a savings of 10-20% in the use of paint has been effectuated. Reducing'
the amount of paint reduced 'th need for ventilation and therefore, saved
on energy consumption.
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5) Spray painting i6 a very unhealthy job because of the
chemicals and dust. The spray painting robot could free the operator
from staying in the spray booth. It provided a-relatively simple way
to meet safety regulations.

-Kobe Steel introduced the Norwegian Tralfa spray paintersa
rather expensive robot. Both Hitachi and Mitsubishi Herylndustries
worked with other firmsNihon Parkeriz.ing Co. and lwata Air Compressor
Mf Co. respectively to divilop playback spray-robots. Tokico-

ered a large variety of low priced painting robots Wale Nachi
Fujikoshi offered a spray robot with both remote and directhing.

Considering the demand-for spray robots (Nissan alone is reportedly
seeking-300 units)'Ii seems evident that production objectives will be
increased._ It is still too early to predict the future market share as
changes are expected shortly, at least in Hitachi.

ACHINE LOADING AND UNLOADING

Industrial robots bave been applied to a widd variety of production
processes in which the basic breakdown of the process indicated that the
robot is being used primarily, if not exclusively-, for (1) loading and
unloading, (2) 'trans-shipping and (3) palletizing and depalletizind.
This refers to applications in the following areas:

I) die casting
2) forging
3)- press work
4) plastic molding
5) machine tool loading
6) heat treatment
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In each Production process, fierce competition exists between those
who designed industrial robots, often relativelytuntophisticated, for, -

particular production processes and the urlivers robot makers who
offer: playback and intelligent robots. In most cases, however, the
specialists seem to have won out as of now In press working operations
Aida Engineering seems to have won dominance though strongly
challenged by Toshiba Seiki. .Similarly, Fujitsu Fanuc seems to enjoy
supremacy now in the eiarig of machine tools, although.Kawasaki H.I.
has mounted a strong challenge.

In plastic molding (the automatic unloading of.injection molded
products) the small manufacturers dominate. Ichikoh Engineering Co.
and K oshin Electric' offer a complete line of fixed sequence machines.
Star Seiki o_fers'both fixed and variable sequence robots. Sailor Pen,
likewise, offers' relatively unsophisticated machines. For uriVrat.ng
workpieces from a die casting machine, Ichikoh afers its fixed sequence

chine: while Shoku and Daido offer variable Sequence robots.

For putting workpieces into .a furnace Shi_ lectric has a
relatively sophisticated variable sequence robot. Na hi Fujikoshi offers
a specially designed robot to tolerate hot temperature wruct-rbas been
used to transfer workpieces from a furnace to a press.

In the forging. area, a great number of robot makers offer a variety
of specialized products: Aida, Kobe Steel, Komatsu and Nachi Fujikoshi.

MACHINING-

In- japan one operator of NC machine tools serves on average less
than two NC machine too. This low ratio is the result of manual loading .
and unloading of the work ppieces, -manual disposal of chips and mainten-
ance. Many Japanese firms sought robotic solutions to this problem. One
of the consequences of the application of robots to machining besides
improved productivity was improved production management. Robots
could respond more elastically to changes in production volume and in
the event of temporary requirements for increased production they could
easily be worked overtime. Where the process was computerized, it was
possible to 'know beforehand when a machinery operation would be completed.

While several other companies manufacture, robots for machining
Fujitsu Fanuc dominates this application area with an output of 100 units
monthly. The Fanuc Model D'uses the NC of the single machine tool which
it services; the Model I and 2 (known in U.S. as 3) have their own NC
and service up to two and five machines respectively. These machines
make possible an unattended machining system that operates automatically
at night.
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The entry of Fujitsu Fanuc into robots has caused some of its
competitors and machine tool manufacturers to develop and
produce robots of their own. This is especially:true of Okuma which
supplies its own NC for its machine tools.. In addition Yamatke-
Ho and Ikegami Iron Works have started production ()FDIC
robots. Fanuc plans to introduce additional models in the summer=-Of 1981.

Fanue's competitor now are other manufacturers of robots who
have modified their: products to service machine tools. .

TRANSFERRING

Closely allied to the machine loader/unloaders are the robots which
are engaged primarily in the transfer of materials. Many robots equipped
for specialized-,processes such as welding and painting can also be
modified for transferring of materials. In addition, many conveyor
equipment manufacturers were compelled to produce robots to compete
with robot manufacturers entering their market. Some robot makers
entered the materials handling market-trying to carve a special niche for
themselves.

Shinko Electric. Tom, and Kayaba Industry are manufacturers of
machir7Fgai.iigrobots that entered into the transfer field. The con-
veyor manufacturers that entered the field include Tsubakimoto and
Sanki Engineering. The "universal robot makers" offering machines
Si-Wng include Kawasaki, which offered modifications of its
lInimate for that purpose, Daido Steel, Yaskawa, Nachi Fujikoshi and
Toyoda Machine.

Some firms specifically developed a line of materials handling
robots. Dainichi Kiko has developed -a line of heavy duty transfer robots.
Motoda (now Oriental Terminal Products) makes a complete line of what
is described as multi-purpose versatile robots in both variable sequence
and playback versions. Their major, if not exclusive.market,. seems to
be the materials handling area but Motoda claims that these robots can
be used for welding and spray paintiToyo Kelki has developed
a series of variable sequence robots specifically dedicated to palletizing
and depalletizing. The entire area of transfer robots like the area of
machine loading robots is still too greatly splintered to provide a mean-
ingful market share analysis.

ASSEMBLY ROBOTS

Assembly robots capable of inserting, screwdriving, bonding, and
similar processes exist largely either in the R.& D or the early application
stage in Japan, Most major electrical manufacturers, such as Hitachi,
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atsushita, Mitsubishi, NEC, Old, and Fujitsu. have developed fully
automatic systems for bonding. All these use cameras for = visual.
perception to position by shape or pattern and in the case of Hitachi
and Mitsubishi Electric, to detect de-fects. Fuji Electric's "Checker
robot", which examines and rejects pharmaceutical pill's is not a robot
but`does advance both visual (by use of a camera) and tactile perception
for quality inspection.

In addition , special purpose automatic-assemblers provided con-
siderable data for constructing assembler roboti. Hitachi built for
Nissan an automatic tire fitting system which uses a machine hand to
detect the hub bolts, position them, and-tighten them. Hitachi also
developed a fully automatic system for fitting rubber _belts to. tape
recorders from which they learned assembly principles suitable for
automobile and electric appliance belt fitting.

Hitachi manufacturers an Intelligent robot with a 25 step Mem Cry
capacity and a 200g. load capacity that can fit different components'
one, by one_in a specified-nrder. The, robot moves, fast requiring only

seconds to fit Workpieces. Its-finger support is flexible, to prevent
excessive force. Its positioning precision does not have too close a
tolerance but a special searching function-automatically detects the holes
of workpieces and fits them properly even when-_positioning is not
accurate. An automatic rejecting function within the robot prevents
-assembly of defective workpieces.

Both Hitachi and Matsushita have built experimental robots to
assemble electric vacuums.

The largei- electronic/electrical manufacturing companies are planning
to robotizg 50-75% of their assembly operations by 1985. This would in° --

dicate that far more activity, and experimentation has taken place than has
so far been publicly revealed. (Still this forecast seems too optimistic
to me.)

In March, 1981, Hitachi publicly announced a task force of 500 key
technology experts to fashion and install a standardized assembly robot
with both visual and tactile sensors, microcomputer control, and
mobility and projected a 60% robotization of its assembly processes by
1985: In April, 1981; Matsushita announced=a plan to marshall the
entire`staff.of its technological division to develop intelligent industrial
robots controlled by microprocessors and modularized (BBS). Matsushita
revealed that some BBS robots were,already functioning at its plants.
The new robots were to be of three types (1) robots that position
workpieces accurately, (2) robots that assemble workpieces, (3) robots
that adjust the finished product to function as originally designed.
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NEC.then reported that it had developed a factory robot that
assembles electronic-machinery and appliance parts and components
with a speed of 45centimeters per second and a positioning accuracy
of only 8 microns. The high precision and speed has b_ een realized by
computerization and by tlie application of the principle of electronic
magnetic repellance, utilizing the linear-motor levitation technology
that has been used by the Japanese National Railways in developing
the "floating" train. The'NEC linear-motor driven robot arm and hand
picks up a machine part or component with a maximum load of 2 kilo-
grams and carries it around by making it float over the work table.
The high precision of movement is achieved by the robots's set of 16
sensors (visual) supported by a built-in microprocessor. NEC has
been producing these 'assembly robots so far for, its own factories and
those of affiliated companies and in 1981 NEC plans to manufacture 50
units of these asembly robots.

In June, 1981, -Ishikawajima Harima Heavy Industries, a close
ally of Toshiba, announced plans to produce its Group Manipulator

- Module SyStem-(GMMS) with an articulated arts with the most
parallel- circuit-type 16K RAMS in its microprocessor. In October,
1981, the GMMS will be tested (possibly at Toshiba?) and hopefully would
be marketed by September; 1982 the latest.

Page -30-

Pujitsu Fanuc,has also developed an assembly robot but no details
are known except that it is`being used at their new Fuji plant. Fujitsu
is working closely on robot development with its affiliate.

The heavy emphasis on assembly and sense perception by both
the private firms, universities, and public research Institutes would
seem to indicate the possibility of achieving the goal of popularization
of assembly robots by 1985. As be.discussed later, the Japanese consider that
the intelligent robot is an irhportant element of export policy for theof
future..
BUILDING BLOCK SYSTEM (BBS)

The trend to incorporate various models into a sing e production line
and to run these lines at higher speeds created some pr blems for the
conventional universal type spot welding robot. In a mitred =flow . production,
line robot capacity waS not fully and efficiently utilized. Furthermore, it
required a large floor space for installation.

.

After a year of development and design and a half year of testing
anew robot, the BBS became operational in May 1978. The BBS is more
compact in size and therefore,. lower in cost than the conventional robot.
It is a fully articulated multi-welding system wherein one control panel
can control simultaneously up, to 8 units (48 axes) and a hydraulic unit,
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separate from the robot's main body, controls three robots.

Page -

A study of two years of operation of the BBS welding in an auto
plant indicated that it's investment efficiency was 30% greater than a
conventional robot system. The floor space required was reduced
almost in haf. The downtime of a BBS robot was one third of the
downtime of a conventional robot.

BBS is the aim of most of the makers of sophisticated robots..
How many of these building block systems are now operative in japan
is not known, but the several years of experience and the concen-
tration of private research laboratories on the BBS would tend to sub-
stantfate the Japanese expectation of a substantial increase of the BBS
far -beyond application only to spot welding. Toyoda Machine Works and
Toshiba Seiki haVe developed successful BBS robots but detailed pro-
duction information for these companies and other BBS makers is
currently unavailable.

FROM ASSEMBLY-ROBOT TO FLEXIBLE MACHINE SYSTEM

The ultimate aim of the assembly robot is-the creation of a.com-
prehensive flexible manufacturing system (FMS) sometimes called the
"unmanned factory". Such a system as exemplified by. Fuji Electric's
turnkey noodle factory would combine industrial robots with, an auto-
mated warehouse, -unmanned transport vehicles, belt conveyors,, and
computers which would simultaneously operate and record .production.

Fujitsu Fanuc has invested V 8 billion to create such as factory
at Fuji to serve both as an automated manufacturer and a showroom.
Its production capacity can be expressed in terms of monthly sales of
V 1.5 billion or in terms of production output--100 industrial robots,
150 electric discharge wire cutting machines, 100 numerical controls.
The total number of employees is 100--19 machine processors, 63
assemblers., 4 inspectors, and 14 management and clerical personnel. A
factory of this scale r --many requires five times as many people.

The Japanese a. tc
''that the FMS actually results not only in

ireduced labor-costs but reduced capital investment. Fuji operates
24 hours a day= (unmanned at night) and equipment utilization ratios
are cloie to the maximum. Furthermore, model changes can be made
easily. With robots, machines need not,be replaced or rebuilt; only,
the program must be changed. Prior to the introduction of industrial
robots, factories often shut down for months to make the required
alterations for a model change. In addition, a substantial amount of
peripheral factory equipment such as lighting (the robots run at night
in an unlighted plant),air conditioning and atmosphere control became
unnecessary, at least in those areas where robots -work without humans
in proximity. Finally, the miniaturization of industrial robots, which.

90-240 Cr- 132 5
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is beginning to take place, will enable robots to be positioned very close
to each other permitting a higher degree of efficiency in space utiliza-
tion, a major element in Japan where industrial land is relatively scarce
and highpriced. This plant contrasts sharply with the custom-made,
almost handicraft- assembly of many American robot manufacturers. The
ability of Fanuc to increase its output swiftly is understandable; when
they speak of an ultimate capacity of 360 units per month of industrial
robots (which I presume includes both machine loading/unloading robots
now being sold and their new assembly robots) it seems quite feasible.
FUTURE OF JAPAN'S INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS

The demand projections for rapid growth are based on the following
analysis:

(1) The intelligent robot with an internal microcomputer and
sensory perceptions has emerged and its field of application, especially
in assembly and inspection, will widen and expand very rapidly. The
announced plans of the major electrical manufacturers should provide,
substantial markets within each company and its affiliates.

(2) The shortage of skilled labor and the aging of the wor
force will hasten the accePtanca of industrial robots.

(3) The ability of induStriW robots to work in adversp :work
environments resulting in_savings on anti-pollution devices and energy
will also accelerate acceptance of industrial robots.

(4) The government policies- of financial aid and accelerated
depreciation will encourage the use of industrial robots among the small
and medium corporations. To the w -ent that such firms are suppliers
of the larger process industries, they Will be compelled to introduce-
industrial robots to provide swift on-time delivery of components,_
-.(the Komban System of Toyota).

(5) To increase Japan's cOmpetitiveness in international markets
not only against the advanced Westdrn nations, but also against its low
labor cost competitors in East Asia (South Korea, Taiwan, Sing_ apore,
Hong Kong), Japanese firms are being compelled,to automate.

_ (6) As,demand for goods.becomes less uniform and more
diversified,--small and medium batch multi-prodUct production and -

constant modification will become predominant. The industrial robot,
especially the BBS, has greater flexibility than the dedicated, single
purpose automatic equipment.

(7) Japan has made robots a top priority both for research and
produdtion and an unrestrained effort is being made in that direction.

(8) The Japanese expect a 'substantial expansion of robots to areas
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other than the process industries such as electrical and automobile
manufacturing. In agriculture, robots will be used for crop dusting
and spraying chemicals, harvesting fruit trees, tilling ground and even
milking and feeding of cows. The Japanese expect robots to be used
in many aspects ofeforestry.

A top priority has been given to underwater geological surveying
'"---and welding and machining (under 300 meters). Komatsu already has

an underwater robot being used In bridge building. In mining, robots
are being developed to work coal and ore faces. Robots are also being
planned for building construction (especially multi-storied) and road
construction. In the service industries robots are being developed to
clean wallg and floors of buildings, cleaning of boat hulls, cleaning-
electrical insulators in nuclear energy. The Japanese also expect to
expand robot use in the hospital and the home. However, it should be
emphasized that the top priority for-the first half of the decade remains
the intelligent robot for assembly.

(9) japan expects to be a major exporter of industrial robots.
requires some additional comment.

The Japanese expect that Western Europe and the U.S., as well
as Eastern Europe, will make strong effortsjo increase worker pro-
ductivity. These "reindustrialization" programs will necessarily
involve increased use of industrial robots and Japan plans to export
them. While exports of robots were less than 2% in 1980; tha Japanese
expect that in 1985 and 1990, exports will constitute about 20% of
production.

-The Japanese attitude is expressed in the following view of Machida
of the Long Term Credit Bank: "The industrial robots presently in
use are; technologically speaking, still in their infancy. During the
1980's they will mature.from boyhood to the young adult stage. At
present, Japan is the number one country qualified to be the parent of
this ci

Accepting the challenge of Japan's lack of innovativeness and
creativity, Machida wrote "It has been said that Japan cannot be victorious
in the pioneer technology. which is producing sophisticated, knowledge-
intensive products because we do not possess high creativity-. However,,
the expanding exports of Japanese intelligent robots will soon bear testi-'
many to the fact of our international competitive strength, not only in
improvement technology and application technology, but in pioneer
technology as well".
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Machida concllides his overview asserting that the ninte ent robot
is representative of the leading edge of technology products" and that
"the growth of the Industrial robot industry will bear eloque' t testi-
mony to our strong international competitiveness even in th area of
state-of-the-art technology". These viewrs reflect the japa ese
attitude of placing major stress on the export of intelligent obots
as proof of Japan's creativity.

Returning, to the estimated demand forecast, the Yno_ substantial
growth through the eighties- will be the intelligent robot. Playback
and NC robots will grow at an accelerating rate in the fi t ha-1f of
the decade, but- should slow down in the second half. V = riable
sequence robots will-also grow significantly in the first ve years but
level off in the second five years. The manual rnanipul =tors and fixed
sequence machines show growth but their total share -output will
decline significantly in value terms. Thus, in 1974, e sophisticated
robots constituted 10.8% of total value; in 1980 26.4% in 1985, 41%,
and in 1990, 45t.

In terms of production, the two processes ce n to grow through
out the decade will be assembly and inspection and measurement, probably
at a rate of almost 40% annually. Spot welding. ar welding, and machine
loading will to grow but at.a decelerating rate. Spray painting
should maintain continuous growth. In 1985 the eduction process for
which robots are produced have been estimated =s follows (in % of value).

1) Assembly
2) Machine Tool Pro
3) Arc Welding
4) Inspection
5) Spot Welding
6) Spray Painting
7) Molding
8) Others

21.7%
s 13.1

10.5
10.0
7.5
5.0
3.3

213.9

How will the U.S. and Japan comp e in the future? Using the U.S.
definition of robots the following table° ncludes the latest estimates.
TABLE 15

U.S.-Japan mparison
Industrial Robots

Units
U.S. J

U.S. Definition

Value ( illion $)
n U.S. Japan

1980 1,269 200 100.5 180
1985 5,195 ,900 441.2 2.150
1990 21,575 .450 1,884.0 4,450
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This is probably the best estimate of the future, assuming a contin-
uation of those - lernents presently at work in each country. If we learn
anything from history, it is that the future is never a simple continua-
tion of the present. Therefore, hopefully the estimates remain "tentative
and preliminary".

FOOTNOTE: While I alone am responsible for this report and its con-
clusions, many others provided assistance. In particular, Mr. Karl Kamita
of Daiwa Securities ably researched and translated numerous articles
on robotics in Japan. The works of Mr. Yonemoto of the JIRA, Mr. Machida
of the Long Term Credit _Bank of japan; Prof. Ueda of Nagoya University,
and Mr. Engelberger and Mr. Tanner, two "veterans" of U.S. robotics,
not only added to my fund of knowledge but greatly influenced my
thinking.

Paul H. Aron,
Executive Vice President
Daiwa Securities America Inc.
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INDUSTRIAL ROBOT TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTIVITY .IMPROVEMENT.

James S. Albus
Industrial Systems Division
National Bureau of Standards

Robots have received a great deal of pUblicity recently.

The movie "Star Wars" and several television seriessuch as
"The Six Million Dollar Man" and "The Bionic Woman". have
raised the consciousness of the public to the subject of
rebots. The_anormous influx of foreign cars-manufactured in

part by robots has aroused:awareness Of the presS and many
politicians to the fact that robots-canchave a profound ef7

feet on industrial productivity gMan'people today believe
that We robot revolutioil is well under way, that factories

are full of armies of highly intelligent robots, and that
human workers are teing displaced in-droves, The acts are

quite different.

First of all, there are only about 3000 robot installed in

the entire country, s4andiy, the great majority of these
are quite primitive, with no capacity to see or feel or
respond-lo-their-environment,inang:_ significant way,:,_,

Most people think of a robot:as,-an android. 'which walks and

talks, sees and feels, and .looks much like C3P0, or at. least

R2D2.' Real robott are much more primitive. 'In.its,simplest

-form a robot is nothing more than a Meehanieal,devieethat
can be.programmed to perforM some usef61 act of manipulation
or locomotion under,automatie control. An industrial robot
sts device that can be programmed to move some gripper- or

tool through space so as to accomplish a useful industrial

task.

The$e robots are 'typically programmed by recording each task
as a series of points in spaee, This recording is then sim-

.ply replayed whenever the task is to be performed.

This simple procedure is adequateto perform a surprising-
number of industrial tasks, from spot welding automobile bo7
dies tending die"ca$ting machines, loading and unloading
machine- tools and presses,- spray-painting,_:and _performing a
Wide variety of materials handling tasks

Even arc welding can be perfo mimed -by a robot wh lh can nei-
ther see nor feel, so,ong as the parts to be welded are po7
sitioned in exactly the right place, and the welding parome7
tars are controlled by some automatic system

Moweter$.the great majority of industrial tasks are beyond

the capacities of present day robot technology. Most tasks

are too complex and unstructured, or involvs too many
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uncertainties, or require too much ability to see and
and, adapt to changing circumstances. Before robots can
nificantly impact productivity of the economy as a wh
they must be used in hundrads:of'thousands and -even millions
of applictions. This will -'not be possible before a large
number of technical problems are solved.

el

TECHNICAL PROBLEM AREAS

One of the first problems is, accuracy. Robot positioning
accuracy needs to be improved. Although the repeatability
of most robots is on the order of 0.050 inch over its Wor.k.
ing volume(and in some cases as good as .005 inch), theab
solute positioning accuracy may be off as Much as 0.250'
inch, or even 9..500 inch in some regions of thwreacpen
velope. Thhs, it is not possible to program a robot 'tp: :go
to an arbitrary mathematically defined point in-a coordyeate
:space and have any assurance-that the robot will come closer
than a half of an inch.- This creates major problems
gramming a robot from A :computer terminal, or in transfer.
ring programs from one robot to another. Each robot must be
taught-its program separately by leading, it point by point ,

through its :Job,ia tedious 'and costly

Presumably, this accuracy problem could be solved :hrough
closer robot manufacturing tolerances, although not without
cost. Alternatively,-calibration procedures such as illus
trated in Figure 4, might allow each robot to offsetsts
offline program -points to compensate. for its mechanical
inaccuracies. However, no efficient methods of robot cali

.

tration have wet.been developed, and robot- control -r-softwars
is not presently designed to use:calibration tables for im
proVing absolute positioning accuracy. Until this absolute
position 'accuracy problem is solved/ 'robot assembly in:the
sMall batch environment will te uneconomical. Teaching a
robot every point in the trajectory of a complex assembly
task is a time consuming job which' may take many times
longer than would be required to perform the same task by
hand.- Thus, using a-robot for small lot batch assembly can.
not-be economical until software can be efficiently produced
by offline programming (i.e., programming from a computer
terminal).

Secondr dynamic performance must be improved. Present day
robots are too slow and clumsy to effectively compete with
human labor in assembly, Two possible exceptions to this
are in arc welding Where speed is governed by the welding
process itself,:and spot welding where the task corresponds
to. moving a heavy welding gun threw-ugh a simple string of
points in space. -- a procedure which the robot is particu
Jarly adept at executing, :Howaver, if robots are to-perform
other types of assembly and construction tasks, they must be
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able to execute much more complex routines with muc h greater
grace, dexterity, and speed than they are now capable of

-Control systems need to be alternately stiff and compliant
along different axes in space (which do not genera-lly coin
cide with joint coordinates). This requires much more so
phisticated crosscoupled servo_ control computaions than
are presently employed.
Furthermore, robot structures are typically q te-e massive
and unwieldly. Most robots can lift- only about one tenth-of
their own weight. Many cannot even do that New amoechanical
designs using light weight materials such as carboreme, filament
epoxies /and hollow tubular construction are ne.e&M ed. Ad
vanced Control systems that can take advantage of such light
weight structures and high speeds will be a major research
project.

Much also remains to be done in gripper design. Typically,
robot hands consist of pinchjaw grippers with oriL_y one de
gree of freedom -- open and shut. Contrait this with the
human hand which has five fingers, each with foor driffegrees of
freedom. No robot has come close to duplicating tleme dexter
ity of the human hand, and it is not likely that °name will in
this century. Certainly, dexterous -hands with jointed
fingers for industrial robots are a long way in Vkame future.
The problem is not so much in building such a nriechanical
structure, but in controlling it No one has arlYro idea how
tu'design control algorithms to make use of such complexity-
and very little research is being done in this areas.

Third, sensors of many different types must be cUleveloped.
Robots must become able to see, feel, and sense theses position
of objects in a number of different ways. PrOCSSin9 of
visual data must become faster and be able to determine
3dimensional shapes and relationships. Robot gripers. must
become able to feel, the presence of objects; and sense the
forces deve-loped on those objects. Proximity' ser_,Asors are
needed on robot fingertips to enable the robot two measure
the final few millimeters before contacting object. /Longer
range proximity sensors are needed on the robot act to avoid
colliding with unexpected obstacles. Force and t=Auch sen
sors are needed to detect and measure contact f=orces. A
variety of acoustic, electromagnetic, optical, x ray, and
particle detectors are needed to sense the presences of vari
ous materials such as metals, ferromagnetics, plastics,
fluids, and limp goods, and to detect various types of flaws
in parts and assemblies. Both the sensing devices and the
software for analyzing sensory data represent research and
development problems of enormous magnitude.

Robot sensors is an area where there is much resarch ac
tivity. Robot vision by far the most popular research
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topic, and AZ:lso probably tile most difficult.- A computer
must treat a 'visual image as- an array of brightness dots -
ca1= Td pictuUre elements, or pixels- A -' typical scene may
coist of from --I6 thousand to over a million 'pixels.- In-,

terpretation of such a large volume of data is an enormous
task even -- for a high speed =computer. It often takes many

ands to sew everal minutes to analyse a single picture by

computer --This is far too slow for the robot to respond in
a timely fasil hion to what it sees. Various tricks are used
to speed uM P. this respdnse time line .is- to illuminate the
scene o PR hat the objects appear as black and white
silhouettes, AnOther is to assurd.,that no two objects of
interest toil-= ch or overlap. However,: even under such artifi
cial c4roum-=stances robot' Vision is a very complex problem
and subject to many difficulties.- Such techniques obviously

the 45 -e of robot vision to a feW select applications.

Other robot sensory inputs such as-touch and force Appear
be simpler 4- n Orintiplep-, but much less work has been done in
these areas:

Fourtho cant -;rol systems are needed which can- take'', advantage
of Sophifbi sated sensory data from a 'large number of dif

'tyPea- of sensors simultaneously -PrOsent control
systems are severely limited in their ability to modify 01
robot's heha- Avior in :response to sensed conditions: Robot'
control syst ems need to be able to accept feedback data at a
variety of 1 _evels of -abstraction and have control loops with
a ,.variety a --vf loop delays and predictive intervals_ See 'Nit -

example, rig _ere 2. Sensory data used in .tight servo loops
fof high s --,peed- or high precision motions must be processed
and introdUP into the control system with -',delays of -Ino

more than 4 few milliseconds. Sensory data used for detect
ing the poei .tion -and orientation of objects to be approac bed
must be 'aye milable within hundreds of milliseconds. , Sensory
data needed for recognizing the identity of objects or the
relationShip - between groups of objects can .take seconds.
Control syst=ems that are prop_ erly- organized in a hierarchi
cal Fashion so that they can accommodate a variety' of se-650-
ry delays o this type are not available on , any commercial
robot; -

Fifths root; control systnms need to have-muchmore sophis
ticated it t=ernal models of 'the environment i7 which they
work. Future robot control systems will have data bases
similar to those generated by ComputerAidedDesign (CAD)
systems, and 2 used for' computer graphics displays. These can
describe th se three dimensional relationships of both the
workplace an sod the workpieces. Such data bases are needed to
generate ex =peCtations as to what parts should look like to_

-the vision-system, or what they should feel like to -the
touch senors, or where hidden or occluded features are
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located. Eventually,
the automatic generat
describing how a finis
each stage of an assemO
in :sequence.
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small lo
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to do.
BVentual

h internal dobAseels might
n of robot oeftzrtware;
d assembly 01101.1.auld lodk

or const Ukfi-izion tas

used in
example, by

or even how
should appear:

hnigues for developing rb of software must be
reoved. Pro aiim-aing-by-te,Alli.birig is impractical for

oduction, ea,p euecially for. complex- tasks where
raction i s involved. S 10 p., floor personnel un-

computers must be able to i'llrnstruct robots in what
d What to locaok for in atalii..Ung sensory decisions.

will be new to fie/Nave a whole range of
programming languages am-ea debuggieg talbools at each level 'of
the sensortecontrol- hie:ram-chg. The cle/Vwelopment of compilers
and interpreters aria ot--her softwaN, development tools, as
well as techniques for _ftkarcing use of 16N--lowledge of the en-
vironment derive( from a =number of 1_31.0erent sensors and CAD
data-bases are research te=epics that tai,1-13.-1 require hundreds of
person-years of highly ski lied systeMO software- talent.

Sevanth, interfaces need 'Et o be def..,ixiarl in some standardized
way, so that large euatriers.of robays-,-, machine tools, sen-

.

sors. and- control compatem-s can be caathr-vected together in -`in-
tegrated systems. Tree=s in theie ld of computer-aided-
manufacturing are totee1' =1 distributed f1 computing systems
wherein a large numb e'r of computer's robots, and machine
tools all interact and ca Aerate as eint-I "integrated system.
This creates etiormoltf software Art bl 1-ems. Particularly in
the case where sensor% qa-f used to detd zJet variations in the
environment and to incidej the contreil a output to compensate
for those variations, the software cads i become extremely dif-
ficult to write and virtally impossibl a to debug. In order
for such systems to work Wit, all, it it, t necessary to parti-
tion the control pr%Obini into moduIe-or components and then
develop interface standafcds by which thExe various system cam--
ponents can communicate irith each ache -ter. See Figures 2 and
3.

It is often felt that _ r--edards are a`h, inhibiting influence
on a newly developing fi . old that ti =hey impede -innovation
and stifle competition, =in fact, Just the opposite is true.
Well chosen interface s-tridards prornetti=e market competition,
technology development, aird -technology transfer. They makeit possible fore many ifferent irt4nitaufacturers to produce
various components of a ch.,-,alar systems. Standard interfaces
assure that multivend systems (at 1: _1 fit together and
operate correctly. Ind ../L..= dual modules t can be optimized and
upgraded without- makia entire 5 obsolete.- Inter-
face standards also make i__t'possible former automation to be
introduced incrementally - -.one mode 1s _e at a time. Systems
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can be made upward' patible and- automated piecewise.
Thus.. users can test the automation. waters gradually,
_without a,large initial capital barrier..

ny 'petent4a1:rokit applications require robot Mo
Most _robots- tO014 're _bolted to the floor or to a

bl atop. Small robot -cart'-relchenly one or two feet.while
larger ones can gtespobjec'ts. nine or tenfettaway. But
many 00plieations need robots which can maneuver over- much
larger-. distances. For example. .a -robot' ..used to .1004
machine tool typically epends most of its time waiting for
the machine tool to finish itsroperat4-ons. Sbmetimes a sin
gle robot .can be positioned between two or more machine
::tools= so that it tan be more fully Utilized; However, this
leads to severe crowding of the work environment and.in many.
cases is. simply not practical. , There are a fewepplicat4one
in which robots have teen mounted on rails -so that, they can
shuttle between several machines._ Unfortunately, -to date
this has proven too expensive-and cu bersome for wide. scale
User

In mare applications, particula ly in arc welding of large
struc_dres- like ships or buildings it is not practj.cal to

btingHtkeibotk to the -robot i- the go to the work, _

sometimes. over distances of many tens of feet, One example
is AW-the construction -of large machinery' such road

builIting equipment-. Another example is in7the building of
ships. `A _good ship building robot would be able to maneuver
inside _,odd- shaped compartments, cliMO-aver ribs-and bulk
heads, Scare the side of the'ship'epull, and weld seams

several hundred Beet in,
o

length._ SYmilar mobility require
ments exist. in the construction of buildings. Construction
robots will need to be able to manuever through the clues
tend environment of a building site In some cases they

will need to climb vtairs, and work from scaffolding.

Robots will also te used exploration, drilling
and mining. Robot vehicles will someday explore.thre moan'
and planets-. _,,--These applications' will require significant
new developments An mobility mechanisms.

.

Robot mobility in the factory-using:rails, carts, orv.-cover

head -conveyorS-is_a relatively- simple-problem thatundoubt---
be,,,polved in the decade of the.19SO's. .Robot

bility on-the-conetruction site~ under the sea, and.. in outer.

space however,--is another issue entirely. - The.sensot,
processing, and control probleMs associated with then'
pacts df robot mobility_ will yequire years. of coneen.

trsearch.

For _st part, these eight problem areas encompas
scientific issues and engineering'-problems
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require much are research rind deVelopdent.. It may be 'pot.
sible to Improve the mechanical accuracy o robots, and to
improve servo performance with little more thaticareful :'en
gineering. But much more epndamental research and develop
ment will be required before'the sensor,_ control, internal
modeling, ,software generation, systems interface, and mobil
'ty'problMs are solved_ Much- remains,to be done in sensor
tethnology to improve the'perfOrmance, reliability, and,coSt
effectiveness of all types .of sensory transducers. Even
more remains to be done in -improving the speed and sophisti
cation of tensorArprocessing algorithms and special ..purpose
hardware for recognizing features and analyzing patterns

.both in space and time The computing-:power that is -re
quired for high speed processing of visual and acoustic pat
terntwill Owen require new types of computer architetture.

ntoryinteractive control systems that can respond to
rious kinds of sensory data at'many.different leVels of
straction are still very much dn' the -research- phase,

Current commercial, robot control systems do not even-allow
realtime-si-xaxis incremental movements in responteto-sen
sory-data. None have convenient -interfaces by which sensory
data of:many.different kinds can be .introduced into the ser
vojoops--bm aroilliteccind_time_scale-fOrtrOerealtimt Solr.
tory:interaction. None of the commercial robot-control tys'
tems haVe anything approximating CAD databases or. Computer
graphics models of the environment and workpieces. Finally,
current programming techniques are time consuming and not
capable of-dealing with internal knowledge or sophisticated
sensory interactions.

These are very.- complex problems that will require many
person gears of research effort. It is thus not surprising
that the robot applications are still extremely limited.

WHAT LIES IN THE FUTURE?

All of the problems listed above are amenable to solution.
It is only a matter of time and_expenditOre of resources be7
fore sensors andeontrol systems are developed that can proms
duce dexterous, graceful, =Skilled behavior in robots. Even
tually, robots will be able,to store and recall knowledge'
about the -world that will enable them to behave intelligent -
ly and even to show a measure of insight regarding the spa
tial and temporal relationships inherent in the workplace.
High,order languages, computer - aided instruction, and so
`phisticated control systems will. eventually make it possikle
to instruct robots using much the same vocabulary and syntax
that one might use in talking to a'skilled worker.

There is no question that given enough
robotics will eventually become a-,

me and resources
gnificant factor in
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in creasing productivity industrial production. The q es-
tion is : How much time and hoi many resources will be re-
quired before this becomes a reality?

In -my opinion more than a few tens of millions, and Tess

than a. few hundreds of millionsof dollars for research and
development will le-required:to Make-rObots -capable ef,

forming a sufficient number of tasks to make significant
product,,vity improVements,in induttrjal manufatturilng More

than t 4:k few hundred And less, than a few thousand ..person-
years of high level scientific and-engineering . talent
be needed before robot sOftwareefsufficientOmplexity
be. generated economicallg7for_small Jot/ batch ,,production.-

In other words, a nat4onal research and 4eVelepment effort

Of.at lea4t one, and perhaps two, orders of magnitude
eater than what has been Ilene to date Willbe required to

produce a significant .impact on industrial productivity.
And more-than just total dollars spent is important Robot
ice'research is systems research. At least a few etable,-

consistantly well funded research centers of excellence will
be required.

The qUeStiOns then are

"How,fest are we progressing along the road to the s u ons?"
and

"Who. are:the researchers tha .are leading the way ?"

In,:the United States:the e are'four types.
beratories:-:

la-

1. University:
:2; .Non- profit

Private:.Indus
4. Government

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

Among the principal- university labs are:

Stanford University. The robotics effort at Stanford is of

long standing. ,
Tom Binford has been doing pioneering work

three-dimensional vision far 'over a deCade, His students

have developed one of-the most advanced robot; programming
languages available today called AL, for Arm Language. The

Stanford artificial intelligence lab has produced a long
list of groundbreaking research projects in manipulation,
hand -eye coordination, and robot assembly. Stanford is
presently working on robot vision, a three-fingered hand,

force sensing, robot programming languages, and geometric
modeling for vision and 1prograMming. They also ,have a

cooperative program with Unimation for robot mobility,
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Stanford received - about
about 14 graduate studen

MIT has had a major;robo
Stanford. At present,
building robot skin.made
tiny wires that'detec

200K in FY81 from NSF. There are
working on various prejects.

ics effort at least as long as
army chills and John Hollerbach are

thin sheets of rubber lined with
'pressure, These are being used to

give robots a sense-oft uch. MIT-41so 4s active in robot
vision and prograMming languages. Tom Sheridan of MIT is
working on Superviaary Control of ,Teleoperators.: This work
is currently directed toward underSea work and is partially
funded by Naval Ocean Systems Center in San Diego. -Total
MIT funding is around one_million per year Office of Naval
Research provides aPproximately 700K of this amount.

CarnegieMellon_UniVersity has recently formed a Robotics
Institute directed by Raj Reddy with funding from Westing
house, ONR, DARPA and other industrial sponsors. The Insti
tu*e--has programs-in fleiiible assembly, machining, sensory
systems. vision, mobility and intelligent systems. In its
less-than two year$4,of existence the Ipstitute has recorded
significant achieybments in the expansion of sensory capa
bilities of machines. the integration of several machines
into cells carrying: out -complex tas.ks, the application -of

vision and optics to 'a wide-rang& of industrial tasks: the
development of new robot 4Chanisms..and the application of
artificial intelligane* to the management of evolving intel
ligent technologies. ,Total funding is over $p million, mak
ing it one of the best.funded major university projects.
Office of Naval Reearch contributes approximately 500K per
year to CarnegieMellon University:

Rhode Island University has an impressive effort directed by
.i)mihn Birk on general methods to enable robots with vision'to
acquire, orient, and' transport workpieces. The Rhode Island
robot was 'the first to -pick parts out of a bin of randomly
oriented parts.. Rhode Island is also doing work. on dex
terous' robot grippers and robot programming language$
Funding from NSF is 5210K per yearjand from industrial aff4
liates, about 5750K per year,.

University of Florida under Del Tessar is doing work in

teleoperators._ force feedback, and robot kinematics and
dynamics. Funding from the Department of Energy, NSF. and
State of Florida amounts to about $1 million per_year.

Purdue University is doing research in robot control sys
tems, robot programming,- languages. machine vision, and
modeling of part flow through industrial plants. Total NSF
funding.to Purdue about $400K over a four year period.

A number of Universities have smaller robotics -e forts, ,

/ 4
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efforts in related areas.

The ,University of Massachusetts is doing work in visual: in
terpretation of natural scenes and design of parts for au-
tomatic. assembly. -1$125K per year) They have gust _- received
an NSF grant for $157K to-study "Economic Applicatinns of
As amblg Robots". .

University of Maryland Computer Vison" lab under hzriel
Rosenfeld is doing work on a number of image processing\_pro-
4tets including robot vision and methods for using -v*ual
khnwledge in interpreting images. (over $1 Millioh`par
year)

University of Rochester under Herb Voelckr i developing
advanced methods of representing three dimensional shapes in
a computer memory. --The result of this work is a computer
graphics language called PADL which is profoundlyinfluenc-
ing the way future computer graphics systems are being
designed. Much of this is being done with NSF funding.
($95,576 n FYS1)

Rensselear Polytech Institute under Herb Freeman
studying the generdtion of computer models for
dimensional curved surface obj cts. ($99K)

Uniyersity of A-

also
hree--

ona is doing teleoperator work. ($113K)

University of sconsin is-doing work in machine vision.
($60K)

Ohio State. University under Robert McGhee is wo rking on
dynamics and cottrol of industrial manipulators and legged
locomotion systems. (5125K from NSF) DARPA has recently
-funded McGhee to build and test a man-carrying-walking
machine. 'This project As funded at 5250K in FY81 and $430K
in 'FYS2. Battelle Labs are cooperating with Ohio State
University in,this effort.

University of. Illinois' University of Pennsylvania. Univer-
si y of Washington. and, the University of Texas all have

research projects in robotics, and robot related work.

Total National Science Foundation funding or university
research in robotics and related fields is on the order of
$5 million per year; Additional university -funding from
other sources such as industrial affiliates and internal

.universitg funding may-=run another $4 million per year..
University research tends toward small projects of one or
two professors and a few graduate students. the average NSF
grant in robotics' and related fields is around-$150K per
year.
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Although support of university research by industry
the rise, it 4s still small by European or Japanese scan
dards. University efforts tend to be fragmented, progress
is sporadic., and the issues addressed are often unrelated. to
the problems of industrial manufactuiring.

NONPROFIT LABS

C. S. Draper Labs with Jim Nevins and Dan Whitney have been

Studying partmating science and assembly system- design for
a'- number of eears. They have performed a variety of assem
bly experiments, studied the use of forte feedback, and
developed a theory of the use of passive compliance in

partmating. Draper has also done economic modeling for
designing industrial systems. and realtime simulation of

the spaci shOttle remote manipulator system for NASA, NSF
funding is about $200K perAear.. Draper also has a number

industrial clients for whom it performs design and con-
struction of advanced assembly systems. Total funding is

about $1 Million per year.

SRI International has an extensive robot research program
that 'gates beck to the SHAKEY Artificial Intelligence pro
_ject that was funded by ARPA in the lote°19601s. presently_

.:SRI"s. program: is headed bid

machine vision for inspection and- recognition. SoMe very

sophisticated robot vision research is being done on over
lapping parts using structured light and a combination of

binary and grayscale- vision.- Work is:also being Acme on
printedcircuit board inspection, .programmable assembly..

visionguided arc welding, and semiautomatic process plan-
ning, Funding from NSF is about $350K peryear. with about.

$350K per year from industrial affiliates. SRI was the
first robotics lab to develop an industrial affiliates pro--

gram. Office of Naval Research contributes approximately
250K for research in communication and negotiation betWeen,
cooperating robots to distfibute their Workload. .Additional
$250K per year funding from NSF started in August 1981 for

work on printedcircUit board inspection,

=PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABS

Gen :1_Motore_has_establi$4Pda mayor robotits research ef
fort at the. G. M. Research Labs in Warren Michigan.- They-
have concentrated on vision and have produced a new robot

vision system called "CONSIGHT". This system has a unique
method for obtaining silhouette images of parts on a con
veyor-belt that does not require back lighting and is not
dependent on contrast between the part and the belt. Gen
eral Motors is also interested in small parts assembly by

robots and automatic inspection: Several years ago they

contracted with Unimation to produce , the PUMA robots a
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accurate.- computer controlled robot designed frsr as
sembly.

General Electric is becoming very active in robot= research.
A; E. has a substantial research effort in robot - assembly;.
rebotvision. robot controllers and new VLSI micro circuit-.

technology. They have designed a very impressive laboratory
robot which embodies a number of innovative concepts.
also has a robot demonstration facility. where they have one
of almost every robot manufactured today, Asa part of this.
facility they offer courses,in robot progrAMming and appli,
cations engineering, G. E.' has alsoAnneUtsced intentions of
marketing the Italian PRAGMA rebot in th country'under the
name of ALLEGRO, as. well-as the Hitachi. Process Robot.

Westinghoue,has established a productivity center in Pitts -
burgh with a robotics research lab.cohtaining lb robots of
all different kinds. This 'center supports CarnegieMellon,
University with Si million pet year grant for, manufacturing.
research. Westinghouse also haS a cost sharing project with
NSF called AFAS for Adaptable Programmable Assembly System
This research project will be complete in 1982 It has been

. funded by NSF at about $500K per year Westinghouse_ also
has a R &D center whic t4 is with 'he University. of
Floridatoa-SOO-Ss what teleoperatortechnology-is-needed,:for
nuclear power plants.

IBM has been involved irf robotico research for a' number of

,years. .IBM has developed robot programming languages called
AUTOPASS and EMILY and has studied the problem of robot as
sembly. IBM has also developed its own robot which "t uses,
in its own; manufacturing _operations. All of the IBM robot
ics effoi43isHinternally funded -`and details of the p Jetts

are not available.

Texas-Instruments also has developed a robot which-they use
for assembly and testing of hand calculators, No details ef.
this effort are available.

MartinMarietta has a robotics effort directed primarily to

ward }NASA and-DOD interests= They are working on automated
diagnosis and checkout of avionics, cockpit simplification.
and various autonomous devices. Martin is also studying the
speed requirements%for space shuttle TitahipUlatOrs, teordi
nate transformations, and two arm coordination. Funding is
about $3 million per year.

Automatix is a small new company with a :heavy emphasis on

robotics research. Robot vision, microcomputer control sys
tems. and applications engineering in -arc welding systems
are their main target areas.

90-240 0 -
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Machine - Intelligence Corporation is another small :company,
whose technical staff includes the principals who pioneered
robot yis:illnat SRI International Machine Intelligence
Corporation manufactures computer vision systems to be ln
corPorated into turnkey inspection, material handling and
assembly systems.: In cooperation with Unimetion Corpora
tionlIthey have developed the Univision system, the first
commercially-available "seeing" robot, marrying-an advanced

. vision system with the PUMA robot, programmable under a sper
cial language "VAL". They have an NSF Small Business Inov
novation grant for research on a method of'person/robot eom
munication, -to permit programming a robot without need for a
professional Programmer.-

ROBOT MANUFACTURERS

The.major robot manufacturer Course,. also conduct a
substantial amount of- research. nimation is working on ad-7
vanced control systems, calibration techniques, mobility
systems, and programming techniques.

Cincinnati Milicron hese research group working on new con
trol .system architectures, programming languages, and
mechanical design:

PratiVersatranl. Autoplace Advanced Robotics, Devilbiss,
Nordson, Thermwood, ASEA, KUKA, Tralfe, U. S.- Robots,

and perhaps ten other small new robot companies are all ag
gressively developing new and improved product lines.

The' level of funding for research by the robot manufacturers
is proprietary. However' based on the aggregate sales of
about $150 million for the entire U. S. robot in-dustry, it
is probably around $15 million per gear and scattered over
about twenty companies. One or two of the largest manufac
turers are spending around $5 Million per year on research
However, it is doubtful if more than three manufacturers-are
spending more than $1 million per year.

GOVERNMENT RESEARCH

The National Bureau of Standards 4.42ursuing res.earch relat
ed to interface standards, performance measures, and-pro-
gramming language standards for robot systems and integrated
computeraidedmanv acturing systems. This work focuses on
advanced concepts for sensoryinteractive control systems,
mOdular distributed.dystems, interfaces between modules, and
sensor interfaces to the control systems of robots and
machine tools. Funding frdm the Department o.f Commerce-is
about $1.5 million per year.

The Air Force'integrated Computer Aided. Manufacturing (ICAM)
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project has funded.se, al- -bot.development and iMple nta-
tiion projects. A contract with General Dynamics introduced
robots into drilling and routing applications aircraft
manufacturing. A contract With McDonnell7Douglas resulted
in a robot programming language based on the APT N/C tool
language. A contract with Lockheed/Georgia produced a study
of potential future aerospace:applications for robots.'
tal funding was'about $1 million per year. This work is now
completed._ Technical Modernization, a related program is
presently funding General Dynamics to design several aspects
of an automated factory. Funding for this it about $4 mil-
lion= per .year. , Total ICAM fuhding is $17 million per .year
for computerpased information. planning and control, and
systems, ',engineering methodologies for increased automation.
Estimated future ICAM funding for robotics is $2 million per
year.

NASA.has a number of small obotics _projects at several of
its cehters- JPL has a project i :stereo vision,
feedback grippers. and the use of automatic planning pro
grams for mission s quencing applications. Langleg Research
-Center is doing rese_rch,an robot, servicing of spacecraft.
Marshall Space Flight-Center-has developed a prototype robot
armfor-satellite refu-tishing and is workingon free - flying
teleoperators. Johnson -Space --Centat7-lia manaeingthe-
development of the space shuttle remote manipulator system.

The total NASA reseach budget for= automation is about $2
million.

The Naval Air Rework Facility in San Diego is 'funding the
development of robots to remove rivets and fasteners from
airplane wings._ to_strip and repaint aircraft, and to per-
form 4 wire assembly. Total funding for these three pro ects-
is about $3 million-per year. .

The Naval OCean Systems Center is currently exploring
ous military applications of robot and teleoperator sys
There .are specific interests in te.leoperated and robot- subr-
mersibles. teleope ated and robot land vehiclet.-teleop at-
e g re

stereo optic and acoustic vision, remote presente. auto-
nomous robot knowledge representation and decision making,

and complex_ robot--_-system: specification:and.verification.-
Theseinterests are distributed among six projects funded at
a tofel, of $650K per, year. -

The total governmen funding for robotics is about $10 .mil-
lion per year.

OVERSEAS RESEARCH

Overseas rob_ cs efforts are considerably better funded.

rri-
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Although -exact figures are hard to obtain, most-knowledge-
able observers estimate that the Japanese are spending from
three to ten times as-much as the United States on rabettes
and related -research. The Western Europeans are estimated
to be spending from two to four, times as much as the U. S.

Certainly the corporate giants of _Europe and Japan are
heavily involved. Fiat, Renault, Olivetti, and Volkswaeon
have all developed their own robots, and many other EUropean
firms are marketing a wide variety of very sophisticated
robots, In Japan, Kawasaki, Hitachi Yasakawai Fanuc, and
Misubitshiall have major research laboratories and are ag-
gressively marketing a wide variety Of industrial robots.
Fanuc has teamed up with Siemens of Germany to market.a very
competitive-line of robots under. the name General Numeric

European and Japanese university efforts are heavily subai-.

diled by the respective governMents and university -industry
collaboration is verg close. Many university research la-
boratories are elaborately equipped with the most modern WC
machine tools and the best robots. Many of these machines
are dehatet by private. industry. Government support for
salaries and overhead makesit possible for the universities
in Europe and Japan to sustain large and coherent .researth
programs. .

Even if the total U. S. effort were equivalent,
the lack of V. S. center-s -of, 40C-ellonce supported-on-a' can-- -
aistent long term basis would'put the U. S. -at a serious

disadvantage. The fact is, U. S. robotics research efforts
are neither better funded:nor better organized than thoseaf
our overseas trading partners. The Japanese have made the
development of the automatic factory a high priority itemypf:
national policy. European research is heavily subsidized by
the government funds. In both_ places robotics technology is
treated as'crucial.te national economic developMent.

IMPLEMENTATION

In.ethe United States at present, there.are only about 3000
.robots installed. . That's . leas- than the number of-workers
eMployed in a single factory in-.many companies. That's less

nr-g-tjarsa-of-aame-b-igiv-aahoola-im-thAak-CoMmi-
try. Today, there is a bigger market for toy robots than

for real robots. :So at least for the present, robots are
_having almoat_no Ofa:ctoneway 'or another_ on overall pro-
ductivity in this country. .

Today, robots are being erodUtad-
in the United States at the rate of about 1500 per year.

Predictions- are that this will probably grow. to between
20,000 and 60,000 robots per year by the year 1990. In oth-
er words the production rate is growing at about a factor of.
10 to 30 per decade. At that rate the U. E. will be lucky

to have a million robots in operation before the year 2000.
This means that unless.there is some drastic change in the-

presently projected trends, there won't be enough robots in
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nperation
ductivitY
century.

s.significan
e nation's

Of course, there will be some specific areas where the

pact of rdbets will be large. Infareas like automobile
spot- welding.' robots have already had some effect, By the
-mid 1990's there may be a significant effect on productivity
0 arc welding.

welding is a hot, Idirtypunpleasant job where the welder
must wear heavy protective 'clothing and.mOst work in the
presence of a shower of hot sparks and choking smoke, . Typi-
cally :a human welder cannot keep his torch on the-work-more
than 30 of the,time. A robot welder, on the other hand can
keep its torch on the work about. 90/ of the time Thus,

even though the'yobot cannot weld any faster than aman.
it can turn out about 3 times,as- much work.

Unfortunately, present day robots cannot -set up their own

work.. That'rquires.a human assistant... So this reduces the.

productivity advantage. Also, the robot must be programmed
to perform the welding task-. .Typically this takes much
longer_thanwOuldbe:required to actually perform--4 weld.

Thus, unless the robot is used to PerfOrM Many-repetitions
of the same welding task there is no productivity gain.

Of course, once robots becOma intalligeht enough to assemble
and set up their own work, productivity will improve. Once
robots becOme clever, enough to look at -the job and figure

out where to put the weld. productivity will improve Oven

more Eventually, ,welding robots will be sufficiently so-
phisticated to work-from plans stored in computer memory and
to correct errors which may occur during as: jbb. Welding ,

robots will then be able to work, nights and weekends (four

shifts per week) completely without human 'supervision. At

that,poiht productivity improvements over present methods of
many hundreds of percent become possible. Unfortunately. we
are -4s long way from that today. There are many difficult'

-----reSa4chand-development-problems that must, be solved _first.
Unless the level_ of effort in software development is in-
creased many fold, these improvements will not be realized

-for_many years.

Let's look at another industry, the metal cutting indOstry,_

where robots are already ,being used to load anA unload
machine tools,, This is a relatively simple task,-so long as
the parts are presented to the robot in a knownposition and
orientation. 'During the 19130!s. robot sensory and control
capabilities will improve-to the point where, robots can find

nsand lead unriented parts, or. in some cases, even pick parts
out of a bin filled with randomly oriented parts y _g.on,
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top of each -other. This may- improve productivity=- by hun
dreds of percent because itwill:make it possible to install
robots in many exisiting plants without major re- engineering
of-- production methods. For example, in conventional N/C
machine shops a single machinist could set up .several
machines which could then .run for extended periods unattend
ed. In some -cases robot tended machines may run overnight
and on weekends -witWOut:human,intervention.

By 1990 robots may begin to have a significant' impact. on
mechanical assembly. There has been a great -deal of
research effort spent on robot assembly: -Unfortunately, the,-
results haVe not -been spectacularyef. On the one hand,
-robots cannot compete with classical so- called "hard automa
tion`. in assembly of mass- produced parts. General pOrpose

.
machines like robots are still too sloY and too expensiNA to
be'" eeonomical for mass prodyction assembly tasks, On the
other hand,- robots cannot yet compete with human assembly.
workers in small lot assembly. Humans are incredibly adapt
able, dexterous, as well as fast, skilled,' and relatively
cheap compared- to robots. A human has two hands and ten
fingers with arms, and-shoOlders mounted on a mobile plat-
form equipped with a total of 58 degrees of.freedom. The
human has a fantastically sophisticated vision 'system and
can be-'- programmed to aO-ariquite

'easily.. Even in'a relatively routine task such as the as
seMbly of an automobile alternator (performed at the C.S.
Draper Lab, Cambridge, MA), test results indicated that,

robot assembly' would be only marginally effective economic
cally even after eVery.ehase of the tesiLhad'haen optimized.

Nevertheless* progress' is being -made. and. 'will continue.
Robot capabilities will gradually increase: Sensory systems
will become more sophistcated;and less'exOnsive. The cost
of coMpvtina-hardWare is droppingrapidly and steadily with
no sign of-bottoming out Software costs are likely to be

the major impediment to robot development for the foresee7
able future, but even these ,

slowly yielding to the tech
:niques of structured progr mmipg and high. level' languages.

Eventually, extremely fast* accurate* dexterous robots will
be programmed using design graphics data bases which
describe_the shape of the parts to be maiip and the culifi

. guration of the assemblies to be constructed. .Eventually,
robots will be able to respond to "a wide variety of senSory
cues, to .learn by experience and to acquire skillsirby,self
optimization, Such skills can then be transferred to other
robots so'that learning can be propagated rapidly throughout
the robot labor force.

During the 1990;_s robots will probably enter' the construe°
tion trades. Under the tutelage, of a human master

:I
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crafts n,- apprentice -robots will.carry building materials,
lift and position wall and flodr panels._cUt boards to size,
and lay brick, block! and eventually stone. In the next
century, labor intensive`building techniques .(using robot
labor) may onte_a_gain becomS practical. Homes, streets,
tridgess,gardenS770-dfountains may be constructed of sculpt
ed stone, quarriSd,:cuts'Ind assembled by robots. 'Eventual-
ly. robots will mine the seabed, and farm the surfaces of
thslockans forfood and fuel. Andi of course, robots will
play a major rote in outer spate, -- in the construction of
large space structures, in space- manufacturing, and in
planetary exploration.

,Eometimeo perhaps around the -turn of-the- century, robot
technology will, develop to the degree necessary to prOduce
the totally automated_factory. In such factories robots
will perform most, if not all, of.theoperations that. now
require huMan,skills. There.will be.totallq automatic in
ventory, and tool management, automatic-machining, assembly.
finithing, and inspection systems. Automatic factories will
even be able to repro-duce themselves. That is.: automatic
factories will make the components for other automatic fac-
torie.s.

-Once this-pi urso7productivity-timprovements- will propagate----
from generation to generation. Each generation of machines
will produce machines-less expensive and more sophisticated
than themselves. - This will.bring about an exponential de-

7cline in the cost of robots and, .automatic factories Which
may equal the cost/performance record of the computer indus-
try. For the past 00- years computing costs- have spiraled
dOwnward by 20% per year. This, -at least in part, is due to
the:fact that computers are used to design, construct, 7-and
test other computers. Once automatic factories, begin to
manufacture the components for:automatic, factories.'the cost
of manufacturing .equipment will also fall exponentially.
ThiSI-obvidusly.will.reduce the cost of goods- produced
the 'automatic factories. Eventually, products produced in

-automatic factorieS may east only slightly more than'the raw
materials -and energy from which they are made

-The long range potential of totally automated ..manufacturing
is literally teybnd our capacity to predict. It;may,change
svery aspect -of- --AndUStrial -society: Automatic -factoriesl-
that can operate without human labor, and-reproduce them--
selves, could 'lead to an entirely new era in the history of
civilization.

Now, 'in the light vf the unprecedented,economic p.ptential of
robots, Isuppose I should comment on why theA.mplementa ion
of this technology is proceeding4so slowly.
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Firs_ at least in the U.S funding or robotics R&D has

been very modest. Every indicdti h is that in the future,
support. will'row, but not dramatically. Certainly, there

is -nothing to suggest-that a crash development program on
the scale of the Manhattan Project or the Apollo Moon. Pro

gram --==is imminent. 'Certainly,- there. are no plans for the_
'federal government to-launch such an effort and private in-

vestment funds, are not likely to be committed on a massive
Scale because of thelOng time to pay back, Robotics -iS

still -a long term research-topic. We:are a- long, hricrway
b...._from a sophisticated sensory interactive, intelligent ight:

ly Skilled, dexterous, economically feasible,.and commer-
cially manufacturable robot. RetearCh in this area is long.:

term, time consuming) and risky- Also, there is no:certain-
tothat inventions can be kept prhprietare. There is there-
fore,,no guarantee that the firms which make the investments
can capture enough of the benefits .° to make the risk

worthwhile.

Secondly, even after the research and ,development- Problems
are solved, several decades and many hundreds of billions of
dollars will .be required to convert the present industrial

base to robot technology./ This enormous investment will
verel-y,tax available sources of capital. The transforma-

tion)of the entire industrial plant of A country simply-Calf-
not be achieved Over an extended time period.

Thirdly, and perhaps most impprtantly) many voters ,question
the desirability of rapid, massive deployment of robot tech-
nology. Despite the obvious benefits from prodUctivity im-

provement, there would be serious social and economic ad-
justments necessary as a result of such a rapi4 productivity
growth. Productivity improvement by its very nature reduces
the amount of himan_,Aabor.needed to prodocea-given product;

an,obviouV) bit 1 believe incorrect conclusion is that

a rapid increase in productivity would lead to unemployment
There is a wide spread perception that robots pose a threat:

to-jobs. The fear is that if robots were introduced at the

rate that is -technologically_possible, unemployment would

become a serious problem.

However, widespread unemployment is not the inevitable

result--of rapid - productivity growth. There is not a fixed
amount of work! More work can alwaysA2e, created. All that

is needed-is a way to meet the payroll. Markets are not sa-
turated.- The- purchasing power of consumers can always be

increased at the .-same rate that more products flow out of

the robot factories. At present, there is plenty of demand.
The mere fact of inflation is prima faCic evidence that con-
sumer demand exceeds the ability of present production tech-:
niques and facilities to supply goods and services at con
stant prices, Wbrk ,is-eaty to create. So is demand. What
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hard t produce is goods and. `servi'ces that can be
a profit. at -(or below the current market price.

,

Nevertheless, the average, citizen is unconvinced that ad
vancee:- automation--- -would necessarily 'put increased spending
powerlinto -his or her -pock
.'robots-: have most of the job
their interne? jrr-order for 'nos
robots -are: -=,going to bring.
will We necessary to demonstra

er question is =--- If, the
will average people, get

people to be convinced that
e benefits than problems it
that a variety of alterna

tive income producing -- will be created .to fill
the voie_q_eft by these jobs which: are taken over by robots.
Fortunately, this is not diffielt to ,

Perhaps, the most obvious source: o'f new jobs is in the in
dustries which must be created- order to convert to a
robot WaSed economy.; Certainly if robots are to be manufac
tured in -_large enough quantitket-to make a significant im
__-- _ ,

eact on the...e'xisting industrial illst,ems entirely new. robot
manufacturqnT, sales jand service industries- will emerge and
millions, -of exciting !new ,jobs will bd! ,created= A typical
indostrial robot cost from. _$30.900:tasso, 000 and :f.Sometimee
more by the time it is installee4fid 000ting.
that 'eVery robot. installed: credte40!tim'.-',to 4 persOilOirs
of work somewhere-in the economy-. he.;'-robot market, is
presently growing at about:35% per yeali which means it dou
bles 'about every 3 ,yeari As long' as =*hi,S growth rate -. con
tinues, robot production will -add jebSi!t0 the economy about
as fast as robot installation -pak es then-aWay.

. _
It will. be,many years, perhaos many dr des,' before
can design. :Manufacture', market-. i _ all, program' obn:
repair themselves with little or go Wumaic intervention. ._ Inrepair.

_

the meantime' the Manufacture---:and servicing of robots will
produce an enormous demand for mechanical engineers., techni_
clans. compUter -progr'ammers, electronic ,designersk:-robot in-
italtien and repair persons`; New rollot-!coMpanies will re
quire secretaries, - sales persons, accountants,. and business
managers. It -Seems likely :!that the robot '- industry will
-eventually : employ at least as many people-'as the computer
-and- automobile industri-esao today. ''---

.

Converting the werldesexisting. industrial plants from manu
al to nob at. labor will require many decades and will cost as-
_muCh as the total existing stock yof industrial wealth. This
is a Herculean task which will provide- employment- to mil
dons of works fer -several - generations: For a cduntrg

111
like -the- .'Un_ 1 _d States whic6- has a.-strong technological
base, the wort market in robots, deoldi-- easily. create twice_
aS many jobs- in, robot production as were lost to robot la
bor. Needless to say, ',the expert of ro SyStems (ass __well

\

as products,. made by them) Could hive' strong positive
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effect on the balance of trade-and,the.strength of the -dol
Aar on the international market:

lb general, industries that use the most efficient produc
tion techniques grow and prosper, and hire more workers.
Markets for their products expand and they diversify into

proAuct-lines. Workers displaced by .automation are sin
ply tralisferred- into new growth areas or retrained for dif

ferent occupations. ,It is in the. industries that fall
behind in productivity that job layoffs are prevalent.

jnefficient indUstries lose marketshare to competitors,
shrink, and eventually die. Thus, the biggest threat to

jobs is not in industries that adopt the latest robot tech.
nology, but j those which do not.

For example, there are almost one -Ialf million jobless work
ers today in. the American automobile industry: This is not
because of a couple thousand robots. It is because of- the

energy crisis and because lof fofeign competition. U. S.

auto workers are suffering'_ unemployment more because of
robots in Japan than because of roboe in Detroit. If

`ica continues the - present, lowTate of _productivity .grciwtb,'.

we cannot help but have even greater unemployment. Foreign
trading partners are modernizing at a rapid rate. If We do

not innovate, our predu-ts cannot compete, and our workers
will find their jobs be ng taken away by foreign competi
tion.

Improving productivity is not easy. It requires -research,

development, education,- capital investment, and incentives
to do better. The new technology of advanced automation is

not a quick fix. It is a long range solution: --Robots have
much promise but)a long way to go. We are'only beginning to
OnterStand rt,afillr of the technical problems. We are many
years, perhaps several decades from making truly intelli
gent, highly skilled robots:, But technical solutions will
come. It is only a matter of time, money, and intellemtuar
resources. The real question as whethee we can smal-ve'N so
ciety in which robots will tomplement, not compete with, hu
pans for their livelihood. If this-problem can be solved,
then the prospects for the-future may-be ver,j-bright_indeed.

Robots and automatic factories have the potential to in
Ccrease productivity virtually without limit. This poten
tial, if brought toreality, could create a material abun
dance and standard of living .which far exceeds the horizon

'of today's expectations. Over the next two centuries the
,technology of robotics and advanced automation could make --

-every rich.0,e) Robots, .,someday could provide the. economic
_ e

foundat"on for an neverypersoni' arisehcraCy." However, this
wt11 require that we find a way to make them rk for Vs!

and not ins competition` with us. To pro t the human

wor'ker's livelihood in the coming decades there are several-
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h can and:should be tAken."--

First, we must provide regaining for workers
robots for new and better occupations.

displaced

Second, -A-after a decade or'-so whewrobetsbegin to. make..:- a
sfgnificant:_impact on ,productivity) :we can deCrepsw-the
workweek., Itj4:nowhdre writtem-in: stondthat'llhumans
work 40 hours per week. As .robots tokd"over-more and more
_work, PuMans can improve their work' environment and de
crease tpeir work perieds to 30,- 20, or even 10Jiours per
week. Education and leisure activities can be increased,
virtually without limit. Eventually, all _7rk".fbuld-be
voluntary.,

However,: in order to achieve-this we will need to eNplore-
wide, variety of-mechanisms for broadening our...Ownership,-
robots and automatic factories. Employee stock ownership
plans, robot7oWner entrepreneurs-, and even semi
public mutual,-fund ownership plans might be developed inthe-
.future. If everyone could -own the equivalent of-ondor two
robots, everyone would-be -financially independent,' rOgard
less of whether -they, were employed or not,.

Finally, im the next-few years and decades we must' recog
nize that it is:prematureto worry about insufficient -work
to go around, 'There-is virtually an unlimitdd -amoUnt of

rk that needs to. be. done in` eliminating poverty, hunger,
and disease, not only in America, but throughout the world.
We -need to develop renewable energy resources, t clean up' the,
'environment) A.ebuild:our cities) exploit the ocdans) explore
the ,planets, and colonize outer space. : The new age Of
robotics will open many new possibilities. What'we humans
can do in the - future is limited only by -our imagination--to-
see the Opportunities-and our courage-to act out our 'be7
liefs. u--
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Figur Remote, in situ robot trajectory calibration system. Each Of the two
Camcras"can measure the x and y position of light-emitting-diodes (LEDO.'
Initially, a ealibration cube with a set of:LEDs at known points is used
to compute the positions and viewing angles of the -two cameras. Then
the two cameras can track a LED on the:robot so as to determine the
:3-dimensional positiori accuracy of the- robot over. its working volume.
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anation of Figure 2....

The command and control structure for -succes$ ul organiza-
tions of 'great complexity is_ invariably hierarchical,
wherein goals, or tasks. selected at the highest level are
decomposed into sequences of subtasks which are passed to
one or more operational units at the _next lower level in the
hierarchy. Each of these lower level units decomposes its
input command in'the context of information ob-
tained from other units at the sam or lower levels, or from
the external environment, and issues sequences of sub--
subtasks , to a set of subordinates at the next lower level.
This same procedure is repeated at each sucCessive-hierarch
lc-al' level until at the bottom of the hierarchy there is
generated a set of sequences of primitive actions which
drive individual actuators such as motors, servo valves, hy-
draulic pistons' or 'individual muscles. This basic scheme

, can be -seen in the organizational hierarchy on the left of

A single chain of:command-through the organizational hierar-
C411 shown aethecgiMpu_tationalkierarChWLin:_
the center of Figure 2. ' This computational hierarchy ton,-
sists of. three parallel hierarchies: a task decomposition
hierarchy, a sensory processing hierarchy, and a world model
hierarchy: The _sensory -:processing hierarchy consists of a
series of computational units, each of which extract the
particular features and information patterns needed by the
task decomposition unit at that level. Feedback' from the
sensory_ processing:- hierarchy enters each level of-the task-
decomposition hierarchy. This .feedback information comes
rem .the .'same or lower levels of the hierarchy or from -the

external environment'. It is used by the modules in the task'
decomposition hierarchy to sequence their outputs and to'%
modify their decomposition function so as to accomplish the
-higher -level goal in spite of perturbastions and unexpected
events in'the:environment.

The world Model hierarthy consists of a set of knowledge
bases that generate expettations against which the sensory

,,
__processing_ modules can_compare_ the observed_sensory____data-

. stream', __Expectations are based on stored information which
. ,

is accessed by the task being executed at any particular
time.- -Zile sensory processing units can use this information
to -select the particular processing algorithms that are ap-
propriate to the sensory data and can inform the
task decomposition units of-mhatever differences. or errors,
exist between the observed and expected data. The task
decomposition unit can then respond. either by altering the
action so as to bring the observed sensory data into
correspondence with the expectation, or by altering the :in-
put', to the world model so as to bring the expectation-into
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rrespondence with the ob

lEach-computational unit in the task decomposition, sensory

processing, and world modeling hierarchies can be represent -.

ed as a'finite-state machine. At each time increment, each

:unit:readt its input and based an its present internal state
computes an output with a very short time delay.

If the output of each unit in the task- decomposition hierar-

chy' is described as a vector, and plotted versus time in a
vector space, a behavioral hierarchy such as is shown:on the
right side of Figure 2 results. In this illustration a high
level goal, or task-0-(BUILD. SUBASSEMBLY ABM 2.71, input to

the highest level in a robot-control hierarchy. .
The H5-task

decomposition unit breaks this task down into a series of

subtasks,-,- of which (ASSEMBLE AB) is the first. This "com-
plex" tubtask command is then sent to the H4-task decomposi-

tion unit. H4 decomposes:this "complex" subtask,into. a se-

quence of "simple "--subtasks (FETCH A), (FETCH B) (MATE B to

A), FASTEN B to A-). The H3 unit, subsequently decomposes
each of the "Simple" subtaSks into a string of "eleMental

moves" . af the form (REACH TO A), (GRASP), (MOVE\ to X),

(REALEASE) -;---et:The-H2-decempotitlem unit --then computes a 7

string of -

trajectory tegments in a doordinatesystem fixed
in the. work Space, or in the robot =hand, or in the work

piece itself. These -trajectory segments may include ac.-

celeration) velocity, and deceleration profilesfor the

robot motion. In HI, each.of these trajectory segments are

transformed into joint angle movements and the joint- actua-
tor* are tervoed. to execute the cpmmanded motions.

At each level, the G units select the appropriate, feedback

.information needed by the H-modules in -the task decomposi-

.Lien hierarchy. The M units generate predictions, or 'ex-

pected values, , of th'e sensory data based on the stored
kpowledge about the environment in the context of the task

being executed.-
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Explanation Figure 3_

The computing architecture shown i, n Figure 3 is intemded,
%
as

a ,generic system that can be applied to a wide variety of

automatic "manufacturing facilities and can be extended to

much larger apOlicitions The basic structure-is hierarchi--
cal, with the computational. load distributed evenly.over the
various computational units at the various different evels
of the-hierarch.y.. At the lowest level in this,hierarthy are
theindividual robots N/C machining centers* smart sensors,
robot carts, conveyors, and automatic storage system*, each

of which may 'have its own internal hierarchical control sys-:
tem. These- ndiVidual machines are organikedinto work sta-
tions under the control of a work station control unit.

Several work station control units are organized under* and

receive:' input .commands from a cell control unit. Several
cell control units may be organized under and receive input

adds from a shop control: unit, etc.' This hierarchical
structure' can. be extended to as:Many levels with eat many

nodules' per level as are necessary, depending on the co m-

plexity'-of the factory.

-On:-the right side ofLEigureaAS,_shown,:, a data base which

containS the --part programs forthe machine-tools,,,the part,
handling programs for the robots,- the materials require-
ments, :,dimensionso ,and tolerances derived from the part
design data base* and the algorithms and process plans .re-
quired .for routing, scheduling, tooling. and fixturing.
This data',isgenerated bye Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) sus-.

tem -and a CoMputer7Aided -PrOtess-Planning (CAPE-') sys _m.

TbisAatO base is hierarchIcallystructured sothat the:_ in

formation required at the different hierarchical levels is

readily available when needed/

On the left i6 a second data base which contains the current
status of the factory. Each part in process in the factory
.has :a file in this data base whith c tai.ns , information as

to .What is the. position and orienta n of that .part, its

stage of completion,, the batch of parts that it is with, and

quality control information This data base is- also

f "hierarchically structured. At the lowest level*: the posi-

tion- of- each part is referenced-_-to a_particular tray_er:_
table top. At the next higher level* the work station, the

Position of each part refers to which tray the part is in.

At the cell level* position refers to which work station the
part is -in. The feedback_ processors on the.left-scan each

level of the data base and extract the information of in-,

terest to the next higher level A management-information
System makes it possible to query thit data base at any lev
1 and determine'the,status of any part or job in-the shop.

can also set of alter priorities on variguS 'jobs.
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ore than 25 years of empiriehl research on the produativity cost -aid

other effects of ma th technological innovations': a wide array of ltdnat ria-
'in the U.S. and abroad have led.= to draW two conclasion.W:

First: that the actual economic effects of,evenmajor-tachnological

advances have almost invariably fallen far:shcirt of their ex-

pectedeffects; and

Second that such exaggerated expeetations-haysbeen due to ,their over-

concentration on only y-s limited sector of the complex of.
=.

interactionp which determine actual results

Hence, sound analysis of the prospective effects of,increasing applications of

robotics in domestic industries on their cost effectiveness and international

competitt: ss reqUires avoidance.of such oversimplifications.

According Part I of this paperWillpreSent some fOundations_for-policyf.

analysis, including: the place of robotics Within current and prospective ad

vances in manufacturing technology; the effects, of increasing. robot utilization

on productivity and eostsl:And the resulting effects on international competi-
.

tivehess. Part II will then consider the problems and policy implicatiOna of

seeking: to accelerate the development of'rebotica and-related-advances in

manufacturing techiology; to accelerate the diffusion of such advances within
: -

domestic manufacturing industries; and to mitigate any potentially burdenSome

social and economic effects of such 'developments'. 1:

POLICY ANALYSIS FOUNDATIONS

Robotics and Programmable Apri5mate

Programmable Automation

ianufacturin-

s in the physical effiCienoy. ufac uring operations may be derived.

* *

Prepared for the Robotics Workshop of the Congressional Office of. Technology
Assestment held on July 31, 19$1.

William E. Umatattd Professor of Industrial'Economies and Direct°
Research Prograt in Ihdustrial Economics, Case_ Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ofto.
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from variety of developments. The mast important among these'includ;i ad-

vances in technology; increases in the scale of production; improvementS in

output and quality capabilities of equipment; adjustments in labor contributions;

and continUineincrementain the effectiveness of production planning and control.

Because the effectiveness ofSuch-operations depends on integrating all theie

factors, changed insny,one, are likelYte interact with others.:: Hence, evalu-
:."

after' of the effects of any innovation equires consideratin All resulting

readjustments in the system

After basic advances in technology, the most important and continuous source

of gains in the physical effiZincy of vroduction operations in the past has

probably been increases in the specialization of facilities and equipment. The

degree of specialization which was found most rewarding. was determined by the

variety and volume of output which needed to be processed by the given equipment.

Thum increases in the stand*rdization of products and in the quantity required?_'encouraged theHintroduCtion of progressively more narrowly specialized production-

systems. :Eventually, the manufacture of,completely uniferm products in very large

quantities led to the construction of interlocking arraya of highly specialized '.,-7--

machines capable of producing. enormous quantities with very great-physical

efficiency. Such ',!dedicated systems", however, permit only minor adjustments
,

in produCt designs or procspsing methods. As a result, they are.npt applicable

to the overwhelming proportion of mgnufaAuring activities which involve the

production of, wider arras of produCts ka*smaller quanritpa.', In addition, the

-heavy investment required by suckdedicated systems,combined with their very

mited fleXibility, also encourages their users:to resist changes in products
_

and improvements in production methods in an effort to use their existing equip-

menu as long as possible.

Of course, engineering design permits a wide range in the extent to which

specialization is built into productionsmachinery. Thus, ' ,general purpose'

equipment may be designed to Accommodate a wide array of tools and processing

functions in return for limiti its ratenf output,as well as other capabilit,es

In respect to aby particular task. Such equipment's 'output is also heavily:

dependent on the concom. ant specialized COntribUtigns of operators and other

servicldrsonnel.: d intermedinte degrees of equipment specialization have

offfered progressively larger trade-offs of decreases in the range of functions

capable of being perf.rmed,as well,as decreases in reliance on the specialized

contributions of opera s and other external inputs0.n return for increases in

the level of output , quality d ef_ectivedess Of designated production tasks
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AS a result of intensifying, market pressures, there have been sharply

increased efforts in recent years to improve the cast eompetitiveneas of manu-

facturing operations' devoted. to a limited variety of products required in

volumes ranging from relatively small to-moderate. Such needs -are, dominant in

most small. aid intermediate manufacturing plants as well as even in large plants

manufacturing capital goods. BY far the most important-advance in suchnapa

blities has come.from. the development of computerization and related communication

and instrumentation capabilities. These permit the utillzatidn of replaceable

programmed instructions.in combination with programmable controls to enable

given equipment to turn out varying amounts of a succession of different pants

-with little or no operator requirements.: -

In order to help clarify the broad potentials o resulting revolut _

in manufacturing technology which will be unfolding with accelerating=rapidity

over the next decade, ft- may be useful to illustrate the interconnected changes

being generated-as a-resurt.- Increasingly,- theprocese.will begin with computer-
-.

aided design (CAD), with engineeia developing new designs_ on the screen of at::

terminal by'specifying.certain points on the screen and tap instructions

concerning thexlesired shape- and dimensions of the configurations to be. drawn

around them. The k point tp understand is that in--te course of projecting

the design shown on the screen the:computeris storing a detailed mathematical

model ofall of
f
its features, It then becomes possible to use this information,

or dita bathe, for an expanding array of!'-pUrposes.'4or example; the resulting-

-definition of the dimensions and configurations of the designed part maYise used

computer programs to generate such manufacturing requirements as

1. a Ocheduld of the sequence-of machines:to:be used in produ ng the .13Srt..='

2. specific operating instructions for each machine as Well'as &dentifiCation
_ _

of the tools required to perform:such operatpns;

3. dimensional criteria for testing leonformane4 of the finished part with

-design requirements;
_

4. production schedules specifying individual machine assignments to accord

with estimated machining time required for each part and with previously
.

.

scheduled machine loadings as well as delivery dates;

5. estimates of the unit Cost of each operation, including
.r

operator;

6 estimates of total unit costs of-prdducing specified products
0

to determine bids. -for - contracts; and
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7. combining the design data with materials specifications and'planned

output, along with expected scrap rates and waste, to generate pro-

curement requirements.

As indicated in Figure 1, various other kinds of performance evaluation and

control information :may also bZ generated.

By tracing only one direction of such information flows, however, even the

,preceding impressive array of applications understates the potential benefits of

such systems. In fact, all such flows move in both directi:ns. Engineers can

use them to explore the relative 2iaagg of alternative desig s: Hanufacturing

specialists can evaluate alternative processing sequences and machining in-
&

structions. Inventory adjustmentd can be apted to accord with production and

distribution variations. }Production requirements and manpower availabilities

can be adapted to one another.

chine Par s-
nee Testing .

Protess
Planning

Inver_

Piro, ed
Oonde.

Figure .1: potential Applicat of Design Data.B4ses

. Programs have already been developed to Apply each of the possibilities

cited'above. But few plantS are actuallyptilizing many of them on a ,continuing

rather than an e-perimentql basis. Despite the clarity of the logic involved,

the development f a func.tioning system requires confronting very large masses

of details and many alternative possibilities at most stages of defining sequentia
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decision 'There can be little doubt;' however, that the future will see In=
.

creasing realization of such potentials with profound effects on the, requirements

for remaining competitive.
(1)

2. On the Role Robotics thin Pro =able Automation

Most robots are usedlin _ufacturing as mechanical feplacements for formerly

manual operations. Major categories of such assignments include "pick and place ",

manipulate" and "process". Essentially, the first involves transferring'-in-

dividual parts from one location to another, the second'usually involves bridging

parts together, as in assembly, and the third involves carrying out actual

operations, such as welding or painting or testing. The complexity of the

efforts may be enhanced if the =robot is required to select among several objects

through identifying key characEeristics, or if it has to sense proximity to its

,target location, or if it has to adapt its manipulative or processing efforts

to variable conditions. Efforts to extend the range of applications of robots

have accordingly involved shifting increasingly from mechanically gui'ed and

controlled models to 'those which are programmable, equipped with feedback

controls, capable'of some degree of "learning" and possessed of a wider array

and more sensitive manipulative potentials. Thus, in the perspective of later-

keplacement objectives, devel4Wental programs have sought to supplement the

greater strength, speed, fatigue resistance and imperviousness to boredom of

robots with increasing such capabilities as visual discrimination, precision

of location and movement, and sensitivity to touch, pressure and torque.

Robots have commonly taken the form of separate pieces of equipment which

are readily movable from one location to another. This obviously yields ad-

vantages'of mobility comparable to the relocation of operators to adjust to

changes in production needs. hut tbe performance of what have come to be

considered as " "robot - like "' functions need not be restricted to such separate

mobile units. Indeed, the 'development of flexible manufacturing systems ORS),

or programmable automation systems, may well involve new combinations_ of

"built-in" robot -'like funCtions. In the case of machining centers, for example,

- instead of using a separate robot to select needed tools from a rack and then

(1) For further discussion, see B. Gold, An Im.roved Model for -n- e-ial Ev lu_-
ation and Utilization of Co- .0 der -Aided ianufacturing: A Report to the
National Research Council Committee_ on Com-uter-AidediManufacturin

1981.Washington, D. C.
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attach and remove them in pioPex sequence, thid capability is built into the

equipMent. Various kinds of machines also have built-in capabilities for

grasping, loading, unloading and paSsing parts along. And still others include

devices for tasting the confOrmance of finished parts with dimenSionalrequiremnnts.-

The point being amphaalced is that continuing development of programmable

automation systeths may'well involve changes in the physicp1 ferms'es well as in

the functional capabilities of robot-like contributions to production. Physically

separte units may be increasingly supplemented by replaceable 'attached units

to service the changing reqbirements of-iarticular machines, as well as by built-

in robot-like capabilities in cases where the need for such services is expected .

to be continuous and to remain within a range which can. be met effectively ---

thus, many labor-replacing robots may themselves be replaced. Indeed, the very

development%of improved capabilities in robots may stimulate the redesign of

later equipment to incorporate some of these additional functions_. Hence, while

it may remain' feasible to-assess the prospective effects of many individual

robot applications, an increasing number of cases may require a broader evalu-

ative context n order to ensure consideration of their interactions with other

inputs as well as of other factors affecting performance in tightly integrated

production operations,

B. ROBOTICS MANUFACTURING PRODUCTIVITY AND COSTS

1. On the Conce t find Mea eme productiv

Despite widespread concern aboUt lagging productivity in many U.S. industries,
0

analyses of the problem and proposed improvement policies are still seriously

handicapped in several ways. The most serious of, these involves continuing re-

-liance on inadequate concepts and misleading measures of{ productivity, such

"output per man-hour" or "valuenddertper man- hour" the supposedly sophisticated/

"total factor prodOctivity" all of which can be shown to be of dubious value,

when not actually'misleading, for managerial purposes.

For example, "output per man-hour" has nothing to do with the effectiveness

of production as a whole, or even with/the effecflveness of labor contribUttons,

to outidUt. By comparing the combined product of all inputs with the sheer volume

of paid hoUrs by one input, it patently ignores changes in the volume and contri-,

butinns of all other inputs. "Value added per man-hour" repeats this er- of

attributing changes in output to only one of the inputs, but also encourages
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erpreting mere ncrease in wage ratea,;because they enter into value added,

-as:evidences of increased 'labor productivity ". The grandly labelled "tonal

factor productivity", on the other hand, is so overly aggregatiVe as to make

interpretations Of 'resulting changes both-: difficult and highly vulnerable.
_.s,
Specifically, how is one to interpret changes in its ratio of product Value

At fixed product prices" to "total costs' at fixed. factor prices'? Do they re-

prepent changes in deflated' profit margins, or changes in the ratio of-product

price to factor price indexeS, of changes in product-mix, or chanaa in a variety

of other relevant factors including some aspects of productivity?

In addition to such erroneous concepts and measures, prevailing dincussinns

roductivity problems and remedial policies are also undermined by highly

vulnerable deductions about the causes of apparent changes in productivity levels

and by dubious claims about the effects of productiVity adjustments on costs

and profitability. As a matter of fact, findings that output per man -hour, or

value added per min-hour, or total factor productivity had increased or decreased

by - per cent last year would reveal nothing to management about: what had caused

this change; or how rewarding or burdensome it was; r what might be done to' ,

improve future performance.

In order to serve 'thepractical requirements of'management, a productivity

measurement and analysis sytem must encompass all of the inputs whose inter-

acting contributions determine,the level of output and the effectiveness of

production operations. For this purpose, one approadh which hat been applied

in a wide array of ind strier, utilizes the concept of .a "network of productivity,.

relationships". As sho- in Figure 2, it encompasses the six components which

management can manipula in seeking to imprbve production efficiency: three

representing the input requirements per unit of 'output of materials, labor and

capital goods-
(2) and three more representing the proportions in which these

are combined with one another. The latter obviously need to be included because

management could, for example, substitute more highly 'proc ssed inputs in place

(2) Fixed investment is related to capacity rather than to output, however, because
that is what capital goods provide. Actual output bay then vary with demand,
entailing varying levels-of idleness o._f such equipment 'In measuring the mra-
portiobs in which the major inputs are combined with one another, however,
labor and materialsrinputs are compared not withIdtal fixed investment but
with actively- utilized fixed investment, i.e.. with fixed investment adjusted,
for the ratio of output to capacity.
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of ,using some of -ire MI labor ,m,r equipment , er it could substi sore a-equip-
\

meat to replace labor. The lot ar-corineetedmess of these six elements etoPi=banizes

that ft changefilmy, be initiated Lt any one, but that its effects must then be

traced ,around the entire networTe_ to ensure that all adaptive adjustment EThave

been made which are necessary e rein[ egrate the syStcM. This also tea-eans.

that an observed change in 4tone az,f the Utica need not have been engendered in

that link, but rather have rtsit_ted as at adjustment to a change induced

where in this system,

Fig. 7 Tho Omit of p

Zeloterlai.
Towny R3,01:Kmf

fehtl'aphir, WIN dinzt Input actors [91.

For wean,'e, mechanizing amine manual operations would first effect t _he

ratio of actively-utilized fix .d investment to man-hours. This would tati_.d to

reduce man -hours per nit of of .= tput, while the attendant increase it f 1xe=d in-

vestment might alter its ratio to capacity. And if the innovation reduce-4

scrap rates ,Y

- output.,
it would also dec tease the Materials input vdlurne per unit of

Because management's inctivatiom in altering productivity ttt 1stian-
necessat-y to evaluateships is usually to improve its cost compet itiveness,

past or prospective ch nges in the producti_Nity network by tracing result log

effects on the, cost structure. 7-his involves, first,trecing the interact -Lori of

changes in each unit input rerit rement with as factor price to caleula te= re-
sulting changes in its unit co=-. z For eltarnple, .a 10 per cent increase in__=.1 output

per man-hour would yield only G 5 per cent '1 ehction in unit wage cost, f it
were accompanied by a 5 per tar=t increase Lnhourly wage rates. In "CutP, the

ects of resultiti gfalfges yirt various unt tors on total unit cos"ts depend, tvi
cif course, on their respective proportions /Ate]. costs, as shOwn in fi_g,
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TIIUS,' 6 a five per cent reduCtio

would t _adocc', ; z costs by only one per cent if wages accounted
_A, .

.-

for MI_ ,ts. And total unit costs need not have declined
,\.

at all riflt,,,7 cent increase in output ptr man -hour h been
,

engerL l'_ stment in Machineryor-by purchasing,more highly
--_ ,

proce, -- -x endive material input, 4

-age costs

FIG. 3 Productivity nct o cost structure old mut-age

Management tends to be even more Asoncerned about the effects ofpronPectt e

innovations onkprofitability than on costs. Hence, account be be taken pf the

fact that such effects involve not only the - direct impact of changes on total 'Ie

unit costs, but also the inqrect effects of any changes in product quality or

.product-mix on product price8tand capacity utilization rates.; In addition,:

profitability would also be ected by any changes ih the propottion of total

investment allocated to fixed investment and in the productifity-of fixed invest-

men(. But this discussion will not pursue such further ramifications. It-may be
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interest to add, however, that the above analytical framework can be dia-
1

taggregatecyrom plant ieVel results to results within individual product lines

or individual coat centers, and it can also Le.decomposed to trace the effects

of changes among various components of material, labor or capital goods inputs.

`1

Ex-lorin Productivit and Cost Effects of kobotien and. ro rimmable

Automation

The preceding frameWork may now be used,to trace the prospective effects

0.4 increased applications of robots and of broader .systems Of programmable

automation.

'Within the network,of productivity relationships, the immediate impacts.

of introducing additional robots would tend to center aroland increases in fixed
N

investment and reductions in labor requirements per unit of output. In cases

where the utilization of machine capacity had bden restricted by the sustainable'

Speed of laborefforts, output capabilities might be increased. And in some .

processing"Operations, robots might reduce the reject rate or even raise the

average' quality of output. Of course, part of the reduction in direct man-Lour

nrequiremets would tend to be offset by the need for providing additional skilled
..._.=

maintenance and set -up personnel as well as programming capabilities when required.

These indirect manp _ requirements emphasize the need to 6:insider the pro-,

spectivp effects of in v dual robot applidations separately from the effects

of robotization pro g- ms, especially when more complex p6grammable robots. are
.

involved. Simple chanical robote'''which are introduced as direct replacements

for Tabor withou aAtering other compenenst of the production pAcess offer no

special evaluatiikV7problems. But the-requirements of more complex programmable .

robots for various types-of skilled servicing technicians and even engineers

involves he assumption of substantial specialized and relatively fixed minimum

manpower-,e_ommicments. Hence, the effectiveness with which,these are utilized`

depends en the number and variety of robots to be employed. Indeed, such man -,

power requirements might offset most or all of the expected benefits oft eductions

in-operdtet man- hours if the number of robots acqUired were too small t4, utilize

(3) For more detailed discussion of. this anallitical approach and for some empirical.
findings resulting from its applications, see B. Gold, Productivit- Technolu

and Capital: Economic Analysis Mana-erial Strategies and Cavern
(Lexington, D.C. Heath Laxinb onPress, 1979Y.
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. -
such additional expertise. Because of such thrkshold reqUiremente, hwevalu-

ation of proposals for,the Acquidition of more complex robots should cover the

3 planned program to be carried out over several years rather than cbarging the
/

...
whole of such basic servicemanpywer requirements against the first robots

7.

As was indicated earlier, the effects of fincreaiing fhe use of robots on

unit manpower.cots depends on, resulting changes in die volume of diiect and

indirect manpower per unit of output and in their re- active rates of payment.

In the case of ?ralative simplc.robots which replace labor and involve quite
,-

. r

minimal demands 'on existing maintenance and set-up personnel, the result.tend6i

to he a sharp reduction in the unit.wage cost of the particular operation which

was affected. In the ease of adoptions of more complex robots, such reductions

in direct unit wage costs would tend to,beat least partly offset:by Increases
4.

in the-numbey.of needed maintenance and other specialistS4a6 well:as by their
b

_

higher average earnings. The net effects on total unit manpbwer costs would

_depend then on the output levels over which these larger indirect Coats were
=, ,

distributed., Thus,because of the decreased flexibility in employmenot-leVels

for such service personnel, attendant changes in OutpUt levels may have a

'significant effect on total unit manpower costs as well as on total unit 'capital

charges. But the intoduction of "robots is not likely to affect output levels
,. _ , 4,

except, as waS-fibted earlier, where operator.liMitations of effort; fatigue or.

carefulness have resulted either inUnder-utilization of the related equipment
,

capacity, or in. higher reject "rates (thus involving higher unit material costs

as well) -- or where robots are subject to significant periods of unexpecte0.
, -Z4

downtime for repairs-or readjustments, \
4 4

Expected changepin the total unit costs of.the operation directly affected

can then be'readily calculated by weighting the estimated percentage changein

'nit materials, labor and capital costs by their respective proportions of total

costs; as shown in Fig. 3. In the case of more complex robots, however, as

exemplified by processing and assembly robots, a,broader evaluation framework

may be necessary if the effective fubctioning of such robot's requires modifications

in prior operations in order to pro-vide more precise or higher quality,parts to

enter such procgsses. A broader evaluation framework may -also be necessary if

Such robotized operations significantly affect the productivity and costs of

11

acquired.

snbsequent stages of perat or the qUality'of the final product in ways

affecting prospective demand or prices.
= - ,

14 .
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In short,- the Increasing diffusion of roboteis Likely make only,a

modest, though still significant, coatribution toimproving thtm cost effectiveness

of most manufacturing firms. One of the badic factars'lltaitin= such potential

benefits JO that direct wage costs sel-doMaccountiet More that=- 15-25 per cent

'of total-costs and any-savirgathrough reducing dirort man -hou= requirements tend

to be partly offset by increases in capital charges and in ind-vect wage and

salary costs, and further offsets would be generated if wage ra=tes are-increased

to help gain acceptance, of such innovations. An additional liftation on such

potential ,benefits 'arises from the fact that pnlyanarroW arrm=:_y of tasks can be

performed more economically by robots than by labor or by oaeh_.,1ftes which include

.the robotizable capabilities. Indeed, even someofthe manual functions-which

can be economically transferred to robots now maytatime be t.7=ansferred into

redesigned-Machinea, as was noted earlier.

From the standpoint,of longer term planningpatspactives consideration

should also be given to a plant!s cost proportionsand to,the p=rospective'effects

of increasing the ratio of "fixed" to "variable"cuts. Cost proportions differ

very widely, of course, among industries ag wellasamong plani s within industries.

The long term average proportion of total costs aounted for 1=.), actual wages in

U.S. manufacturing has been well under 20 per cent, ranging ben=lwmen less than 10

per cent in ore smelting, petroleum refining and other industrfaes which represent

the firat'stage of processing natural resources to more than 4C=D per cent in in-

(4)
dustries involving the fabrication of-complex machinery. V7=us, the ,prospective

effects of robotizatien on total unit costs throughteductieos in unit wage costs

would tend to be far greater at the latter excrem Attention must be given not

only -to the magnitude of cost proportions, howevet, but also the extent to

which a given category of unit costs could. be reduced through obota or other

innovations. Thus, any resulting increases in output per mart-Ilour which are largely

or wholly offset by attendant increases in bourlywke rates wL mild yield little or

no cost advantage however large the wage cost ratio. -- especia=ly if account-is

(4) For a comparison of cost proportions in 20 manufacturi dustriea, see L Gold,

E- _.lor_ations in Nana _rial Economics: i'roductivit Costs Teohnolegy an&

Growth (London; Macmillan, 1971;. New York: Basic Books, 7- 971), P. 137.

Japanese translatiOn - Tokyo: Chikura Shobo,077. Diffe=ences in cost pro-

portions among plants in the Same industry are attributabl.-= primarily to

differences -in their "make vs. -buy" ratios, in the mOderni==y,of their technologies
and facilities, in their scale of °perktor:od in their =roduCt-mix. For

further discussion, see B. Gold, "ChengingAWeetives on Size, Sc-ale and

Returns: An Interpretive Survey", Journal of Economic Litrature March 1981,

especially pp. 21 et.les.
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also taken of the associated increase in capital charges.' On the other hanfl

sight must not be lost irNsuch evaluations of the powerful leverage of reductions

in total'unit costs on profit margins, for even a 5 per cent reduction in total

unit costs could increase profit margins by,33-50 per cent. Hence, the relative

magnitudes of wage cost proportions warrants careful consideration in choosing

targets among different sectors of operation for robotics applications whose

benefits are erected to center on wage savings,

Longer term planning for advancing manufacturing technology,has also been

affected in many industries by the traditional concern about the burdens of in-

creasing the'ratio of total capital charges, which are. considered "fixed", to

labor cost's which are considered 'variable" meaning that the former are un-

affected by reductions in output, while the latter decline with them. But it is

obvious that labor costs have become less "variable" because of trade union

resistances to reductions in employment and wage rates, and because of increasing

cost penalties for lay-offs through "social benefit" requirements. Increasing

attention has also been given in recent years to adjusting depreciation rates in

response to changing levels of capacity utilization, thus enhancing the

variability of total capital chargeso

The possibility should also be considered that capital inputs are becoming

progressively more economical than labor inputs as compared with their respective

contributions to output.. In part, this reflects the fact that continuing techno-

logical progress tends to enhance the production contributions of facilities and

equipment far more than those of labor: 'Moreover, although capital goods prices

and wage rates both rise during inflationary periods, the prices to be paid for

the former stop rising as soon as they are purchased, while wage rates continue

to rise even after workmen aPe hired4and might rise even more if "higher labor

productivity" can be claimed as a result of the additional equipment. Indeed, the

costs A using such capital goods may even decline steadily under some forms of

depreciation. In addition, mast increases in capital facilities involve some,

and often substantial, replacements of labor inputs, thus helping to offset part

of the capital costs. Still another factor tending to increase the relative

economy of capital inputs is the seemingly irreversible trend towards increasing

payments to labor for-non-working time incledinFt!lay-offs; sickness; holidays;

vacations; and pensions. Altogether, these ,,-,'ations suggest that, in addition

to altering past characterizations of capital and labor costs as " xed" or

"variable" in response to output fluctuations, attention should be given to

1 0
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characterizing the longterm tendencies of capital and labor costs -- with

indications that the latter may warrant classification as "rising" relative to

the former:

Evaluating the prospective- ef fects of advances in computer aided manufacturing,
also0r programmable automatiqwequites more cqmplex considerations as well as still

broader cov ?rage and even longer time perspectives, Briefly summarized, they at4-

likely to affe -t all unit input requirements as well as the factor proportions

encompassed by the "network of productivity - relationships ", they tend to alter

longer term trends in capacity levels as well as in capacity utilization, and

their effects are likely to reach beyond production operations to modify mana-

gerial planning and coht ol systems as well-as the organizational structure of

firms.
(5)

ROBOTIC'S FACTUR1NG TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Some Bas c ec ve-orrthe Determinants of International Com t ivenesb

The groWing national concern with-the declining international competitiveness

of a significant array of major U.S. industries has generated a stream,of pro-

posals.for remedial action- UnTOrtunately, most of these are based on untested

assumptions about the general causes of such lagging competitiveness instead of

on penetrating analyse? of the specific industries affected.

It is important to recognize that foreign competitive pressures no longer

concentrate only nn older industries with mature technologies. On the contrary,
, -

such pressures are intensifying over amide spectrum of "high-technology" in-

dustries as well, Examples of the latter include: semi-conductors, computers,

telecommunications, sophisticated robotics, aircraft and flexible manufacturing

systems. Hence, fAllowing the panic-induced proposals to'abandon our older

industries, which are also major sources of employment and income, would merely

intensify problems of domestic welfare and military security. It is important,

of course, to foster the development of newly emerging industries because, al-

though they are likely to make only modest contributions' to employment, income

(5) For a brief summary of some of these effects, see B. Gold, "Revising Managerial

Evaluations of Computer-Aided Manufacturing Systems", Proceedings of the Auto-

fact West Conference- Vol 1 (Deaborn, MI: Society of Manufacturing Engineers,

Nov. 1980). For a more detailed report, see 8. Cold, An Improved Model for

Managerial Evaluation and Utilization of Computer Aided Manufacturin _A

Lte,:ale National Research Council Committee o C_ ded Manu

Washington, O. C., March 19&1.

1J
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'and foreign trade during their first 5- 1O.years of development, some of them

may bec9me powerful sectors of our economy Ii the future. But encouragement and

support for such embryonic industries:must be supplemented by.intensified efforts
. . .

to re-establish the competitiveness of.older major industries through advancing

beyond their current technological frOntiers.41f le national welfare is to be
.

.

safeguarded in the short-run and intermediate -run a wall.°)
. ,

A related view whose vulnerability 4a-inadequately recognized holds that the
. . .

international competitiveness of our basic-manufacturing-industries is bbund tot

decline relative to less developed countries because of our higher wage rates.

Of cdurse, substantial wage rate diffeentials doexfst'and thede Are likely to

encourage continuing shifts in the location of some light manufacturing itndustries.

But such wage rate disadvantages are largely Offset in many basic industries by

higher output per man-hour and higher product quality. In addition, the tendency

for wage rates, to rise more rapidly in Industrializing countries tends to further

reduce ;resulting differences in unit wage cbsts.' It is also worth recalling here

that wages tend to account for less than 20 per cent in U.S. manufacturing as a

whole, thus limiting the.effecta of lower wage rates in wide sectors of industry.

Most important of all for the longer run is the fact that labor inputs are being

replace&increasingl determining the productive efficiency of most menu-
,

facturing industries by capital inputs, which embody the technological contri-

butions of advances in processing, mechanization, computerization, programmable

controls and robotics. Hence, advanced industrial nations are likely to retain

their competitive advantages in many basic manufacturing industries for many years

to comet Such advanfages will be reinforced by the greater availability of

investment funds and the greater availability of the advanced engineers and highly

skilled labor needed to maintain, supervise and improve such sophisticated operations

-- especially those producing higher quality and more complex products.

At any rate, more sharply focussed diagnoses are obviously essential to the

development of effective remedial efforts, not only for the industries which have

already been hard hit by foreign competitors,'but also to help the additional array'

of domestic industries likely to face such increasing pressures during the next

five.years. In this connection, it may be wortF noting some of the findings

emerging from a study of the factors affecting the international competiveness

(6) For further discussion, see B. Gold, "U.S. Technological Policy Needs: Some

Basic Misconceptions," in B.H. Miller (ed.), Technolo In ernational Economic

and Public Policy (Washington, D. C.: American Association for the Advancemen

of Science, 1981).
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of a sample of demestie industryAbeing conduced with the support of the National

to
4 -

tience Foundation. 7 Contrary -widespread assumptions and beliefs, the major

causes; of'the:dedreasing-internitionainompetitiVeness of various domestic

des-tries differ widely fmeng'industries. Hence, eralizednolutions

iikely.to result in only mild palliatives at best. 41-so; AlthoUghFdecredhing'

competitiveness in production efficiency is a major facer in a number of industries;
, _

sup ahottcominge ar4powerfully reinforced; and sometimes even over-shadowed by:'
= -

a. Produdt:designs which areless efficient, less attYactive,, less troubie,
* .

ed or less sensitive to changes in consumer preferences;'

b Higher ucit-wqgc eostsresultingirom:iwagerate neree.44S,Whith have

run gains in ontplit. per .min.-hour;

Higher unit cost; of
?
rawmeterials capital goods, or investment

o

funds;- arid'

.d, Less aggressive marketing end-less- responsiveness to custc

energy,

and ervicing needs.
N

Third, even_ disadvantages in respective to production e y are dUe

A-Variety of causes= Less advanced technological processes, 67 4 facilities

and more limited utilization of computer-aided manufacturing and robotics have

certainly been impertent handicaps. -But.it would be a mistake-:to under- estimate

the influence on strengthening the competitivenessnarious foreignproducers

of such factors. as more aggressive managerial demands for productivity improve-,

ment; larger technical- .staffs under greater; pressure and more effectiVely motivated

to increase technological capabilities; and reliance on longer-production'kunenf:

a more limited product7mixtnhelp keep capacity utilization rates high.

Fpurth, another important" contributor -to the production, efficiency of some

foreign producers has'been theirlabor's greater productive efforts, -greater

_willingness to-accept and -maximize utilization.oftechnological-advenets and

Improvements, andTeeter:Mobility among tasks.7,-But' blaming large share of the

competitiveness- ordpmestielindustriee on general-,-declines in thecapa

bilitiek and motivations-of lahor-tends_to be contradicted- o some extent by the
=

high quality of outpUt end!the apparent cost effectivendstrafsomefereighowned

plants Inthelinited States:. This does not teenthet ell trade unions-have -sup-

ported the intrechictionrof technological advances,. have co-operated in efforts to

raise productivity levels to those achieved by foreign competitors, and have limited

(7) The author is Chie
*
Inves igator: The report scheduled for late 1981.
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demands for.increaae in wage rates to match increases, in their contributions

to production capabilities. -tut it does- mean thatome foreign managements

'an some domestic managements Am well -- have found it possible,to work with

(16 ettid labor in ways which yield high quality ptodneta, high produCtivity and

'coMpetitive'cdats. Here .again,.therefore; the needis to dig beneath sUperfiCial

e most

°us sectors of.industry, and under different conditions.
generalizations' to

in var

come more closely to grips with the factors which

Potential Contributiods bo ammable Automation to

v International- Com.etitiveness

The potential contributions of robotics and programmable-automation to

improving the competitiveness of domestic manufacturing industries must be

examined within the context of the preceding- complex ofinfluential_factors.

Increasing the utilization of progressively. improved robots Would Obvious

tencPto have a-positive effect on to hnologiCal competitiveness. But the re

suiting gain is likely tebe of only dest proportions,in most plants and

industriesrunlesssuch advances are integrated with simultaneous advances in

other-determina is oftechnological competitiveness. RoboticiiingmanualeP7.

erations in old pl nts using old machinery to make old products has obviously

limited potentials. Nor are major advances likely to result from improving any

©Cher single component of the interwoven fabric of changes underlying significant

progress in technological competitiveness. Robotics can undoubtedly make sub-

stantial contributions to such.progress,-but only as part of a coMprehensive

prograft to improve,technologiCal competitiveness.

Such programs must encompats carefully cd-ordinated plans seeking to improve

the capabilities_ nd attractiveness of products, to adapt advancedteChnologies,

to embody themin modern eqUipment of a scale deemed- close-to optimal_for the

level of.oUtput and nroduCtmix to be provided, to provide for progressively ad-

justing-inpUt factor proportions and'squipmeot utilization practices seas to

Maximize production efficiency, and to ensure continuing efforts to improve

performance. would be impractical,} o course, teattropt to advance on all

of these frontssimultadepuilY. But it would alaeba.frnstiating and wasteful

to attempt to make major advances along any of these Channels without considering, .

prospective interactions with, and poisibly offsetting pressures from, these

other components..

110.
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_over, tee ionof the cempleity ©f the eIements'inOlvedial:

achieving significant advances in technological Competitiveness must be combined

with appropriate ciMeperspectivea both in setting improvementrargetaand-in, .

planning progress towards them. In-Setting targets, It is important to-base,

theM-cnot on catching.upWith the current capabilities of competitors, but on.
..-

carefol:ev uations Of prospectiveimprovements'in' their capabilities over the

nextye rsolone with parallel evaluation's of prospective changes in the avail-

ability anti priced of all required inputs;as 4ell as in the output leVels, mix

andptices of products likely to be experienced in the market place.: And in

planning progress, realistic assessments need to be made of, the likely avail-

ability-of capital,of.the time needed to:acquire needed facilities and equipment

and for management, engineers and labor to learn to use them effectively, as well

s.a.of the constraints likely to affect therate of adjustments in employment

levels- and organizational rearrangements.

II SOME BASIC poLicr ISSUES

7\0A.

TIVES

- _

Although it has already been eMphasiZed that-the declining international

competitiveness of an increasing array of domestic manufacturing industries.iS

attributable to a variety of factors, there can be no doubt that lagging teehn6---

logical- competitiveness and telated'prodUction efficiency is one of the leading'

causes. Such lags are due te.belate'd and inadequate adoption of successful

technological advances availably from abroad, to inadequate modernization'o

facilities and'equipment, to inadequate improvements in p'ioduction management and

controls, and to continued shortcomings in gaining labor co-operation for maxis

mizing the cost and qdality competitivenessof products.
-

Within this array; programmable, automation ie,especially important not only

because it can contribute to each of the others, but, aboVe ill, because it--re=

praaents an essentially general piio-coso efprogressive advancesin technological

capabilities and productive efficiency. Instead of offering the Particular.

localized benefits of any single improvement in process technology,or in the

capability of a newmachine,A3rogramaahleautomatinn may be-regarde&ns a form of

contagious'" technology which keeps pressing to surmount:the boundaries of any

given application and thereby to "infect"!adjacent sectors of operations and

controls. ltimay, of course, be.applied beneficially to single operations,. but

its major potentialserive from providing the meann of aChieVing increasingly:
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optimal functioning of each production unit, -Incteasingly effective integration

--of ell'Components of production, antt:IncreaSingly effective co- ordination and
-,-- i

Controlrofother_non-produetion operatfansrtas Well -- as was illustrated in

Figure 1.

Robots have been and will,of -course. entinue to be introduced simply as.,

direct replacements for individual workers performing manual tasks. But an: -in-

creasing proportion of their applications.in.the future, are likely to derive

froM the continuing development and apre- ing of programmable automation systema,

which are likely to require comparably lroving capabilities in -their robot

components.

Accordingly, the key issues involved in increasing the contribution of pro-

grammable automation and robotics to strengthening the international competitive-
,

ness of%domestic manufaCturing-industries would seem to center around;

1. the adequacy of the rate of'deiielopmentof thefechnole cal capabilities

of programmable automation -Symeams and of robotics relative to the rate

- of progress abroad;

2. fhe adequacy of the rate of diffusion of programmable automation systems

and of robotics relative to their capacity to improve productive efficiency

and cost competitivenesstand also relativd to such diffusion ratemamong:

foreign'competitors;

3 the relative effects-of slower and faster rated of development--and dif7

fusion of such systems and of robotics on the competitiveness of various..,

domestic industries as well as on their employment levels and capital .

requirements; and

4. the identification_of the nature, sources and relative importance of the

ANflnential deterMinants of changes in ihe rate of development and'dif-

fusion of programmable- automation systems and robotic's.;

The formulation of effe ve approaches to encouragingfuller rcaliaation

ofthe'n,construetive potentials offered by programmable automation systems and
'

robotics:would,e-eem to require prior careful exploration of these issues.

SOME POLICYNEEDS AND ALTERNATIVE

1.n the Adequacy cf pevelopment_Rates

Until now nest o the development.efforts concerned with programmable auto-

mation and "roboR have been focussed on_performing:exiating,tasks more effectively
- _

or more safely. Because of the already recognizbd needs of managements and the
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consequent easing of marketing problems, early robot applications714er designed-
C

replace:workers' in dangerous or uncomfortable working environnents- then in

tasks involving heavy physical demands,. and only later and more gradually in

highly yepetitive tasks. MOst: such past applications required-few advmloes in

technology,'primarily representing new forms -of-sPeCialized machine'designS.°)"

Although later Applications have required somewhat more complex operating
. .

and control capabilities,- developmental efforts, have continued to be dominated

by.the objective of performing existing jobs faster or more accurately. -And-
.

this approach is likely to continuo among robot manufacturers because of-the in-

evitablYnarrow set of!functions: to be performed by anyone of their products and

the consequent need to satisfy the completely pro-defined parameters of the

component tasks to be performed. Researcfr frontiers would accordingly concern

improving manipulative capabilities,'increaSing the Precision...of actions taken,

enhOncing the reliability and durability of-operations,. and broadefiing the

functions of programmable:cant-rots through extending the, range of-human Senses
cr,.

which can be duplicated and through improving provisions for adaptive adjustments

and "learning".

It is difficult to find 'Persuasive data concerning relative progress in the

development of robot capabilities in different countries. Active- efforts have

patently been under way for some years.in Western Europe, Upert and- the United=

States as well as in Eastern Europe. And impreOiva products have been marketed

by producers fromjeach of these areas. American manufacurersihave been especially

=
"complimentary ahoUt the reliability of Japanese robots and about certain cape-

sbilities of"Swedieh 'and Italian robots,, while also praiSing a number of domestic

products. But thereadiness of current and prospective AmericAn-userS of robots

to rattle offa long list of specific limitations which tend to narrow the range

of 4Mmediately.rewarding applications mach more-sharplythen is suggested by

general discussions indicates that increased research and development. may-open

the way to a major expansion of practical robot applications n,4,mestic industries

And resulting innovative advances, might well engender the rapid growth of the

domestic robot manufacturing-industry in:addition to accelerating increases in

the produc tive efficiency of robot-using domestic'industries._

This raises the question of whether any'-additionaltmeasures should be con-

sidered by the government to augment the limited but increasing efforts by private

. .

For an excellent review of robotics applications by a pioneer in their develop-.

ment, see J.P. Engelberger,' Robetics-in Practice (New-York:- AilACOM, 1980).



_indudtry and universitiea.to mpro4e-the-caPabilities and 6-t e _etsiv.17-mss

-domestically produced robots. Some 'foreign: 'governments have supportedIvsuch.

efforts through research antideVefoiment.giants.to industry and tm univer
also

and through encouraging prospective users, especiallyie'defense'industries.',

Similar efforts have been made in this'country,--although probably on amore

limited scale.

Turning _to programmable au mation. somewhat similar early develepmental,.

Patterns may be noted. Initial appOications7tended tmconcentrateconcentrate- deiielopin
_ -

process controls for,individualproduetionlunits. But the fact that computer.

manufacturers had a broader range-of application petentials In view' than robot-

producers resulted in rapidly gxpandin concern with ce-ordinating4rogressiVelY

wider sets of individ al process controls and then integrating these-into in-

,creasingly encompa .ngperfOrmance-monitoring and control systems. Although

ternational.surveys have celled attention to some foreign. vnI04,seem

to be much more advanced than any in the lalted'States. most of these deem still

represent uncommon'cases of pinneering or largely experimental-applica ons. ()

_ DeVelopmental efforts are under way in a number of domestic' firms. cially

those ivolved in aerospace programs.-to_ extend agpliCationSof programmable,
.- --

controls to a variety of production, planninvanfienntrol functions, But Moatwof=

'these have not yet reached the stage reliable broad commercial applicability,

and none at all havaachiaVed effeetiVe integration over a wide array of such

functions. Mbreovet,b-oth deVelopmental efforts and applications. avebeen of

distinctly* meager proportions in firms basically devoted to nondefense product

Hence the enastiOn arises in this connection, as it did in respect to robotics,

whetherany additional measures should,he considered to augment the increasing,

but still limited efforts of private industry and.of,universities Waccelerate
.

_the development of increasingly comprehensive programmable automation system.

increasing attention-Might well be given to the possibility that the

development of programmable automation systems may engender an alternative approach

to the devel &phent of robotic functions and forms. Specifically, -in place of the

pesta.pproe_ofrobotielping existing manual tasks,: the designing of programmable

9) Fer:example, see Denni&Vianosky.:Worldwidenter-Aided ManufaetlVag17.
Survey (Dayton. OM- Air ForceSystems Command. December 1977) and also

Hhtvany, K. Rathmill and H. Sshikewa, fpnpoterAided Manufacturing:
An International Com arison (Washington, jiational ResearchCouncil
Committee on Computer-Aided Manufacturing, Sept. 1981.)

1 11
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autothation sy em\may \resat -*in generating altered definitions of the kinds of

'unctions io be conildered for\robotiration, and .may' even integrate some of these

unctions into other..baehine or\equipMent components of the system. Itmay be

relevant to this-connection that-progress-in programmable automation

is often:discussed within-:the context of efforts to develop "automatic factories'

Although suchfachievements still seem far.off in respect to plants capable, of
;

produCing limited onantities:of:a Variety of produCtSconemIcally--- as

ferentiated-fromcontinuons_process petroleum refineries and chemical plants
- _

rheY=exeMplify,.the reversserientation which-is likely to become increasingly

mportant: designing the_Plant as a whole and than defining the functions and

needed 'characteristics of.-thec Snent\partSsinsteCiimf'developingrobots and

programmableccntrols-for:a suce_ssion of individnal'operatiens-within existing

plant characteristica,-;=

he.PoliCy'implicationi,of snehrobservations., There is,ample
.

,hasis within thShasie'values of-the AmericaneceneMicnystem for` - questioning

the advisability_ governMental support for effortsbY-privati firma,to-,develop
,

.

.

_

appropriable :
,

comtercialimprovements in robot capabilities or in other tech-

nelogiest there are veryecogent-:reaSonSIndeed fev.recognizingrhe govern-_

bent's respenSibility fer Supportingresearch and development progrips Seeking_

to extend,andenriChTpre-oommercial scientific and engineering, fundations

Ancreasingly-effectiveinduStrial 'operations.'
, s., _

MostpriVate'firmsSeldom undertake'reChnologicaldeVelopt_nt programs which

are unlikely to reach commerdialfrditipMin issb than 5 o 8 years," nCluding
_

the time necessary-to construct needed
production facilitieg and to begin

marketing their prOducts. -OnsOUthe most premising means of multiplying such

Private efforts would be teincredse the array of teghnologies which have emerged

from the often lengthy, CestlyanCriskY'ptocesses of intermediate development

between basic research findings andlevel of refinement deemed to.be within

Striking distance of appropriable foria'of commercialization. Moreov4, such

Advances represent additions"to national resources of knowledge which are likely-

to stimulate application efforts in many other sectors of the economy and social

services, including office operations, construction, household services and health

(11)
and rehabilitation activities.

.(10) As an illUstration of.enrrent efforts in thisdirection I see Proceedings of

the Autofact_West Cenferencev(Dearborn, MI: Society _of Manufacturing Engineers',

Nov., 1980) Volumes I and II.

(11) For further discussion, see B. Gold, Productiv Technelo and Caiitaii

Economic Anal sic, na erial Strate ies and G rnment Policies _e_ n n

D. C, Reath Lexington Books, 1979) Pp. 302-303
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It should also'be noted that-one of Y, a nose important tuture sources

technological competitIven4ss inmanufecturihg:indusflies. theTdevelollman,

increasingly encompassing systems of_programmable auliymation.-7 has not

adVenced sufficiently to minimize,the possibility that:intensified domestic

efforts might nOtOnlY match but might even surpass foreign progreSs. It ,ehou1511'

be recognized, hoWever, that vendors of particular components are, not likely to

Makalpubstential investments io developing broadly comprehensive aystema of'ipro

grammable controls.: 'Indeed, they are more likely ttltesist any Snell developments

which Might generate requirements for components with :characteristics different

from,theirown offerings. tirereever, few manufacturers are likely to develop '7:

programmable Automation sysfele which are appliCable beyond their own unique

Operating and organizational arrangements Hence,.the practical questions would

seem to be -what-span-of:operating and functi6nal coverage would be applicable

widely enough to warrant the investment in,developing it? and who Might_consider

it worth making, such a commitment? Efforts to develop such, systems in aircraft

manufacturing plants are beingstipported by government

ma have joined in developing somecoMMeacomponents

comprehensive review of what needs to.be done. ':or what
.

feCtively organized efforts might be is available it this time Here, then, is

Another area in which governmental support may yield valuable contributions to

advanClog theeompetitiveness of domestic manufacturing.-

agencies. And Rome

of such systms. -.Rim no

the. be fits of-more ef-

2. On the Adequacy of u_ion Rates'

The impact of technological advances on market compet veCess'id-deterdined

not by the location or. ratm'of their development, but by- the rate,of their dif-

-fusion and the extent of their utilization. Although some- observers claimthat

Japanese industry has'_ surpassed the Hnited:Statis inftbe,utiiizatien of pros_

grammable automation syetems as well as of robots, such applications still account

for'only'very:limited sectors of their manufacturing industrie's,and are:, even sparser

in Western Europe, Accordingly, there is still a,wide,;:opemoPportUnity for domestic

manufacturing to overcome its current lags in this area and thereby achieve major

improvements in its productive. efficiency anCcost competitiVenes's.

What factors have retarded the more rapid diffusion of-these technologies?

Perhaps the most important influence hai beenthe basic unawareness of most in-

dastrialtmenagements ef'the far-reaching potentials-of this burgeoning revolution

in manufacturing technology, Such inadequate-appreciation of these potentials

110
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may be attributed -in part to the limited kn'OWledge Of suckdapabillties of most
1-

, -

of thaeenior engineering efacialS-reaponsible for adVising topmanagemene,about

iMportint technological developments. Another influential.factorthesbeen the
- , . "

tendency of firms to 'continue'-relying on processes'for deVeli5ping innovational

ptoposalW, and'on capital budgeting modelslor,evaluating thewhich worked
.

reasonably well for incremental improvementsAn established technologies = in the

-Ipast-:but which have serious shortcomings-iegenorating anA evaluating` proposals

or major advances in technology like programmable automation.
(i)

4

Such restricted perspectives have also been supported bytbeconeentration

of most venorp of Programmable Control system"s and of robots omeelling bits and

pieces to the lower leVel officials;eoncern'id With the sub-sectors:likely to be

directly affected 1137 their application, thus. reinforcing the traditional view

that technical innovations can beitbe evaluated by'specialists inthe Operations

immediately invelved;insteal of emphasizing the,broader-potentials rooted inthese

emerging taanologies. WidespreadaWareness-of-.-tlie,shortcomings and resulting

penalties.of some earl- Appli64iion,bavo also encouraged disinterest in these

developments. lt. is important ,to recognize in additionAhat'most universities

haVe been quite backwarchAn=recogniging the new-potentialeof,;minufacturing tech-
_

nology of providing-the educational programs and'research facilities needed

o train urgentlYneeded specialists and,==, deurgently need advances in

related knowledge.

here would be-no basis, of .gourse, for efforts by government to urge all '

manufacturers to Adopt these innovations~, inasmuch as differences. in their needs

and resources ensure that no advanceein technology are equally attractive for .*

all firms even in the'induatries moat directly affected-. But it might well be

desirable for government agencies to undertake active programs to help develop

fuller understanding in industry of thc,, potentials and accomplishments, as well

as the current limitations, of programmable automation systems and robotics --

including- periodic reports on progressjethe development and utilization of such

advances abroad. And such agencies might well consider exploring with ereaaonable

array of universities the possibilities and desirability of expanding educational

OS well as-research programs in variOas,sectors 01 manufacturing technology'-- and

helping to finance the acquisition of needed facilities as well'as some seholarship

aid.

.
.

,(12 or'e detailed :discussion of these
processes and motels, see B.Gold, An

,--..- lm. roved Model for Mena iai Evaluation and Utilization of Com uterAided

hufactur n A Report to the onal Research Council.tommittee on

C m u er-A ded i nu url Washin on,,D. C4, larch 1981).
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Develo =went and Diffusion

,

Appraising- the adequacy, of current rates of adopting and utilizing-program

Mable automation and robotics obviously requires consideration of attendant

enbefits.and burdens. Past adoptions of both have been sufficiently limited and

. 'gradual to e_ enderaittle'observable effect6 on the employment
_

meats of the work. force, while increasing the need for-servicing pertonnel. TYiis

experience has engenderedseme unconvincing assurances that the accelerated dif-

fusion of such technelogies- will .notentall significant displacements of labor

at the same rime'that othera haVe emphasized the urgency of.utilizing.thesTadvances

in order to overcomeZSerious s rcomings in cost competitiveness through4the

attendant reduttions-made possible in labor xequirements.

The basic fac;, ithat unemployment in any firm is caused primarily by a

decline its_tompetitiveness., If itfails%to.adopt thetechnOlogical_advances

utilized by dompetitors, its employment will deolifte much more rapidly-than if it

adopts such sftances, even if these InvolVse some displacement of labor.- Moreover;

for many domestic industries such effects represent costs which have already been

-d and which'threaten to becoMeeVen greater if technological lags are .not

red a . Regaining competitiveness':in spice domestic industries may_ now require

'redu njaan-hout regnirements-per-unit of output of at,leas0-30 per
(13) .

cent. Moreover such lags are continuing to grow as foreign competitora;'
.

effort to surpass:American performance keep intensifying -- as maybe illustrated

by Japanesa, developments in the steel, automobile, machine tool and semiconductor

industrfs. In-short, major improvements in the performance ©f domestic industries

is imperatiVe. Renee, rejecting attempts to accelerate the diffusion of program

enable` automation and robotics coUldronlyil3e:justified by identifying and-them

promoting other means oirfachieving the needed 1hrge advances in the productive

efficiency:end,Cost competitiveness_of.majot_industries within tile next five years.

It should also be recognized that implementing the major advances in tech-
...

nology involved in accelerating tha application of programmable automation representso

a:much-more difficult and far- reaching challenge to management than is generally

recognized. The key reason for this is the failure to recognize.that basic tech-
,

nologies are built notionly into the production machinery, but also into:

For a comparison of labor requilrements in the JaPanese and U.S. steel indUstries,
see B. Gold,'"Steel Technologies and Costs in the U.S. and Japan", Iron and
Steel Engineer, April:1978. Japanese translation in J-6h,(3 Stadia (Tokyo),

July1978.

1 1
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-a. the expertise of.the.technical parSonn

b. the structure -°d operation of. -the PrOdUction system;

c.-the economically feasible range of changes in-producr.tlesig:- and product-

mix;

d. and the Very-criteria uped to evaluate the capabilities of new capita

goods; as well as

e. the skills'Sud organization of labor.

ch of these represents powerful and mutually reinforcing commitments to pre..

rying existing operating and organizational arrangements, except for small,

gradual and localized changes.: Hence major advances are not he aChieved

unless they are pushed aggressively by senior managers committed to achieve them

and willing to invest-the resources and to introduce the organizational means

--necesary to- impleeeht Stith-programs.

4. -Other incentives and Deterrents

One of the most important stimuli to the increasing diffusion of robots has-

been the gradually'groWing awareness among managements, engineers and labor that

these have proven themselves Practical and economical in an expanding array of

'applications, and hence are becoming an increasingly unavoidable:option among the

alternatives to be considered whenever plans to improve productive efficiency are

being developed. This fact alone-has forced'production managers and engineers to

seek more information but robot capabilities, limitations and costs, thereby

sensitizing them to the kinds of applications where they might prove most rewarding.

And_ such_inquiries_fromprospectivecustoMersobVionsly help_to focus thadeVeloP

ment efforts of robot manufacturers on meeting'newly emerging market opportunities..

On the other hand,.one of the influential deterrents to more rapid ado-ptions

of robots has been managerial, concern about labor reactions. The introduction

of robots to replace Operators in dangerous or especially uncomfortable environ-
.

ments was readily accepted, of course, as was their use in unduly exhausting jobs.

The use of robots in highly routinized ("boring") jobs has also been commonly

accepted by labor provided that the replaced operators were given other assignments.

But there seems to be widespread concern among managers that robot installations

which threaten substantial employment reductions in existing plants may well en-

gender serious labor problems, whose resolution would be likely to reduce expected

Cost-savingl substantially. Major installations are accordingly likely to be

restricted to new plants which Can establish new manning levels in accordance with

their'new operating characteristics. Such managerial concerns need not, of course,
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.

prevent the increasing use of robots in older pl,nts, but they would-"seem to

encourage introducing robots only slowly And in scattered operations, thereby

Minimizing :the rate of gainS'in productivity 'end cost savings while easing-labor

resistance. Only when ah immediate threat. to, the survival of the-plant is re
.

cognized by labor are such resistances likely not to inhibit Major readjustMenta.

But it. should be noted once again that large_scala-introductions ofVToboES

would seldom offer substantial economies anyhow-, except as a means of implementing

plans for broader programmable automation. And these can seldom be,retrel~i ted

Into old. plants, except through major modernization programsinvolviipg- changes

in production facilities and equipment as well as operating practices.

Consideration of large scale programs of prOgrammable automation-and robot-

icization, however, raises fundamental questions concerning the; past balancing

ef-prospectivaincentives and deterrents by managements, and the possible need

--to shift that balance to:provide greater encouragement -to undertaking the costly'

and risky commitments involved in developing and adopting majo'r technological(

advances. Key elements would seem-to include:

a. increasing the prospective profitability of longer term investments in

advanced. production facilities and in seeking to develop major techno-

logical improvements in processes as well as products;

b. increasin- he availability of trained technical manpower to guide and

manage such gle'VelOpMents as well as tFe availability of a richer foun-

dation of scientific and technological research and pre-commercial

development'as the basis for private commercialization efforts;

c. increa_ing labor recognition of the urgency of achieving major advances

in cost competitiveness in order to ease threats to employMent and also_ _ _

easing resulting burdens on labor resulting from co-operation in the

utilization of technological innovations offering such advances.

Meeting such needs would seem to require substantial contributions from

the government, from labor organizations And from universities as well:as from

industrial managements. And failure to meet such needs would probably exact

Penalties from each of th ?se beneficiaries of an effective industrial economy:(14)

(14) For more detailed discussion,'see Gold, Froduct-vit TeChnolo- and
Capital: Economic-Analysis; Managerial StrategadGnvernment Policies
(Lexington, MA:.- D. C. Heath - Lexington Books, 1979) Chapter 17. Also:
see B. Gold, An In roved Model_for Maria trial EvalUation and Utilization
of Computer-Aided Manufacturing: AlLnpo to the National Resea ch_Co ncil
Committee on Cum -uter-Aided Manufacturin (Washington, H. C., March 1981)-.
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19gISOTICS AND ITS 13,ELATIONsHIP

altOtiATELLZACTORY
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INTRODUCTION

More attractive technology, the end of the:baby bodm, the,needto modernize-an aging
U.S. manufacturing base and'to'redUceuthe use of laber,more,expensife:than:,most. of our,
international competition,- and a more favorable tax 'structure will lead to increasingly

automated factories:.: One product, the robot-, , is likely to become a key building block
in the penetration of factory. Automation-into,the manufacturing world. The purpose of
this report la 'to proVide a framework ,for analyzing-Ohe-rebot industry and,its
interrelationship with U.S. manufacturing techniques.

This rePOrt:is divided into severalNSeptiona::. _
An overivew'.of the general status of U.S. manufacturing and the potential need
for robots.

An anafysts of current and, potential uses of robots.

An analysis, from the robot prodUcerWpoint of view, of the likely evolution
of the robot market, and key epmpetitive f40tors.

A discussion-of-the impact of robots on manufacturing operations.

A discussion from both the producers' and users' point of view of capital
availability and potential financial incentive programs which could:foster the
development of the robot industry.

OVERVIEW:
REDISCOVERING

..,THE-_FACTO 8Y_

The automated factory has been a dream of the manufacturing world... The prodUction
manager, always pressured to:imProve outpdtj hal been influenced by classical
economists who ranked teChnological advancement as the mostimportant determinant of
productivity (38%), capital investment second (25%),, with labor accounting for only-14%',
of the changes. However, U.S business has had,to-operatb in anexcpptionallY
diffiCuIb economic environment during most-'of the 1970s, a period of rapidly increalsng
inflation,expleding energy prices and gyrating money markets. These factors?
contributed to a decade of sluggish economic growth; weak research and development
spending and economic pOlicios that favored consumption' investment, resulting in
real capital'sPending that significantly trailed the strong outlays. Of the 1960s.:, The
1.5% productivity growth during 1973779 was half our historic average, with some
economists suggesting that labor May have been, the only factor in the classical
equation- that contributed mom to productivity growth since 197J than it did frot

uly-31,-1981 Eli S. Lustgarten. (312) 500-8213
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1959-72
1973-79

. -
Real.GNF Real Gross Private

Growth Fixed InveseMent.
4.9%

2.5% 2.1%

eal:ProdUcers Beal F42 Productivity

- le Equipment Spending Growth

, 3.0 3.1$

2;1% 1.5%

The economic environment of 1970s also favored capital outlays that

quick payback. As economists Burton G. Malkiel has pointed out:`

?'From 1948 to 1973-the-(net-book,value of capitalequipment):per

unit of labor grew at an annual rate of almost.3 percent-." Since

1973, however, 'layer rates Of private investment have led to a

decline in that growth rate to 1.75 percent. Moreover, the recent

compe ition Of investment (in 1978) has beenskbwed toward equipment:

and r short-term projects and away'from structures and

relatively lon ived investments. Thus our industrial pant has

tended to age...

a

The deline of the U.§. manufacturing base can clearly be seen.by looking

at the age of U.S. machine tools in place (Table 1):

Tworthirds of all U.S. Machine tools are over ten years old and one-

more than twenty years:old,- '
--- -

The technological is eVen.mOre,severe as sophisticated

.control equipment; has made only slight inroads into-the manufa

By contrast, capital investment as a percentage of GI-Min Franceand West nermany.

-was more than 20% greater than that in the U.S., while in Japan the percentage was

almost double curs.-

numerical
ring process.

Corporate managers, shocked by faltering- productivity and loss-of markets to

International competition, have begun to perceive a connection between their

.deteriorating competitive Position-b and the neglect of the part of their bUsinesSes

that:Actually produces goods. however, until recently, productivity, was an economist's

term rarely used by businessmen. It is now dawning on somemanagementa that

responsibility for their Competitive listlessness-cannot be blamed Simply on the
_ _

decline kif work effort, unreasonable
government regulation or a shortfalI14n capital

investment. Rather, they are beginning to see it as.'symptomatic of something wrong

with the way manufacturing operations are set up'and organized.

As previously indicated, technological advancement, including improved management

techniques and integration of the manufacturing process, is the-most important factor

in4the classical-equation for productivity:-" Hence two relitedtechnologies. computers

and robots, offer prime opportunities for improvement. U.S.. industry.today is just

beginding to reap the harvest of Computerized innovations.that-cquld revolutionize

,production processes during the 1980s'.

Until recently, the ratidnale for robots was that they were useful in heavy, hot,

hazardous dad even boring environments. In addition to this ability to remove people

from an unhealthy and/br even dangerous_
environment, robots are a key engine of.change

'e

in the manufacturing process. Robots, particularly with th additton of computer type

circuitry, are the:initial entry into flexible automation.

AmeriChn eorporatienS haVe been behind the Japanese:in recognizing the potential of

computers and robots for reducing production costs and increasing the flexibility and

versatility of factory operations. While the pentration of robots and computers into



I. United :States

Transportation. Equip,

1, Motor Vehicles .

2, 'Aircraft & Parts.

Table k Machine Tools in use*

Non - Electrical Machinery

Electrical .madhinery

Pabritated Metal

Precision Instrument

II. West Germany

United Kingdom.

13,7%

6.7

5.3

Under 10q0- Over."20 '% Numerical

10 Years Years Years Controlled,

31.0% 35,0% 34.01 2.01

23.8 334 43.2

23.8 31.9 49.8

36.5 I 32.8 35.1 32.1

12.9 33.0 .
41.7 25.3

29.0

114 Japan

V. Franca

VI, Italy

VII Canada

27.4 35.2 37,4 0:9

38.0 364 25.1 1.9

37:0 37.0 26.0 NA,

39.0 37.0 24.0 NA

61.0 21.0 18.0. NA

37.0 33.0 30.0 NA

42.0 30.0 28.0 NA

47,0 35.0 18,0 NA

Source; American Machinist 12th

1976-78; Verein Deutsche;

*Data based on 1976-78, except for

.1973-75

American Machinery Inventory of Metal Working Equipment

WerkzellmaschinenfabC_ e.V.; NMTBA Statistical Handtools.

Japan, Franco and Italy where the data is based on a

0
0

3

0
0

_

0
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the manufacturinuiwOrld will, be conpentrated,initially.into those areas which
result in reduced manufacturing costs primarily through ,direct labor savings and
enhanced Quality, the ultimate evolution willprobably be toward encompassing that
technology ds part of a flexible-manufacturing systals. approachto production. A

recent Machine Tool Task Forge study highlighted the characteristics of manufacturing
(Figure 1) and advocated the development of floxible'manbfacturing systems to ha -ndle
production at more economical costs And at an increased rate or productivity-

Characteristics of manufacturing
Irmlve
msductom
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Ei

WO

Lux
.at*

Figure 1
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Source:
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Set-up/Loading uging
Tool Change
Idle Time
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and Third Shifts
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Inadequate storage
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Source: Machine Tool Task

aohine Tool Task Force on Machine- Tool Technology

Table 2 Time LoSsen in Menu acturing

Low Volume Mid-volume High- volume

5%
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0%,

4
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--
12 7 14
-- 7 7

2 --

44 40

34 - 20 27
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7
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The decade of the 19E0swill see the- =need 'modernize the.U., manufacturing base at A. time

when the chInge in demOgiaphits will. result in a sharp decline in thenumbeeof worker's avail
able for blue collar jobs as well as an overall drop in the-number of people entering the work
:force as a whole U.S. industry will have-to.qUicken its -pace of automation df.it is to remain
competitive, and only through the widespread use df computers and robotg-ia the manufacturing,
sector will the automated factory eventually became areality.'

AN ANALYSIS
OF ROBOT USE

What Exactly
Is a Robot?

Disagreement exis-__ among both far
nition of an industrial rabot:

and American manufacturers over the appropriate defi-

The most widely quoted has been published by the Robot:Institute of
America (RIA), a!trade association of trade manufacturers and users. The RIA
defines a robot as "...a reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator designed
to move material; parts, tools or specialited devices through_- variable motions
for the performance of a variety of tasks."

The Japanese Industrial Robot Associates (JIRA)specified four levels of robots:

-MsnUel manipulators that perform-fixed-or preset sequenc

a.. Teaching playback robots that repeat fixed instructions after being
taught a work procedure.

N.U. robots executing opefationt on the basis of numerically -coded
,information,

4. Intelligeacerobots that perform various ctions through = its en:sing

and recognizing capabilities.

While many other definitions abound,the key difference is.that by commonly- accepted American
-standards; a robot should be both programmable and versatile. Renee,: the RID; would not include
Manual manipulators, so that Japanese and U.S..robot population statistics are not precisely
comparable. Mefinitional differences aside, Japan leads all other Countries ih its acceptance,
use and government: support of robots; Their industry lead is-substantial, particularly when
viewed,in relationship to the elative: size of their GNP.
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There arebaSicalltwo classes of robot's;

.. Non-servo controlled robots in which the --tool 6enter pOint,can stop only at the

end points of each axis. Many'different motions Can be progrmmed in-sequence,
but only to these end pOiats. There is no provision for acceleration or= deceleration..

Servo controlled robot are far more sophisticated and can orally be programmed

to stop at any point within its range of movement.% Motion controlled.by oil
flowing-through servovelves,or by D.C. motors,-allowing acceleration or deCel-
eration to be achieved.

Robot control usually takes two.foriS --point tolpoint'and continuous path. A

point to point` oboe can be programmed to stop at predetermined points, but Move

ment is not,controlled between.these points. A continuous path robot can follOY

an irregular path exactly.
_

aw technology robots can -often complete atask,as well as the more sophisticated modelS
The Japanese.aPpear more acutely aware of this and tend to concentrate on implementing- existing

technology. , Above all the industrial robot must be-a practical device to successfully pene-

tratd:the manufacturing world. Our discussions. with many industrial manufactiarers.indicates

three key tbAtecteristcs-required by users:

of applications, either in the area of (material) handlingor as .

- a processor (painting, Welding, etc:).

High level of reliability with A minimum-of downtime.

3. Ease of teaching, either with on off lin

teach- boxes.-

Who Would Use
--Robots: Howend.Why

In 1979 the RIA estimated chat six industry-segment aoct:--unted

shipments in the U.S.

rogrammability, usually with

Table 4: 1979 -Estimated Unit Shittents

Units

Automotive
.CaSting/Fouhdry
Heav1\11:irdfacturing
Light -nufactUring
ElectricaliEiectronic
Aerospade
other
Total 1.4

Source: PIA=

-249
298
138
513
156

- 13

Total

18
21'
10
37
11
1
.2

100

unit ro

As the majority, of robots installed in the U.S. today are low or medium technology devices,,

the analysis of user purchases of robots by value would probably yield a different hierarchy

of industry segments;.with tie automotive industry clearly in front. Our end 'use market by

industry sector'appeats to-Ie developing along the lines of the 'Japanese industry (Table 6).
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Table 51 Jeesirsois Mister

Prod , i Shims oe !MAOtrial etabeorstsy Woe

Units 4'Valse

°Manipulators mot -Ssquent_ial Robots 59% 70%

Teaching plAybsok Rotors- 5 17'
FLobors__, 1 4

'Intelligent Robots 5 9

Spurge:

s.abl 6: Value of 1979 Robot Shi nts Users in Ja_

Automobile Industry
Electrical'Machinery
Plastic Molding
Metal Products
Precision Machining

& Metal,Werking
Iron & Steel
Other
Total

urce.: P.A.

38.4%
17.5
10,0
841

6.0 - -,

4.2
15.0
100-0

Whether -or not =- the -auto industry was the dominant purchaser obots in the U.S. in the

-.970s is_a moot point;J.t clearly will be the driving force for the industry in the 1980s.

It's no longer a secret that General Meters has projected an'installed-tase-of-robors-inlies:

facilities as high as 14,000 by 1990.

Table 7 Possible: Possiblei Robot la ive)

1978 1979 1980 1984 ! 1986 -1-988 1990

Cumulative 160 .230 302 3,600 6,500 10,000 14,000

Source,: GM. 1

As the-robotids market is expected to be dominated by the automotive'md otherheavy menu-

-turing segments, at least during the first half of the 1980s, the principal applications

are unlikely to vary significantly from the current uses over the neartericrOi

.
Sporwelding, which we estimate to account for ,

35-40% of total robot industry nales.

. Material handling, including machine loading -and unloading.

Die asting,,investment.oastingo, stamping, forging and press loading.

. Paint spraying and finishing.,

Palletizing.

Assembly.

Toward themiddle of the 19805,-"azo welding systems should begin to grow rapidly and become,

the most important welding sector as demand for spot welders plateaus. During the latter part

of the decade, it is likely for arc welders, machine loading and unloading and assembly robots

to be the primary areas of growth, with assembly alone perhaps representing 35-40% of the total

and perhaps nearly halt cf the annual growth.'

The traditional rationale as to why industry purChased robots was that they offer a means to

increase productivity and free workers from boring and unsafe tasks. A recent Delphi Survey

by the-Society of Manufacturing Engineers (Ste) indicates !that there arc two key factors as
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the Important crieteria for robot purchase

Reduce manufacturing costs

2 Provide direct labor saving

Other factors also cited include enhanced product qUality,, an improved working. environment
and tying into other forms of computerized automation'though-the relative importance-of these .

areclearly below the first twdmentioned. The median average expected Payback period runs.
between 2-3 years and is not expected to change materially_ during the first half of the 1980s.

= Table 8:-.Median Average: Expected Payback Period

Now 1985-

Casting/foundry ,3.0
2,0 YearsAutomotive 2.7 Yeare.

Heavy Manufacturing 3.9 3.0
Light Manufacturing 2.0 2.0
Electrical /Electronic 2.0 2AL

.-. Aerospace 2;8'

Source: P.IA.

While foreign built robots are not a significant factor currently, it is expected that in-
creased exports from Japan by 1903 as well as-foreign owned MS. manufacturing facilities
will-lead to foreign manufacturers maintaining -a significant preseneeinthe market..-The SME
survey suggested that 20% of the dollar value of robots is likely to be supplied by foreign
manufacturers, with cost advantage and overall quality (manufacturing and design) beinc the
key factors that led to a foreign built purchase.

Robot Demand Expected
To Be Sensitive To
Economic-CyElEp'

will
appears quite likely that depand for robots as well as other factory automation equipment

i4111 be a cyclical as well as a growtbrmarket. Using expected cost reduction and direct labor
savings as well as productivity improvement as part dt- a return on investment analysis suggests
that manufacturers will-be sensitive to a reduction in business expectatiOns and casktflow

which can result from en-economic downturn. This has been the case in Japan where industrial
robot sales in terms of both unit ptoduction and value showed moderate sensitivity to economic,

- conditions in 1971 and 1979 despite the small size of the industry.

It is conceivable for the U.S. robot sector to evolve into a strong cyclical gro th market
somewhat,akin to the minicompUter or semiconductor sector,, i.e. strong unit and sales growth

With each trough in demand significantly higher(perhaps'30-40%) than the previous trough.

table 9t pr ass Induatxial Robots

value (41 Bin)
MOO unitA)

1968 0.2 0.4
1969 0.4 1.S
1970 1.7 4.9
1971 1.3 r 4.1
1972 6.1
1973 2.5 9.3
1974 4.2 11.4
1975 4.4 11.1
1976 7.28 14.1
1977 8.6 31.6

10.1 27.3

9977u9e t

14.5 42.4
0 x
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AN ANALYSIS or
ROBOTMANUrACTURING'

- Multisector Industry
To _Evolve in- the 1980s

.1n1980, sales of robots by U.S. based companies approached $100 million, up sharply from the
estimated $60-65 million-in sales,_ in 1979. While-agrowth Of.50%-is impressive during a-recet-
sionary environment, the robot industry size was still less than 2% of the $4.69 billion'machine
tool industry with whichit Often was-mistakenly included and an- insignificant part (4/1000 of

I-%) of U.S. GNP. While-robots are commonly assumed to be an extension -o the machine tool
dustry because of-its strong ties with manufacturing, we believe that the industry:will evolve

into its own -subset of the flexible automation- equipment sector with a mult4tUde Of. segments .1

much akin to the earlY-development of the minicomputer industry in the 1960s and early 1970s.
However; in'contrast to the,mlnicomputer industry, it is conceivable for the major participants

in robotics to significantly change character by the next decade. We believe it-is-likely-for

A significant portion of robot,manufacturers_to'become part of major companiesorganized to I
supply systems and subsystems for the factory of the future. A pure robot company-might only
service a small, specialized segment of the factory automation market,

It is our opinion that the stricture of the robotic sector will evolve in a manner similar

to the early stage- development of the minicomputer industry. Through the rid- 1960s, the-mini7
computer industry was dominated by two major computer manufacturers.- Beginning in the second

half of the 1960s and into the 1976s, this sector developed a more elaborate-structure..

Table 10 Indus 970'

Makes

Minicomputer Peripherals Mainfrernel
Manufacturers Software Peripherals

Software
-t, Systems

PeTiOhiral Equipmgm Minicomputers
MenufacturerS Software

Original E.suipment
Manufaeturers

PM9reMMing

Peripherals
(includes terminals
and heoneary
memories)

Minicomputers

Minicomputers_ Peripherals
Peripherals Software
Software Systems
Engineering Minicomputers

OEM's
independently
End-user

Minicompu ur
OEM.
Indcpuldrnt Sykltms
Many f a:tura_

fa urer

- - oEm
End-user

independunt YI nieuntputPr3 Systems OEM
Systems Peripherals Software -.* and-user

The interfaces depicted by this structure can essentially be split into fc

The end users who could. .

purdhase a system from the original equipment supplier directly or.

3. sometimes go to a group of independent consultants who help the p ch4ser

put together systems snd subsystems, or. 4.

4. sometimes turn to a company that has developed a turnkey pred'uct using GEM

-upplier,equipment as the heart of the system.

ents:
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As users became more sophisticated, they assumed' gre - sponsibility for the integration of
the system. A service segment began to evolve about a decade later as the indicated base'of
the product grew. '

-The robot industry appears to be,daveloping along the same lines. Currently, two manufacturers,
[Animation (subtidiary of Condec) and Cincinnati Milacron, dominate the industry- with-amestimated
70% of the market. These companies are, four to five timds larger than the nearest competitor-
(Table 11)

Table 11: Bted -1980 tiS Robot -Sales byr
Sales

-

Unimation ndeC) S 40.0
Cincinnati ilacron - 30.0
Devilbiss Champion S -k° Plug) 9.0
ASEA ( Operation) ' -7,5

'PRAB 6.0,
AutoPlade (Copper weld) 4.5
Oordson 0.7
Mobot 0.7
14Aut6matik '0.4
_Other 6 1.2

Total 100.0
roue.

PurchaSers"during-the-early marketing stages worked with the robot supplier in ordat-to'inte-
grate robots into the manUfacturing-process andoccaSionally.outside Consultants were used be.
cause'of the lack of suppo?*c available for the,process.

Over the past several years, U.S. manufacturers have shown increasing.. interest in the concept
of families of parts for greater manufacturing efficiency. This has heightened the interest
of U.S. companies in flexible manufacturing systems.and manufacturing cells with the priMary
goal of generating a high level of production of a wide range of family components with the
flexibility to change, a capability previously available only With a sharp reduction: -of output.
This change in the-manufacturing concept has refoCused the efforts Of*robotmenufactuters
toward the growing areas-of applications and systems. Moreover-, new'companies such as4lutomatix,
Inc. and Robogate Systems Inc_, -were founded on the concept of turnkey installations integrating
robots into flexible manufacturing systems.

The likely.evolution'of these developments can probably be illustrated 14,--tha-responses of
U.S manufacturers to the 1981BMB Delphi Forecast for Robotics (Table 12). In essence, the .
purchases_of robots will continue -to make use. of independent consultants, but also will..turn
more,and more to turnkey system suppliers during the 1980s.

.

10

Table 12;. USera Oill.Seek 'More Help
for Robot rnte ratiOn (Median Estirs.)

190D 1985

% of Robots purchased by Users
with Assistanok of Outside Independent
COnsultanta Doing Systems Engineering

15%

% of Rot_ procured 4S a Turnkey 20 25
Package with One-Source LayOut,
Robot Supply and InStallatpn

PdrOn4SOr ProCUres on IndiwIdUal 8aSist
Purchaser Assumes Responsibility for
Layout and Integration with Installation
Donn hy.Dquipment manufaCturer

1990.:

151

ao 70 70

Source: 1981 88k Delphi rerecast Median Results,
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Longer-Term Trends
Automation Companies
will Like lz be lard

-
While robots are often used in an initial isolated application (primarily to gain experience)

the evidence is clear that the robot is viewed as a piece of equipment to be integrated into
the production process. moreover, the U.S. production base is in_dire need of modernization
and most important, the mid-158OS demographic shift will lead to a drtip in the entry-level
work force at a time when the average skilled machinist in this country is currently estimated
to be about 56 years old. These fundamentals suggest that U.S. manufacturers will have to ad-
Just -their methods and philosophy of production, emph siring the substitution of capital for .

labor or in One word --automation.
-

,
The evolution of factory_ automation outside the -U.S. -has, an -interesting -criarecteris i Most

of the companies in the forefront of the technology are part of _the organization that makes
much of -the equipment used What emerges is that the -knowledge of the factory environment-is
the key factor to the successful implementation of automation. In Japan, for example, Toyota
was originally a subsidiary of a machine tool company ( Toyota) and its machine tool technology
cannot be sold externally without the car companies approval. Nissan has a machine tool com-
pany as does Hitachi and Komatsu, the sikth ln_rgest producer of transfer lines in Japan.

A similar phenomenon is developing around the world with respect to the iinplamentation of
FZbars7---r-:e-=tTany----6f--T-onia-rfte-n--ntrod-un-l-ng-Tohot6-int-n-the--manu_faoturing_pr.ocess._produce-__

a version for internal consumption. Besides many Japanese concerns, the list would also in-
elude companies such as Volkswag6n, -Renault and Fiat,

Alternatively, US. manufacturing companies rarely produce equipment for their own use-. How-
ever, as'Pautornation techniques begin to take hold, the phenomenon has begun to change. In
robots, for example, companies like General Electric, Texas Instruments and IBM all produce
robots for internal use and General Motors recently announced its own paint spraying robot.
Purthere12strategic planning within many corporations has led to the identification of the
field ofjautomation as both a strategic internal operation requirement and a future business
opportunity. This has led to significant acquisitions and internal studies as to how to best.
service this cyclical growth phenomena (Table 13).

13,- Shrategie'ftrehease by [-ergo Chedaniee
ehe Field of AutOmatieie

Energy Related Cemented
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Rht0hedide_Related D

Thaf

hOuld
Nquage 1s

Litton

Autemat100_ahhtPeSh edOr §tddY__

LBO
Tama* Znatehmeftte

Lqudooeot
,Weegandr""

Ehefeeh glattfit

source:

bOught__

Peliefte* eleattle.
Fairchild

ofactU,Ing Data Oyster. I
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The logical evolution of the factory of the,future company lu.one which can plat tOgethe
sophisticated systems largely involving computer technologies, electronics andsoftware con-
trollers and of course, rptvarious-:.The requirement tor..the various- technical,"disciplines, the
'high development Costs anafinancial and marketing skills suggest that-these companies will tend

qUite large in nature, with suppliers-of ihdhstrial pieces of equipment occupying a Small:
_ -

niche in the broad spectrum market,for the, automated factory.

Robot 'Production:
Generalists With A
Niche for S ecialists

The potentiar.wideepr -d use of robots suggesti'tha the indust y wall 'continue to seTinent
in various ways; , . .

Work envelope and load capacity applications have often been the determinant
of mirket segmentation by lift capacity:-

F.

1. Extremely heavyweight applaCations (lift capabnlity in excess of 350 lbs.)`

2. Heavy Applications, including spot welding reaating in lift capacity between
50 and 350 Lbs.:-

3. Medium to low weight applications:requiring lift capacity Of less'th 50 lbs.

Small parts, pick and place and assembly_requirements-red to the deveiopment7-61
market for robots with lift'capacity of less than live poUnda-. The driving force
for market development was the realization that upwards of 90% of the parts of the

average automobile weighed less than three pounds.

Segmentation by process applications, including painting, spraying and coating and

arc welding.

An analysis of these market segments suggested that a family:of:general purpoSe robots with .

.
a choice'of drive mechanism, lift capacity and wrist confirmation could be produced, with the
intelligence of the robot (electronics and software) used to tailor the general p e robot

for a specific application. While the major robotProdUcers have adopted:this approac
small market nick has also developed for a dedicdted systeM, particularly-in-paint spraying;
primarily because of the intricacfes of coating technology.: .We believe it is likely for this
generalist-approach to pervade'in the industry, with somespecializedniches developing because
of. unique process technologies.

. R&D: A Crucial
Investdent

For robots.to be ImPful_across a.Wider breadth of markets in the future; they must be able to
adjust automatically to alternative production set-ups and have the capability of recognizing,

--reorienting and-manipulating-disordered parts._ For many assembly and - installation procedures,

this adaptive ability would be essential.

The key to the wide market expansion, we believe, lies in the breakthrough in at least two
areas of technology:

Sensory capabilities, _eluding:

1. Force with application in fitting operations.-
2. Tactile wath-application in both positioning and` orienting..

Vision with application in positioning, inspection and monitorin
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The ability of the robot to interface with large, computer controlled manufacturing
systems.- This inaudes-the ability to create-a-task description without the notes-,
sity Of using,arobot's actual -Motion. .The development of off-line.programing_would

.

also ease-the actual programing task.

Farth the key to better robots lies in vastly improved electronies-and softWT enhance=
ment of existing softwaraandiincorporation ofedvances in other - areas, such ai:

Material: Robots in the future are likely to be built out of t varioue-
composites and/or plastics rather than metal.

Spread processes such as coating.techni

Mechanisms and material handling.

This suggests that robot have all the characteristics of a high technology industry:

1. High-levels of R&D spending area Most, with 7-10% of sales, or more; likely.
(Note Similar to the semiconductor industry.)

2 The vast number og technologies involv
to occur for advancing the state of

uggest that joint ventures are likely
u in robots: ,'

Unimation,s PumA robot was developed in a joint venture between
GM-ATOrTMdtmMionr--Qevetopment-of-the-prodectAended-the,-telations

_ _ _ _

botech has been formed as a joint venture corporation by'Renaolt
d Ransburg, hopefully to develop a robot by bringing the expertise

companies together.

Signif_ cant R&D will be done by academia with sopport'help from companies.
This is particularly. --- in sensors and some visionwork-Is_coriently being
done by RPI, Purdue, U A, Florida State (Gaineeville)*, Stanford,,University
Of Rhoda4Island, etc.

RRIDability is fast becoming a bare- to entry in tha-robot field. Further; it is likely
fot ptoprietary technology to be much more important than patent protection, similar to the
Major technological fields dominated by software and electronics

/,,
Learning Curve
Pricing Key to
Industry Growth

The heavy emphasis on computers, electronics and softwaraas the key method of adapting, -'=
general. purpose robots for sPecific application suggests-that Xbe pricing of robots
low the characteristics of high-teChnOlOgy industries. Currently, we estimate that around 30%
of the cost of a robot is the electronics and software, with even a higher percentage for the_
More sophisticated models._ Hence, we. believe that the learning (experience) curve is very
important to tobotics, and prices should fall as volume inoxeasps:, For example, one of the
major manufacturers introduced its robot line four years-ago. Despite the widely
times of the past few years, selling prices have remained essentially unchanged, impling- an
estimated 30% price reduction in real terms -- directly, related the sharp volume increases.

While'the base-price of robots -is likely to decline, the:average price per unit is likely to
increase over the next five years. This reflects that robots will prebably be equipped With
more extensive accessories such as sensors- and vision. assuming technological advancement and
learning curve pricing, we believe that the robot industry during the 1980s could achieve a.
revenue growth upwards of -35 (cyclically), with industry revenues estimated at $500-600 mil-
lion by 1985 andapproaching. billion by 1990.

135
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1985
1990
Source: MKS.

Rapid_Robot Industry Growth_Projected

Sale
Millions
$ 150.

500,600
2,000,

7,000- 8;000
30;000-40,000

As in most L'gh technology industries,-the cost of being wrong in product and/or market de-
e sions is .bigh and could easily be catastrophic for smaller entrepreneurial concerns_

One potential-,future market-development is the-growth of the robot leasing buSiness. As in
the computer husiness, small companies may never have adequate capability to implement robots
efficiently. Leasing robots, alongWith fUll support from suppliers, could make sedbelor
smaller compahies with limited capital and no robot -wise employees, making-the-latest tech-
nology readily available.

0

ROBOT INTRODUCTION A
siGNIFICANT LKPACT ON
MANUTACTURING OPERATIONS

., There is-no doubt that robots will-revolutionize the workplace. Even if no further techno
logical advancements .WeTe made in fields such as sensory percentio6, robdis would still have
a place In the manufacturing process. However, it is impossible to ignore the awkward period

7-ifOf-realignment that-must precerobetics revolution4Ib,is,dleat that technology is far
7--mere-sophisticated compared to the Underatanding,eftha:soCialaistam efChofactory.

Robots are threateningto the existing. work force. Recent estimates have suggested that up-
wardsof.twenty million industrial jobs around the world could be replaced by robots. This in
eludes four million assembly workers,,two million machinists, one million painter's, two million
Welders and flame cutters machine operators. Retraining is believed to be the
major social problem created by rapid robotization,-not_ unemployment,

In both the U.S. and Sweden, for-example, many unions have come to accept robots as a method
df-eising the most burdensome manufacturing tasks and -increasing productivity, both viewed as-
'a route to a higher Standard of living. Swedish unions have actually classified certairvdan-
geroUs or monotonous jobb as unfit for humans and demanded that they be carried out py robots.
The UAW has.been.quoted in publications as statingthat'higher wages and productivity go hand
in hand: and technology, automation and new methodology -are a Major way to increase productivity.

The method of robot introduction into a manufacturing organization tends to follow the pattern
of selling an initial unit to a company. The s, _ by the manufaCturer has to include:

. Extensive ,customer support, including back-up support and technical
services, simple repairs and parts replacement.

Comprehensive _training programs- and customer- "education, - -as - potential
users often.do not have the technical background or expertise to make
a robot work on the plant floor.

The first installations tend to be most important, for they are the ones watched most care-.
fully by both management and labor. As companies become more comfortable in using robots,
multiple orders follow, but the need for continuing manufaCtUrers' support. remains. In the
future, robot producers will have to face the problem of support networks that extend thrOugh-
out the world and offer a variety oUservices, including education;

14_

13
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Within the manufacturing corporation, the jobs created',Oyyidespread use of robots and tn-

.

maimed manufacturing 7-programmers, technicians, engineers = =for the most part require a high
ielreeof.technical training.' The jobs which robots eliminate,.e.g. assembly workers, painterS
and machine operators, Are frequently ofS lower skill or if even skilled,,require little
technical knowledge. Massive training programs will be needed to prevent the creation of an
Oversupply,of-workers whose skills have becomelobsoleta and a aimultaneous shortage of-engineers
and technicians, appears.that the manufacturing industry hastecognised the problems by the
responses-to the SME Robotics Delphi Poll (Table 15).

'Table 15- Source of Future Technical Personnel

Updated In -House Manufacturing Engineering-Personnel
Hiring of Experienced Personnel from Manufacturer
Hiring of Experienced Personnel from Robot,Vendor
Craduating College .Student
Source: 1981 SHE Delphi Poll,

50%
20
10
15

To date, however, only the,berestlpeginnings of Such programs are in place. We also have
recently seen the development of an academic robotics-Ourriculum to help meet the demand for
-robot technicians. Macomb County Community ColleVe in Warren, Michigan has just introduced
such a program and the_State of South Carolina i subsidizing academic training programs at
locations near the new Cincinnati Milacron robot plant.

While we-believe the critical issues of manufacturing techniquesand-labor displacemenboan_
be handlernin the short-term, we are becoring more,concerned that the magnitude of the problem
could be serious during the.aecond half'of'the-A.980s. TechnologiOaladvances enhance the caps
bility,tconoMic viability and availability of assembly and inspection robot systems:

The design of products that ars compatible-with robot handling will
increase in importance. One implication imthat the robot specialist,
will have to be involyecein the product design phase_

it is estimated that assembly workers constitute upwards of 15% of the
U.S. manufactbring work force, and inspection workers probably 5-10%. ".
These are two areas where "adVanced robotics could be applied with
astonishing impact.'

CAPITAL: KEY fb
SUCCESS OF spas
PRODUCERS AND USERS

The need to finance a. business in an industry. capable of growing 35% annually and requiring
significant levels of R&D and an extensive support network suggests that profitability and
availability of capital is vital "Fortunately,'it appears that the members of the robot in-
dustry have been ableto tap the capital market as needed. There is no doubt that all the
favorable publicity the rebot sector has received, including being on the covers okhoth
Time and Sesinessl,week in 1080, has helped contribute'to the exceptionally favorable opinion
held by the investment community as to the prospects for robotics-.

It is-our view that the government would probably not have to get intimately-involved in
the financial requirements of the robotics industry A free market approach should allow this
sector to attract the necessary capital required because of the well-above average growth pros--

pecti . This does not preclude the necessity of general ;policy incentives required by American

buaidesses. We believe that tax relief, especially higher depreciation write-offs, are the
kildS of programs' which would benefit robot:producers as well as manufakturers.

15
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Government programs which could be usefUl in the future would be in the area such as aiding
Ran expenditures through either -tax -credits or government fundi being made available for basic
-research.

We believe government Aid to the users would tie
could take the form of:

: -
Helping companies afford-the introduction of rabotics into their production
process. We believe this aid could become crucial for smaller coMpanies.

Establishing some sort of showcase, perhaps a national demonstration program,
to provide inspirational:leadership and develop a cogent policy for manufac-
turing techniques. :

We believe that manufacturers' ability to afford :robots and other aspects factory Automa-

tion is ultimately related to their cash flOw. A stable period of economic growth, reasonable
leyels of interest rates and controlled inflation as well as government tax policies proxtiding

investment incentives would typify the ideal,environment for companies in general to increase

their investment in automated equipment.'

However, it's important to note that the introduction of robots into the manufacturing pro-
cess essentially breaks the shackles as to how things are done. This implies an important
degreemf'risk- for companies to implement robotic programs, a risk taken currently by the

larger 'companies in'this,country. _

ManuactUrer- This

It appears that government incentives could be exceptionally useful in helping smaller corn-

parties absorb the-technolOgical risk of introduding automated equipment. The Japanese govern-

ment,, through the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI), has, adopted programs addressing this
issue in line with the'decision that robOt prOductiOn is a major strategie'industry. for Japan's

future;.

MITI has permitted manufacturers who install'robots to depreciate an
additional 121%of the purchase price in the first

MITI has arranged for direct goVernment, low interest loans,
and medium scale manufacturers to encourage various type of robot

installations.'

MITI has helped encourage the foundiaq of a robdt leasing company --Japan

Robot Lease. The objective is to support robot installations by small

and` - medium scale manufacturers-.

1

We believe it would be advantageous for U.S. policy to consider following the lead of the

Japanese. We also believe that the U.S.' government could consider programs to help foster the

spread ofautomated techniques throughout industry. Heretofore, the Japanese have led the way.

with the Japanese Automated-Eadtory-Project sponsored by the Agency of Industrial S ce-and --

Technology of MITI. The project, initiated in 1977, aims to help take existing tec ogical
@

advances into the marketplace, with the acknowledged long-term goal of unmanned ma taring.
w

1.6
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LONG TERN A REPLAY OF
"'THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

Today-, 3.8v of the U.S work force is in agriculture, a major change from yesteryear, when
t was the dominant employmeht sector. This 3.8% produces enough food to feed this country

and maces the 0,8. the leading exporter of food. The decline of population in the agricultural
.sector occurred' with the substitution of capital -for- labor. There:re many people who believe
that, through automation, the'peraentage of the work force in manufacturing will decline nig-
nifiq'antly from the current 8.6%. While we do not necessarily believe the extreme number of
1-3% in the next century there is nq doubt-that the U.S. work force employed in manufacturing
as we know it today will markedly decline -over the next 25 years.- Through technology such as
electronics! software, and systems architectureincluding robots, eventually the automated
'factory will begin to be a reality.
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Office of Technology Assessment
The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) was created in 1972 as

an advisory arm of Congress. OTA's basic function is to help legis-
lative Dolicymakers anticipate and plan for the consequences of tech-
nological changes and to examine the many ways, expected and unex-
pected, in which technology affects people's lives. The assessment of
technology calls for exploration of the physical, biological, economic,
social, And political impacts which can result from applications of sci-
entific knowledge. OTA provides Congress with independent and
timely information about the potential effectsboth beneficial and
harmfulof technological applications.

Requests for studies are made by chairmen of standing committees
of the House of Representatives or Senate; by the Technology
Assessment Board, the governing body of OTA; or by the Director of
OTA in consultation with the Board.

The Technology Assessment Board is composed of six meMbers of
the House, six members of the Senate, and the OTA Director,.who is
a nonvoting member.

OTA currently has studies underway in nine general areas: energy,
international security and commerce, materials, food and renewable
resources, health, human resources, communication and information
technologies, oceans and environment, and space technology.
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